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FOREWORD

This report, describing a control system for a
guided missile of the glider type known as "Bat" is
supplementary to a report covering the development
of &amp; similar control for a smaller missile known es

"Pelican". The development methods are explained,
the system devised 1s described, and the reasons for
the choice of the system are given.

The development program culminated in a series
of flight tests on a ship target, records of which
are included in the report. These tests demonstrated
thet the servo system was capable of controlling the
missile in a rapid and accurate manner.

A production design of the control system under-
teken by Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., 1s also
briefly described.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 History and Objectives

In the spring of 1943 the Servomechanisms Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, was requested to develop a control system for a guided missile of the homing
type already being developed. The gulded missile comprised &amp; glider of heavy wing load-
ing designed by the Bureau of Standards under Section 5.1 of NDRC, and an S-band radar
receiver developed by the Radiation Laboratory, M.I.T. After a brief survey of the

problem, development was begun at the Servomechanisms Laboratory in June of 1943. The
general objective was to develop the simplest possible control system that would make
the most extensive use of the capabilities of the glider and the homing intelligence.

Several sizes of gliders had been bullt or designed by the Bureau of Standards at
the time the development of the control system was undertaken at M.I.T. The smallest of
these gliders, known as Pelican, has an eight-foot wing ‘span and 1s used both as a
weapon and to provide field proofs of designs intended finally for larger size gliders.
The initial program was to develop a control system for the elght-foot glider, with the
possibility of adapting it to larger size units if flight tests were successful. The

development of the servo for the eight-foot gllder was completed in the latter part of
1944, and flight tests were made in February 1945. This work has been covered by
"Development of the Servo Control System for Guided Missiles Preliminary Report", dis-
tributed by Division 5, NDRC.

The success of the work done on the control system for Pelican lead to the recom-

mendation that the same type of control system be designed for a larger missile of the
same general appearance known as Bat. Bat is a ten-foot glider-type missile carrying a

1000-pound bomb and with an S-band transmitter-receiver located in the nose of the mis-

sile to supply homing information. The development of the control system was carried
through field tests and supplied assistance on the development of &amp; production model.
This report, which is the final report on Contract OEMsr-10l13, covers the theory under-
lying the operation of the control system that was developed for Bat, detailed descrip-
tions of the system and its components, &amp; summary of the flight test results, and a
brief description of the production unit that resulted from the development. This
report is not intended to be complete in itself. The Preliminary Report preferably
should be read first since many of the points covered in that report are not covered in

the Final Report.

1.2 Summary of Results

Development of the control system for the ten-foot glider known as Bat was begun
in March of 1945 and culminated in a series of flight tests in June, July, and August of
1945, These tests corroborated the tests made on the lighter and slower Pellcan and
proved that rapid and accurate control of this type of missile could be obtained with a

relatively simple control system.
The control system designed for Bat was designed to be as close to the final pro-

duction unit as possible. Since 1t was desirable to have field tests of these units at
as early a date as possible, certain modifications in the design were employed to permit

3.



the rapid manufacture of a small number of units. Ten units were prepared for field

tests, three of which were dropped on a ground target and six of which were dropped on a

ship (tanker) target. Results of these tests are covered fully in Chapter 6. Briefly,
however, the results were as follows: Of the three units dropped on a ground target
comprising a corner reflector approximately twenty feet on a side, one malfunctioned due
to mechanicel failure and flew only for a few seconds, one landed approximately sixty
feet in front of the target and the other struck approximately seventy feet behind the
target. Of the six units that were dropped on the ship target, one hit the ship approx
imately amidships and exactly at the water line, a second hit the target approximately
amidships two feet above the water line, and a third flying in a thirty mile per hour
cross wind hit the water only a few feet short of the bow. These three were classed as

direct hits. The fourth struck the water approximately forty feet short of amidships
end skipped into the ship. A fifth hit the water approximately fifty feet short of
amidships and skipped into the ship. These two were classed as skip hits and would
undoubtedly have ceused demage although they might not have sunk the ship. The sixth
passed over the ship approximately thirty feet high and was classed as a miss.

These tests were considered very successful.

1.3 General Description of Bat

1.3.1 The Air Stabilizer (Glider)

The glider (termed en air stabilizer by the Navy) was specifically designed to
carry a heavy load with small wing area and to possess those aerodynamlc properties nec-
essary for 1ts accurate and rapid control. Several sizes of air stabilizers have been

developed. All are characterized by the fact that neither rudder nor elevator 1s used

for control. Photographs of the ten-foot air stabilizer, known as Bat, are shown in
Figures 1.1 and 1.2, and a pictorial of component location is given in Figure 1.3%,

Instead of using conventional control surfaces, the glider 1s controlled entirely
by what have been termed elevons. These are movable surfaces on the trailing edge of
the wing, so designed that (1) they can be moved differentially as a conventional
aileron is moved and (2) they can be moved up and down together in order to vary the

1ift characteristics of the wing. A differential displacement of the elevons rolls the
glider just as ailerons roll a conventional airplane. A change in the average position
of the elevons results in a change in the 1ift characteristics of the wing and changes

the angle of the glide path of the glider. When the glider is rolled to an angle with
the horizontal the resulting component of 1ift acting crosswise to the flight path
results in a rate of yaw, and changes the directional heading of the glider. Thus the
orientation of the glider in space is effected completely by the elevons alone.

The choice of elevons for controlling the air stabilizer was made for the follow-

ing reasons:
i. Simplicity in manufacture of the air stabilizer is obtained.
2, Certain simplifications in the control mechanism are secured.
7 The glider can be so designed that the angle of attack remains relatively

independent of the average position of the elevons.

yYD



The angle of attack 1s the angle between the direction in which the glider is
pointing and its actual flight direction in space. In order to secure accurate results

the homing intelligence must be boresighted in the dlrection in which the glider is
traveling. The homing intelligence may be boresighted properly provided the angle of
attack 1s known accurately. If the angle of attack should change appreclably during
flight, the angle at which the homing intelligence 1s set with respect to the axis of
the glider would have to be altered. When controlled by elevons the air stabilizer
maintains a constant angle of attack during flight and therefore the homing intelligence
can be boresighted at a fixed angle with respect to the glider before flight. If the
homing intelligence is boresighted improperly, excessive acceleration of the glider is
required toward the end of 1ts flight, which considerably reduces the accuracy.

Unfortunately, the use of the elevons to control the glider possesses certain

disadvantages:
1. The power required to control the vertical motion of the glider 1s relatively

large. The power is required first by the high speed with which the elevons must be
moved in order not to limit the maneuverability of the glider, and second, by the large
hinge moments encountered in flight produced by the large angles through which the
elevons must be displaced to secure the necessary changes 1n 1ift.

£ Certain adverse yawing moments are developed by moving the elevons differen-
tielly about an average elevon position different from the streamline position. This
adverse yawing moment 1s caused by the fact that the drag on the air stabilizer becomes
asymmetric as the elevons are displaced differentially about an average position which
is different from the streamline position and a yawing moment is developed. Since no

rudder is avallable on the glider it is not possible to supply a moment to counteract

this adverse yawing moment.
?. Certain adverse pitching characteristics arise {rom the fact that when the

elevons are suddenly dlsplaced to a new average position the first effect on the glider
1s opposite to its final and desired effect. This adverse pltching effect arises from
the fact that when the position of the elevons 1s changed rapidly the line of downwash
on the tall stabilizer is altered and the elevons tend to act as elevators lnstead of

elevons. For example, if the elevons are moved upward, a moment 1s produced tending to
raise the nose of the glider while the elevons are in motion. This moment is soon

counteracted by a more powerful moment tending to lower the nose of the glider in the
desired direction. While the first effect lasts only a short time it appreciably

reduces the maneuverabllity and controllability of the glider.
. The effect of these adverse yawing and pitching moments 1s analyzed in Chapter 2

of this report covering the theory of operation.

1.3.2 Homing Intelligence

While several types of homing intelligence can be used in the air stabilizer, the
particular one used in Bat is an S-band transmitter-receiver manufactured by the Western

Electric Company and denoted as SWOD (Radar) Mk II Mod O. The target is illuminated by
the transmitter and the receiver obtains information as to which quadrant the receiver
1s in with respect to the axils of the receiving antenna, by offsetting the antenna and
revolving it about the axis from which it was offset. The signal intensity from the
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dish when pointed to the right 1s compared with the signal Intensity when the dish is
pointed to the left. The up and down signals are similarly compared. If the missile 1s
traveling in the correct direction, the target will be located on the axis about which
the antenna is revolving and no difference in intensities will exlst between the right
and left antenna positions nor between the up and down positions. If the missile is not
aimed correctly a signal will be obtained indicating the direction and magnitude of the
error in heading. This signal can be used to correct the flight of the missile.

Should the path of the missile suddenly change from its correct path, the signal
indicating the error in heading will not appear instantly but will lag the motion of the
glider. This delay 1s partly due to inherent lags in the recelver but mostly due to the
fact that a certain amount of averaging of the signal must be employed because of 1ts

high noise content. This averaging, or filtering, is necessary to prevent the servo
from reacting to false signals. If the filtering 1s excessive, the lag becomes too
large and loss in servo control is encountered. The servo system must be designed to be
as insensitive to lag as possible and in general must be designed to match the charac-
teristics of the radar receiver. A photograph of the radar receiver and antenna
attached to the front of a ten-foot air stabilizer is shown in Figure 1.2.

The particular design of the radar set made it very difficult to obtain reliable
directional information closer than about twelve hundred feet from the target depending
upon the type and size of the target. A revision of the set by the M.I.T. Field Exper-
iment Station at the Bureau of Standards, reduced this minimum range to about four hun-
dred feet. This figure appeared to be satisfactory for the type of operations for which
Bat was intended. All field tests were made with the revised set.

1.3.3 Servo System

The servo control system for the missile must be designed to make full use of the

serodynamic properties of the missile and its controlling elevons. At the same time the
control system must minimize certain of the adverse effects that accompany elevon con-
trol. In addition, the control system must make the most of the characteristics of the
homing intelligence. Finally, the control system must be as simple as is commensurate
with the above requirements.

The servo system was designed to obtain an inherently stable, accurate, and fast
system. It was felt that such a system would require a minimum of compensating devices
and would, therefore, prove most satisfactory. The principle of the system operation
has been described in detail in the Preliminary Report. However, a brief description of

of the principles of operation of the servo system is given in this report.
The control system was standardized as the SWOD (Control System) Mk 18 Mod 0. A

schematic of this system illustrating the principles of operation is shown in Figure 1.4
The system employs a Sperry Mk 4 Bank and Climb Control Unit (vertical gyro) as a sta-
bilizing instrument, a pair of specially developed clutch units as servomotors, electro-
mechanical trim units for transforming electrical directional information into mechan-

ical motion, and associated gear trains. A pictorial view of the unit is shown in
Figure 1.5. The Sperry Mk 4 Bank and Climb Control Unit, as modified for the SWOD (Con-
trol System) Mk 18 Mod O, includes an air driven gyro, rotary air valves coupled to the
gimbals to measure roll and pitch motion, and a motor unit for remote caging and

i=l



uncaeging the gyro. The air valve consists of a pilot (see Figure 1.4) which is coupled
to the appropriate gyro gimbal and a sleeve surrounding the pilot which 1s driven by
external means. The pilot of the valve measuring the roll position 1s geared directly
to the roll gimbal and the pilot of the valve measuring the pitch position is connected
to the pitch gimbal through a linkage system. If the pilot and sleeve of elther valve
are not aligned, a pressure differential is established across a corresponding air relay.
The air relay is a pressure operated electrical switch comprising a metallic dlaphragm
with an electrical contact mounted at its center and enclosed in a sealed housing. The

alr relays are mounted in the housing located at the rear of the vertlcal gyro. (See

Figure 1.5).
The sleeves in each alr valve are driven by the spiders of differential gears

located in the roll and pitch trim units. One side of each differential 1s geared to
the elevon system and the second side is geared to the appropriate trim units. The
gyro, air valves, and alr relays are described in Chapter i,

The clutch servomotor comprises a double-ended, multiple-~disc, magnetically-
actuated clutch. A cutaway of the clutch 1s shown 1n Flgure 1.6 and an exploded view is
shown in Figure 4.4.1. Detailed description of the clutch unit is given in Section 4.4,

The operation of the system can be described considering its operation under two
conditions: (1) glider operation in the absence of homing signal but in the presence
of disturbing air effects and (2) glider response to homing signals but with no inter-
fering air disturbances. It 1s of help to refer to Figure 1.4 in following this descrip-
tion.

Should the glider receive a roll disturbance, the pilot of the roll valve is
moved relative to the sleeve. The pressure differential is applied to the roll air

relay, the clutch actuating magnet is energized, and the clutch is engaged in the appro-
priate direction. As the elevon differential position 1s changed by the clutch, its
motion is fed back through the differential and the roll trim unit to the sleeve of the
roll air valve in such direction as to cause the sleeve to follow the motion of the

pilot. When the air valve is again in alignment, the roll alr relay opens or reverses
and the clutch of the elevon differential drive shaft disengages or reverses as the case

may require. Thus the change in elevon differential position is made proportional to
the change between the roll position of the glider as indicated by the pllot valve and a
roll trim position as controlled by the position of the roll trim unit. The control in
pitch 1s exactly similar to the control in roll. ’

When the glider 1s operating under the influence of homing signals, the roll and
pitch references of trim angles are controlled by the output of the radar receiver. The
manner in which this control is effected is described as follows (refer again to Figure

1.4):
If a yaw heading error exists, a voltage from the receiver appears across ter-

minals R and L of the roll trim amplifier. This signal 1s amplified by a two-stage,
push-pull amplifier and operates one or the other of the roll trim relays. Depending
upon which relay has been operated, the motor in the roll trim unit rotates in one direc-
tion or the other. As the motor revolves, it changes the position of one side of the

differential located in the roll trim unit. The signal from the potentiometer, which is
proportional to the angular displacement of the potentiometer from neutral, is fed into
the cathode circuit in the first stage of the roll trim amplifier. When the roll trim
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motor has revolved until the potentiometer signal counteracts the grid signal, the
motor control relays will open and 1f necessary the opposite relays close and bring the
motor to a stop. Thus the displacement of the sleeve of the roll air valve is made pro-

portional to the yaw error as measured by the radar receiver.
As soon as the roll alr valve sleeve 1s moved out of alignment with the roll air

valve pllot, the air relay and the differential elevon clutch are operated and the
glider is rolled to a new position at which the pilot and sleeve of the roll alr valve

are again aligned. Thus the angle through which the glider rolls 1s made proportional
to the error in yaw and consequently the rate of yaw of the glider is made proportional

to the error in yaw.

The pitch trim unit is operated in a similar fashion. If a pitch heading error
exists, a voltage appears across terminals U and D of the pitch trim amplifier. One or
the other of the pitch trim relays is operated, and the pitch trim motor rotates. As
the motor turns, the sleeve of the pitch air valve 1s rotated relative to its pilot
which is coupled to the pitch gimbal of the vertical gyro. In addition a small perma-
nent magnet generator geared to the pltch trim motor 1s rotated. The voltage developed
at the armature terminals of this generator is proportional to its rate of rotation and
is fed back to the cathode circuit of the initial stage of the pitch trim amplifier.
When the motor has reached such a rate that the generator voltage counterbalances the

grid signal caused by the pitch heading signal, the closed relay opens and the motor
decelerates. In actual operation the relays buzz at better than twenty cycles per sec-
ond and close proportionality 1s obtained between the magnitude of the pltch heading
error and the speed of rotation of the trim motor.

When the sleeve of the pitch air valve has been displaced from its position of

elignment with its pilot, an air signal is supplied to the pitch alr relay and the
clutch which controls the average position of the elevons 1s engaged. The glider
responds to this change in elevon position and as it changes its pitch orientation the
pilot of the pitch air valve is realigned with its sleeve. Thus the rate of motion of
the glider in pitch is proportional to the rate of rotation of the sleeve of the pitch
air valve which in turn is proportional to the magnitude of the heading error in pitch.

1-6
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Figure 1.5

COMPONENT DESIGNATION

I—ANTENNA
2— SPINNER
3 — SWOD(RADAR) MARK 2 MOD 2
4 —PIONEER SINGLE THROAT VENTURII
5— JUNCTION BOX
8 —ABRMING PIN
7 —BREAKAWAY CONNECTOR
8—AIR FILTER
9 — SWOD (POWER SUPPLY) MARK 16 MOD 2
0—PUSHRODS
Il —PORT ELEVON HORN
2 —PORT ELEYON
3—SWOD (CONTROL SYSTEM) MARK 18 MOD O
'4 —RADAR BATTERIES
I5—SERVO BATTERY
16 —MOPIFIED TAIL FIN
I7—-STARBOARD ELEVON
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2.0 DYNAMICAL ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

2.1 Introduction

The difficulties of field testing guided missiles and the complexity of the con-
trol problem combine to make a thorough dynamicel analysis of such systems almost imper-
ative. The dynamical characteristics of the Bat system are determined by the three

ma jor system. components, which, coupled together comprise the gulded missile discussed in
this report.

1. The radar intelligence unit. This unit has certain dynamicel characteristics
that can markedly influence the performance of the mlssile.

2. The airframe. The aerodynamical response of the missile to motions of 1ts
control surfaces and to wind disturbances is of prime lmportance. The response of the
airframe is a complex problem since 1t is a body with six degrees of freedom.

Zz. The control system. In the ideal situation the dynamical characteristics of
the control system are designed to "match" the characteristics of the radar and the air-

frame in order to secure optimum performance.

The control system should be so designed that it takes into account the dynamical
characteristics of both the homing radar and the missile. In order to design properly
the control system, therefore, a thorough dynamical analysis must be made of the com-
plete system. This analysis not only determines the design of the control system itself
but assesses both the effects of lags in the radar homing unit and of certain aerodynamic

peculiarities of the missile. Thus it permits specifications to be prescribed on both
the radar characteristics snd the alrframe design.

Experience with a variety of control problems has proven that the system analysis
must yield much more than an answer as to whether the system 1s stable or unstable. The

analysis must lead to a design with a determinable and satisfactory margin of stability,
must determine and control such factors as the natural frequencles of the complete system

and its damping characteristics, and must establish the system sensitivity factors.

2.2 Method of Analysis

The method of analysis that wes employed in the study of the system response had

not previously been applied to the analysis of flight problems. It has been applied
extensively to other types of automatic control problems, however, and 1s covered in a
paper by Hall.l For the sake of completeness the salient points of the method are

described in this section. A large portion of this description is to be published in an
A.S.M.E. paper.?

4 Hall, Albert C. The Analysis and Synthesis of Linear Servomechanisms. The Technology
Press, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1943.

R Brown, Gordon S. and Hall, Albert C. Dynamic Behavior and Design of Servomechanisms.
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Paper No. 45-A-20, Presented Nov. 26-29,
1ci-



2.3 Frequency Response of an Automatic Control System

Most automatic control problems can be reduced to a simple block diagram as illus-

trated by Figure 2.1. The problem illustrated by this diagram is that of making an

Figure 2.1

Block Diagram ofr an Automatic Control System

output shaft whose motion is designated by 9, follow an input shaft whose motion 1s
designated by 6, . The servomechanism approach to the solution of this problem 1s to com-
pare the output 6, with the input 64 and use the difference between these quantities to
so operate the controller and servomotor that the difference between the output and input
1s made zero or minimized. The difference between the output and the lnput 1s termed the

"error" and denoted by Ee.

Two general methods of studying the response of such a system are in use. The

first method studies the transient response of the system and the second method studies

the sinusoidal response of the system. When studying the transient response, the pro-

cedure 1s to displace the input, 8, in accordance with some transient test function and
measure or calculate the response of 6,- A common test function 1s a step function as
11llustrated by Figure 2.2. The output can follow the input in a number of ways depending

upon the characteristics of the amplifier-controller-servomotor combination. Certain
types of output response to a step input are indicated in Figure 2.3. If the system
parameters are mischosen, the system may be unstable and output will have a continuing

oscillation illustrated by the unstable response. For another selection of parameters
the output may approach its required position in a very slow fashion. This response 1s
called overdamped and for many applications is equally unsatisfactory to the unstable
response. For a variety of applications, the best system response 1s underdamped, but
with a high damping factor as illustrated by the response curve so marked. The length

of time that the output requires to reach a new position is a function of the damping

and frequency characteristics of the oscillation. An estimate of thelength of time
required for a transient to disappear is given by a knowledge of these two factors.

The transient approach to the problem is satisfactory if the response character-
istics as calculated or measured are satisfactory or will be satisfactory with only minor

read justment of system parameters. In general, however, it 1s very difficult to design
or redesign a system from the transient standpolnt.

&gt;, 2
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The second method of approach to the design and analysis problem 1s to study the

response of the system to a sinusoidal input. In this approach 9, is made a sinusoidal
function of constant magnitude and varying frequency and the steady-state performance of
the output is calculated or measured.

The characteristics of the system to thls type of input are prescribed by deter-
mining as a function of frequency, first, the ratio of the amplitudes of the output

motion and, second, the relative phase between the cutput motion and the input motion.
Mathematically speaking, if 6,(t) 1s the input and 6,(t) is the output of a servomech-
anism, then, 1°

6,(t) = A sin wt 1)

and A is small, it wlll always be true that

9.(t) = B sin (ot + 4). 2)

In the above equations A is known as the amplitude of the input, B is known as the

amplitude of the output, ow 1s the angular frequency (equal to 2vf where f is in cycles

per second) of motion of 6, (t) and 6,(t), and # 1s the relative phase angle between 6, (t)
and 6 (t).

The amplitude ratio, B/A, and the phase angle, #, when determined as functions of
angular frequency, w, comprise the frequency response characteristic of the system.

As shown above, the relationship between 6, (t) and 6, (t) when 6,(t) is a sinu-
soidal function of time is specified by a magnitude, B/A, and an angle, #, These two

quantities can be considered as the defining properties of a vector whose amplitude is
B/A and whose phase 1s g. Thus it 1s frequently stated that a vector relationship exists

between 0,(t) and 6, (t) when 6, (t) varies sinusoidally with time. This vector relation-
ship 1s represented symbolically by 23 (jo) in which j(=/-1), itself, is generally thought
of as a vector and emphasizes the vector properties of the ratio. The vector ratio

82), is characterized by an amplitude, 52), and a phase, arc [22 (3)
The preceding development is briefly summarized as follows:

If in an automatic control system

9, (t) = A sin wt 1)

then

6,(t) = B sin (ot + £). (2)

By definition, the frequency response is denoted by 5 (jo). The amplitude response 1s
given by

CRY B ;820) x 3)
and the phase response 1s represented by

90( 1)are [S2( jo) 4. (4)
The amplitude and phase response curves of a typical system are illustrated by

Figure 2.4.
The curves of Figure 2.4 may be obtained (1) by calculation, if the constants of

an actual or proposed design are avallable, or (2) by measurement, if the servomechanism
itself 1s available. The frequency response characteristic is measured by moving the
input sinusoidally at a fixed amplitude but at various frequencies. At each frequency

\
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the amplitude of the output and its phase relation to the input motion 1s measured. The
ratio of the amplitudes, plotted for each frequency, ylelds the first of the curves of
Figure 2.4. The phese difference between the input and output, plotted for various fre-
quencies, gives the second of the curves of Figure 2.4. The curves of Figure 2.4 are
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Figure 2.4

Frequency Response Characteristics

readily calculated if the constants of the system and the differential equation relating
the output to the input is known. The calculation is effected by replacing the operator
p by the frequency operator jw and applying conventional vector arithmetic.

The frequency response of a servomechanism may be closely correlated with its
transient response. Important natural frequencies in the transient response are indi-
cated by peaks in the amplitude response curve. The magnitudes of the peaks of the
amplitude response are measures of the relative damping of the natural frequencies of the
transient response. The frequency band over which the amplitude response has a substan-
tially constant magnitude is a measure of the speed of response to transients, since a

high natural frequency (and, therefore, a high speed of response) 1s linked with a high
resonant frequency in the amplitude response. When, as indicated above, the frequency
response characteristic is correlated with the transient response characteristic, the

former becomes a powerful means of analye‘r
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The correlation between the sinusoidal and transient characteristics is illus-

trated by comparing the transient and frequency response of &amp; simple system representable
by a second-order differential equation.

If the input, 6,(t), is a step displacement, and the output, 6, (t) is determined
for various values of the damping ratio, the set of transient responses illustrated by
Figure 2.5 results. If 6,(t) is made a sinusoidal function,

6, (t) = A sin wt (1)

and the amplitude response of the output, 6,(t), is determined, the set of curves of
Figure 2.4 are obtained. Comparison of the transient and frequency responses reveals sg|SS.wv
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Figure 2.5

Responses of a Second-Order System to a Step Displacement

number of points of correspondence: (1) The frequency at which the transient response
oscillates (the natural frequency) 1s approximately the same as the frequency at which
the amplitude response has a peak (the resonant frequency). (2) As the damping ratio
is reduced the transient response becomes more oscillatory, and the peak in the amplitude
response is magnified. (3) When the damping ratio 1s made larger than unity, the tran-
sient response becomes sluggish and the amplitude response falls off rapidly without a
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It is frequently convenient to combine the information contained in the amplitude

response curve and in the phase response curve of a system by a single graph. This can

be accomplished by remembering that the amplitude ratio and the phase angle are quanti-
ties defining a vector which relates the output and input. As the frequency of the
input is varied, this vector varies in phase and magnitude and the amplitude and phase
response curves present the information on the manner in which these two properties of

the vector change with frequency. The same information can be provided 1n an alternative

way by plotting on polar coordinate paper the path followed by the tip of the vector as
the frequency varies over the band of interest. If various points of the curve are

labeled with the frequency to which they correspond one curve will supply the information
contained in two curves when the amplitude and phase response are plotted separately.

This graphicel presentation 1s known as the locus of the frequency response characteris-
tic. It is illustrated by Figure 2.6 which was drawn for the same second-order system to

which the curves of Figures 2.4 and 2.5 apply. The principal advantage of presenting
information in this fashion lies in the means it provides for visualizing the frequency

response and in the fact that it emphasizes the very important relationship that always
exists between the amplitude and phase responses of a system.
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Figure 2.6

Complex Plane Plot of Sinusoidal Responses

2.4 Transfer Function of an Automatic Control System

It is clear from the block diagram of Figure 2.1 that a single function completely
defines the performance of a servomechanism in which the feedback link contains no



frequency dependent elements. The defining function is the relationship between the
servo output, 6,(t), and the error, €(t). If this relation is known in operational, sin-
usoldal or time response form, the performance of the system is completely defined for
all conditions that may be imposed upon it. This function, relating the system output of
the closed cycle system to its error, has been termed the Transfer Function of the sys-
tem. When the sinusoidal or frequency response form of the transfer function is studied.
it becomes a powerful analysis and synthesis tool. The transfer function may be derived
from a known frequency response characteristic of the servo system, it may be measured

directly, or, if system constants are known, it may be calculated. The transfer function
of the system can be written in the form 22( jo) This function 1s a vector quantity with
an amplitude and a phase characteristic just as the ratio 52( J) is a vector quantity.

The transfer function of a closed-cycle system 1s always the product of two parts,
one that is invariant with frequency and &amp; second that is frequency dependent. The fact
that these two components exist is emphasized by writing the transfer function in the
following form:

22(J0) = KG (jv) 5)

The term K represents that part of the transfer function which is invariant with
frequency. This portion is known as the gain or the sensitivity factor and 1s a function
of amplifier gain, etc. The second part of the transfer function 1s denoted by G( jw)
and represents the portion of the transfer function which changes with frequency.

The frequency response of the servomechanism is related to the transfer function

by the following vector equation:

22) = Eli 7)
The transfer function of a system is calculated by straightforward circuit analy-

sis techniques, or by determining the differentlal equation relating the output to the
error and replacing. by Jw.

2.5 The Transfer Function Locus

The transfer function can be studied by means of its frequency characteristics

just as other functions have been so studied. The amplitude and phase response curves
of the transfer function can be drawn and these curves completely define the character-

istics of the transfer function of the servomechanism and therefore completely define
the system itself. Just as the phase and amplitude response curves were combined into a

single polar plot with frequency as a parameter, so can the frequency and phase response
curves of the transfer function be combined. This parametric polar plot of the transfer
function has been called the transfer function locus, or simply the transfer locus of the

servomechanism. The transfer locus completely defines the characteristics of the servo
system. A study of its nature provides a very effective method for the synthesis of
servomechanisms intended for particular applications and a useful general guide to the
ad justment of servomechanism parameters in order to secure optimum performance.

If a parametric frequency plot of the transfer function, KG(jw), is available,
the magnitude and phase of the function 82 (J) may be found by graphical calculation.

2.8
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The function 82(j0) has been related to the transfer function by Equation (6). A plot of
a typical transfer function, KG( jw), 1s illustrated by Figure 2.7. Suppose it 1s desired

IMAGINARY AXIS
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Figure 2.7

Transfer Function Locus

to calculate the magnitude and phase of 52 (Jog) for a particular frequency, wg, with only
the transfer locus available. The transfer function at wg, KG( joe), is represented bythe vector oc while the vector ac represents the term [2 + x6(je);sincethepoint"a"islocated at (-1 + jO). Therefore, the magnitude of 52 joe) 1s glven by

0 KG joe) 58[ge jog)| | i = Isc] )i | + KG ( Joe )| lac]

while the phase of 5 jo) is given by

2] -%arc [22 joo)= arc (oca)
The angle, arc (oca), is negative. Thus the magnitude of 22 ( joe) is equal to the
ratio of the magnitudes of the vectors oc and ac and the phise of (Je) is equal to
the angle between these two vectors.

2.6
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Equations (7) and (8) permit ready visualization or calculation of the magnitude

and phase of 52( Jw). At small frequencies, such as wy (see Figure 2.7), both vectors oc
and ac are large and approximately equal, and thelr ratio is approximately unity. The
angle between the two vectors, the phase of 5200) , is small at this frequency. As the
frequency increases the angle between the two vectors increases and their lengths become
smaller so that dfEierences in their lengths cause the ratio 2 to depart from unity.
Whether the rato 22 (the magnitude of 52(J0)) increases or decreases as the frequency
increases depends upon the shape of the curve relative to the origin and the point
{(=1 + jO). A continuation of this reasoning for the remainder of the frequency range
permits the general shape of the phase and magnitude of the servo output to be completely
determined. If desirable, the phase and magnitude curves can be determined from the
transfer locus with accuracy and ease by the use of s protractor and divider to measure

the angles and lengths directly from the graph.
The general nature of the amplitude response may be obtalned also by drawing in

the complex plane curves of constant |§2( Jo). These curves are circles and are shown in
the upper part of Figure 2.8. If a sePvo could have a transfer function locus that lay

JMAGINARY KG (JW)PLANEAXIS CENTER OF __M2rr CIRCLE m2-1RADIUS __M_Me" OF CIRCLE M2-}

] M=75

Lay ut 40 +20 REAL
a= 5 —faxis

yO05AKe2.0 K=1.0

Figure 2.8

Determination of Servo Sensitivity

along one of these circles, the system amplitude response would be independent of fre-
quency and equal to the value of M for which the circle was drawn. The center and radius
of each circle is dependent upon M, and the relation is given in Figure 2.8. The

2.10
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frequency at which the transfer function locus crosses one of these circles is the fre-

quency at which the magnitude or |38( 0) ts equal to the value of M for which that circle
1g drawn. If the locus is tangent to a circle it indicates that a maximum or minimum in

52 (jo) | occurs at that frequency. Thus the amplitude response of the system whose trans-
fer function is plotted in Figure 2.8 has a peak of 1.5 at a frequency ww = 2, if k = 1.0.

2.6 Absolute Stability Criterion

The primary requirement that almost every servomechenism must satisfy 1s that of
stability. Although a servo system must be more than barely stable toc be satlsfactory,
a stability criterion of one type or another is generally the first test applied to pro-

posed servomechanism design. Several criteria exist; however, the one described here
was developed primarily for application to feedback amplifiers.
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Figure 2.9

Transfer Locl of Closed Form

It 1s at once apparent to those familiar with feedback amplifier theory that the
transfer locus of a servomechanlism is analagous to the Nyquist diagram of a feedback
amplifier. The term Nyquist diagram has been given to this type of plot for a feedback
amplifier because of a very useful criterion developed by Nyquist * for determining the

Nyquist, H. Regeneration Theory, Bell System Tech. Jour., Jenuary, 1032.

4



stability of a feedback amplifier. This criterion may be applied equally well to the
transfer locus in order to determine from 1ts shape and position whether or not the

servomechanism for which it 1s drawn is stable. To apply the Nyquist stability criterion
to servomechanisms the following procedure is employed: (1) The transfer locus (KG( jw)
plotted in polar form) is drawn for all frequencies from zero to infinity. (2) The con-
jugate of the transfer locus 1s drawn. The conjugate of a curve is the mirror image of
the original curve about the real axis. (3) If the curves so formed enclose the point

(-1 + jO), the system 1s unstable. If the curves do not enclose this point, the system
is stable. The application of this criterion 1s illustrated by Figure 2.9.

The above criterion applies to curves of closed form. That 1s, it applies to
transfer loci of such character that the loci and their conjugates joln at zero and at
infinite frequency. Actually the transfer loci of most servomechanisms are of the open

form and some extension is required in order to apply the stability criteria to these
forms of transfer loci. The open form of the transfer locus can be changed into the

closed form by connecting the curve and its conjugate at the zero frequency point by
means of &amp; circle of infinite radius. The connection should always be made In such a way

that no phase discontinuity occurs along the path of the curve, This 1s illustrated by
Figure 2.10 in which are plotted the transfer loci of two common types of servomechanisms,
both of which are stable.
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2.7 Transfer Locifor Various TypesofSteady-State Performance

The performance of a servomechanism under steady-state conditions is always of

great importance. If the servomechanism is primerily a positional device, it is desir-
able that the servomechanism teke up various positions without requiring an error to main-

tein it in that position. Similerly 1t is frequently necessary for the servomechanism to
follow an input of constant velocity, that is, one in which 6,(t) = kt. In this case it
is desirable for the servomechanism to follow various velocities as required without the

necessity of a system error to maintain that velocity. Servomechanisms that satisfy the

first condition frequently ere termed zero-displacement-error servomechanlisms and servos
that meet the second condition similarly are called zero-velocity-error servomechanisms.

It can be readily shown that if the transfer locus of a servomechanism approaches infin-

ity along the negative imaginary axis, the servo will have zero-displacement-error. Sim
1larly if the transfer locus of a servomechanism approaches infinity along the negative
real axis that servo will have zero-velocity-error. The zero-velocity-error servo will,

of course, have zero-displacement-error also. In Figure 2.10 1s illustrated the transfer
loci of a zero-velocity-error system and of a zero-displecement-error system. This con-

cept can be extended to servo systems that will follow a constant Input acceleration

without steady-state error, and .so forth.

2.8 Determination of the System Sensitivity

A very simple procedure exists for determining the system sensitivity, K, per-
mitted by a prescribed maximum value of [§2( jo). This procedure makes use of the fact
that veriations in the sensitivity, K, are equivalent to changes in scale of the plot of

KG( jw). Instead of plotting KG( jw), the function G(jw), only, is plotted. If the scale
of this plot of G(jw) 1s correctly altered, then this plot will represent KG(jw) and the
factor by which the scale must be altered 1s equal to K. The factor by which the scale
of the plot of G(jo) must be altered to transform it to a plot of KG(Jjw) is determined

by the maximum permissible value ot [ge jo). The procedure 1s as follows:
5 It has been shown that if the plot KG(jw) is tangent to a circle whose center is

Hs on the negative real axils, and whose radius 1s BT that the function [82( ju) |
corresponding to this KG(jw) will have &amp; maximum value of M. Now a circle whose

center 1s at 4 on the negative real exis and whose radius is BT will have an
intercept on the real axils equsl tc SEE and the following ratio will be maintained:

CenterofCircle  _ IM 5)
Intercept on Reel Axls M-1

The scale factor, K, cen be readily found if a circle cen be located on the plot

of G(jo) that is tangent to the locus, G(Jjw) and whose center on the negative real axis

is ay times its real-axis intercept. The location of such a circle can be found by
a cut-end-try process with a pair of dividers and is the work of but a few moments. Sup-

pose such a2 circle has a center at A, on the G( jw) plane. But it has been shown that if
the scele were correctly chosen in order that the locus be a plot of KG( jw), the center

of the circle would ve at JE Therefore the scele must be changed by the factor

2.17
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M“ M-and the sensitivity K, is equal to . The value of XK, 1s the
AME =1) . M AMZ -1) 71g ¥system Sensitivity that will provide a maximum value of 89( jw) | equel to M.

The above procedure of plotting only G( jw) and then determining the sensitivity,
K, is easy to use and permits greater freedom in the study of transfer loci since 1t
essentially non-dimensionalizes the plots as far as the sensitivity factor is concerned.

2.9 Application of Theory to Missile Control

Although the above design method has not been used previously in the design of
control systems for alrplahes, its adaptability to a variety of other control problems
gave rise to the hope that it would prove equally effective 1n the ‘solution of flight
control problems. Accordingly it was employed in deslgning the control system for Bat
The success with which correct design parameters and flight results could be predicted
justified the confidence placed in this method.

It is known that the performance of an eirplane can be studied by considering its

lateral and longitudinal motion separately and the analysls of the missile control is so
handled here.

Figure 2.11 illustrates the lateral problem to be solved and Figure 2.12 presents
the elements of the system in block diagram form.

RADAR
ANTENNA

SU—— 2 MISSILE AXIS

J oo. AXIS TO
CENTER OF

GRAVITY TARGET

{ferREFERENCE AXIS;
ORIENTATION

FIXED IN SPACE

Figure 2.11

Axes used in Derivation of Lateral Motion

The relationship to the general block diagram of an automatic control system as
shown in-Figure 2.1 1s obvious. Figure 2.13 presents the elements of both lateral and

. 14d
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Figure 2.12

Block Diagram of Lateral System

longitudinal control in schematic form. In Figure 2.11 the input to the system 1s the
target motion, the output 1s the orientation of the missile itself, and the error 1s the
difference between the correct orientation of the missile and its actual orientation.

The orientation of the missile and the position of the target are measured with respect
to axes whose orlentation is fixed in space and whose origin is located 1n the missile.

The characteristics of the system are studied by determining the transfer function relat

ing the error to the change in the missile orientation.
Because of the rush nature of the development of the SWOD (Control System) Mk 18

Mod 0, the choice of system constants depended greatly upon proper mathematical analysis
of the complete dynamical system. While much experience had been gained in developing
a similar system for Pellcan,the differences between the twd missiles were sufficient to

require a complete analysis of the Bat system itself. In addition to a number cf impor-
tant aerodynamical differences that exist between the two alrframes, other differences
arose from the characteristics of the radar due to the fact that the radar for Bat is a

transmitter as well as receiver, the fact that the weight of Bat is more than three times

that of the test Pelican unit, and the fact that the speeds encountered with Bat were
more than twice those encountered wlth Pelican.

It should be pointed out that the labor required to carry through the analysis of
this problem with the sinusoidal approach 1s still large due to the highly complex nature
of the system and due to the necessity of including many effects which could ordinarily
be neglected in a problem in which the stabllity and response characteristics were less
critical. The analysis given in this chapter, therefore, while simple in concept is
lengthy algebraically. However, time spent on analysis paid for itself many fold 1n time
gained in the development of the overall system due to the difficulty and expense of

producing models for field tests.

2.1"
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Functional Block Diagram of SWOD (Control System) Mk 18 Mod 0

2.10 Assumptions Made in the Analysis

Two principle assumptions were made in the system analysis: (1) The angular dis-
placements of the missile from its steady-state position are small and (2) the lateral
and vertical displacements made by the missile are small compared to its range from the
target. The first assumption permits linear theory to be employed in the analysis of the
performance of .the missile. In determining the lateral characteristics, the assumption
must be made that angular displacements are infinitesimal. This 1s a common assumption

made in studying the lateral stability of airplanes and it has been found in practice
that the results obtained for infinitesimal displacements apply well to moderately large
angular displacements of the airplane. If this assumption is not made, the problem
becomes too complex except when machine analysis is employed.

2.16



2.1

The significance of the second assumption is that the stability and dynamical per-
formance of the glider is determined at long ranges from the target. The secend assump-

tion permits the analysis to be made on the basis that the signal received by the homing
system 1s determined only by the angular rotation of the missile and not by its lateral
or vertical displacements. Actually, of course, lateral and vertical displacements of
the missile will affect the signal obtained by the homing system even though the angular
attitude of the missile is unchanged. The effect of lateral and vertical displacements
of the homing system is a function of the range from the mlssile to the target and 1s

unimportant at long ranges. Such displacements beccne important at ranges of the order
of 1000 feet. Since (1) the effect of signal changes due to displacements of the center
of gravity of the missile occur much more slowly than the effect on the signal arising
from changes in angular orientation of the missile and (2) the minimum range of the sys-
tem is approximately 400 feet and (3) the size of the target is relatively large, it is
felt that the effect of lateral and vertical displacements can be omltted from the dynam-

ical analysis of the problem without appreciable loss in validity. Other less important
assumptions in the analysis are indicated where they are used.

X, Y, Z are body axes,
HORIZONTAL OX in flight direction.

CL ‘ — A, B, C are space axes,
2 OA in steady-state flight

direction.
Point 0 1s the center of

. gravity of the airframe.

DIRECTION
OF FLIGHT

Figure 2.14

System of Axes



2.11 General Equations of Motion

The equations of motion are written for a set of axes fixed in the missile. The

angular orientaticn of the missile refers this set of axes to a set of axes of fixed

orientation whose origin is at the center of gravity of the missile. The system of axes
employed is illustrated by Figure 2.14. The symbols employed in the analysis are listed
in Table 1.

The equations of motion of the airplane have been derived previously and are pre-

sented in references such as Aerodynamic Theory, Vol. 5, by Durand. The equations will
not be derived here, but are presented for reference and development. It should be noted

that the system of axes is tilted through an angle O in order that the A axis will point
along the steady-state flight direction.

The vector equations of motion follow:

- dg _ 2 _ 2 in
M Ig at (1, T Yrp isn (r p&lt;) )

dr dN=1,% - (I, - L)ap - I, (gE - ra) *11]

—_ ap - - - dr 2)L=1I_g3% (I, I)er-I,(gg+pa)x _ _ du _ An -yTz + g(cos y, cos 6, sin Oe sin 6 _ cos 6) =3F-TV+Ww
v
= + g(cos Og cos 6 sin g, + sin Og cos ¢ sin 6 sin g,

- sin 6_ sin cos 4 )= av _ pW + ru "3g $ 0 dt

Z
= + g(cos Og cos 6, cos 2, + sin Oy sin sin 2,

+ sin 6_ cos J sin 6_ cos 4g) = av . u + pv “}g 2 0 o at-4pIn the above six equations the moments M, N, and L and the forces . and z'

contain the control moments and forces applied to the missile to control its flight. In
particular the moment L, and the force 7' contain terms which effect the control of Bat.

This 1s indicated mathematically by wrivine:

2.18
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LgaPq = £1(Fgs Ve) "4

25,04 = £,(6,, 6.) 17)

This indicates (1) that the vertical force Zga produced by changing the average
position of the elevons is made a function of both the pitch orientation of the missile.

9,5 and the pitch error in heading O,, and (2) that the rolling moment Lea produced by
changing the differential position of the elevons is made a function of both the yaw

error in heading, ¢ ., and the roll orientation of the missile. a.
After functions fy and f, are established, equations (10) to (17) completely

determine the motion of the missile. The following two definition equations must be

included, of course.

= - "

6c = ch 6,

Ye =¥1 ~% 2)

Equations (10) to (19) may be divided into two groups which are independent of
each other as long as only small changes in angles are considered. The first group
includes those equations which determine the lateral (or asymmetrical) motion of the mis-

sile, namely equations (11), (12), (14), (16), and (19). The second group includes those
equations which determine the longitudinal (or symmetrical) motion of the missile, namely
equations (10), (13), (15), (17), and (18). The two groups of equations will be con-
sidered independently.

2.12 Solution of the Lateral Equations of Motion

The lateral equations of motion are:

= gr T . -— dp i" .N=I,5 [ Tap-T,,(3F-ra)1)~ Gn - . dr
= — { - rn ; np ioL=7 = [(X Lg) ar iL, (GE + pa) ~)

Y
+g (cos Og cos 6_ sin 2, + sin %, cos § sin 6 _ sin 2,

_ av

- sin oy sin ¢_ cos g,) =f - Dv + ru 1)

Lala = f1 (8g: ¢c) 8

Ve yy = Yo ~}
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Equations (11), (12), and (14) can be simplified as follows:

_ dr ~

N=1I, ™)

= ap

Y' d— av ia
= + g cos 0%, - g sin 9%, = gf +r 2)

The above simplification depends upon the following:

(1) The product of inertia is neglected.

(2) The variables $y» gs 6,5 rs P, q, V, and w are small.
‘3) Products of small terms are neglected.
(4) The sine of a small angle can be replaced by the angle.
5) The cosine of a small angle can be replaced by unity.
(6) The velocity, u, is essentially constant and equal to V, the steady-state

forward velocity. Neglecting the products of inertia is considered permissible in
studying the stabllity of an airplane and, in general, they are not known.

For this system of axes the following relations hold:

adp= 23)
dr= 3° (24)

It is simpler to write the equations of motion using Laplacian transforms. In
this case under consideration, the Laplacian form of the equations can be found by

n
replacing " Son " py "=", When the frequency response characteristic is calculated
the operator ¥ iw replaces "sg"

It is convenient at this point to expand the moments L and N and the slde force,
Y', in terms of their important components.

L = Lga%g + L Lr 105)

wie tr ¥ \T {N = Nga0g + N Fr (26)

Y = vv (27)

The equations determining the lateral motion of the missile can now be written
as follows:

: _ _ y olY Vv + mgeos6 f, mgsinb ¢ m(sv + vsy,) TR)

Le 0 sf + L.sh,= &lt;F 2)
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Negbgq + N,v + Nos + Nos¢ = I~ 0, (30)

54 = £5(8,5¢) (16)

$e = 4s = Jq (19)

In order to solve the above equations, 1t is necessary to express the function, £5(8, 5%),
in explicit form. As explained in the introduction, the control surfaces are moved

by the servo system which interprets the signal supplled by the homing radar and the sig-
nal supplied by the vertical gyro. The vertical gyro measures the roll angle of the mis-

sile, gs with respect to a reference which 1s called the roll trim angle, 8. - The dif-

ference between 2, and gy is used to actuate the elevons differentially. The relationship
which is maintained is given by equation (31).

53 = k,G4 (2, = g.) (31)

In equation (31), k, 1s the differential angle of elevons obtained by &amp; unit dif-
ference between the roll trim angle 2. and the roll orientation angle 8, - The term G,
1s ideally unity. Actually it will include a lag term which is principally a measure
of the function of the finite velocity with which the elevons move. The speed at which

the elevons move (90 degrees pe: second) has been mede sufficiently high that the lag in
reaching a new position does not affect the dynamical response of the system.

In steady flight 8, equals By» so that the missile flies at a roll angle equal to
the roll trim angle. The roll trim angle 8. is made &amp; function of the error in missile
heading as determined by the radar homing system. The relationship between the roll trim,
angle and the error in yaw heading, 1s expressed by equation (32).

By = kG, 2)

The term Go in equation (32) may be unity in case lags in the radar and control system
can be neglected, or can include &amp; lag term which 1s a measure of the dynamic character-

istics of the radar and control system, or may include certain compensating types of

dynamical response functions in order to obtain the correct overall missile performance.
Equations (31) and (32) imply that the vertical axils of the gyro 1s perpendicular to the
direction of flight. This is approximately true.

In order to study the stabllity characteristics of the missile in accordance with

the theory developed in Sections 2.2 through 2.8, it 1s necessary to determine the trans-
fer function of the system. The transfer function for the asymmetric motion of the mis-

sile is denoted by KG, (s) and 1s deflned as

KG (8) = bapa’a pels (33)

It may be determined by solving equations (28), (29), (30), (31), and (32). When
this solution is made, it is found that the transfer functlon is the following:

=Als = Ans + As + 1
gq (3) = F2 kplp(s) = "&amp;5 20 = 3h)

‘ 1 B..- 5, BR - PT 4 s+ 3B,
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(3a

(34

. (3

(3c

(2.

(30

(39:

(40

(41
“SL

In equation (34)

¥. i Ao KA te)

G(s) = Axe + rps, + Ms +l ——— Tih)
BRB. + By, ° Bye Bs + s +B0

The coefficients A, ... and B. ... involve complex expressions of the aerodynamic non-
dimensional coefficients. For greater usefulness they have been determined in terms of
the non-dimensional coefficients rather than in terms of the force and moment terms

directly. The relations between the non-dimensional coefficients and the moment and

force terms are given in Teble (2). The expressions for Ay evs and Bg ... are given
below:

A = Skim g cos Og (c Cc -C Cc ) ry
o Jp ndd lv 16d” nvA, =2|=XkmbC_(CC1=ConsC_)2)1 Ag 21 yv' nbd” 1p 164©np1 | Zarate? ,  kymob : \ )A, =F wii 0TY. 4 C C -C C i
2 A 0 SVb oSVe nbd” 1p 16d np &lt;7)

2 3
pA = + ~ Hey m Ixlnsa aSEaNPd/o L (es) V-b J

2K, wm’
B. = 1 ke bmC_ (ConaiC i. = Copal) + —2—(C «Cro = CogsC)
17 2 717 yv “nbd” 1r 164” nr pS nbd 1v 16d" nv

2 2
bm“g cos 6 ) i bm~g sin 8 ' . WW
- Ef (CC... -C ,.C -—n—E&amp; (¢c_Cy.-C,.CpSV" ( nr lv lr nv) o Sve ( np 1lv 1p wd

1 2k ug sin © ( ) \B. == - cr Cc Cc - C C “A
o By pSV nd” 1v 16d "nv

2
= mb C ' ' ' .

= a - voB.- RH, | V (c np C ir s 1p° an
y 2 2 2
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The numerical solution of the lateral equations 1s given in Section 2.14.

2.13 Solution of the Longitudinal Equations of Motion

The longitudinal equations of motion are:

a 2 2 .
M= I, 6% - (I, - Trp - I(r - p°) 1)

¥

x, g(cos cos 6 sin 6_ - sin 6_ cos 6_) = QU _ py - gw 1%)m Yo 0 g 0 g dt q

Z= + g{cas Og cos 6_ cos 2, + sin 0, sin ¢_ sin 8,

_ aw
+ sin 2 cos bs sin 6 cos g,) = gE - Qu + pv 15)

Zea = £0655 6c) (17)

6, = 6; - 8, (18)

Equations (10), (13), and (15) can be further simplified by making the following
assumptions:

(1) The product of inertia is neglected.
(2) The angular displacements and rates are small and the products of small

quantities can be neglected.
(3) The sine of a small angle can be replaced by the angle.
(4) The cosine of a small angle can be replaced by unity.
(5) The velocity of the missile in space is constant.

The analysis of the system being discussed is not particularly restricted by the
above assumptions. The first three assumptions have been discussed previously. The
assumption that the velocity of the missile remains constant removes the phugoid oscill-
lation from the behavior of the missile. The phugoid oscillation is important in the



motion of an uncontrolled airplane but is relatively unimportant in the motion of a con-

trolled airplane for the following reason:
The effect of the phugoid oscillation on an uncontrolled alrplane is to change the

speed and thus to change the angular orientation of the airplane in space. In a con-
trolled airplane a properly designed control system can maintain a constant orientation
of the airplane in spite of the phugold because of the relative slowness with which the

phugoid acts.
The change in speed of the airplane is important, however, in that it changes

the stability characteristics of the alrplane since they are in general functions of the
velocity of the airplane. Since the velocity change 1s slow and, in the case of Bat,
increases rather uniformly, the dynamical performance of the missile can be determined
at various points in the speed range over which the missile operates. Thus, in the case
of Bat, the velocity of the missile varies from approximately 300 feet per second at the
instant that it is dropped from the carrying airplane to approximately 500 feet per sec-
ond at the end of the trajectory. In general, the stability at the lower speeds is more
critical and if the parameters are selected at this speed to obtain good dynamical char-
acteristics, the dynamical response at higher speeds will be satisfactory. In the anal-
ysis presented in this report, the stability characteristics are determined for several
velocities.

Under the above assumptions equation (13) isi not needed to determine stability,
and equations (10) and (15) can be simplified as follows:

" dq /M=I Ft 45)

Zz —- dw - ’}= + g cos fg + g sin 8.5, = 35-Va16)Since the moment, M, and vertical force, z', are commonly expressed in terms of

angle of attack, a, it is convenient to introduce it at this point. The angle of attack
1s defined as

-— wv “1
a = 9, + v +7)

The moment, M, is expressed as the following function of its important components:

M= Mo + Ma + Mg o0a + Mg bg + Ma ?)

1

Correspondingly, the vertical force Z may be written

' ~~

Z = ~-mg cos Og + 2,0 + Zg,0, )

If Laplacian notation is employed, and the fact that in the coordinate system
chosen

Fe
o = ©,

equations (45), (46), (48), (49), and (50) can be combined and the longitudinal equations
of motion written:
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Moa + Misa + Mg 6. + Mg sb + M,s6, = I,2°0, (51)

2,0 + Zg by + mg sin 6 6 = msw - Vs (52)

= ¥a=06,+y (47)

54 = £,(6,, 6.) (53)

6, = 6, - 6, (18)

The above equations determine the longitudinal or symmetric performance of the
missile. In order to solve the above equations, it is necessary to express the function,

£,(65:6¢) » in explicit form. As explained in the introduction, the control surfaces are
moved by the servo system which interprets the signel supplied by the homing radar and
the signal supplied by the vertical gyro. The vertical gyro measures the pitch angle of

the missile, 6.5 with respect to a reference which 1s called the pitch trim angle, Op
The difference between 0, and 6, is used to change the average position of the elevons.
The relationship which is maintained is given by equation (54).

5, = k3G5(6 = 6,) (54)

In equation (54), k, 1s the change in average position of the elevons obtained by
a unit difference between the pitch trim angle 6, and the pitch orientation angle 6, The
term Gz 1s ideally unity. Actually it will include a lag term which 1s principally a
measure of the function of the finite velocity with which the elevons move. The speed

at which the elevons move (90 degrees per second) has beem made sufficiently high that
the lag in reaching a new position does not affect the dynamical response of the system.

In steady flight 6, is approximately equal to 6, so that the missile flies at a
pitch angle equal to the pitch trim angle. The pitch trim angle 6, is made a function
of the error in missile heading as determined by the radar homing system. The relation-

ship between the pitch trim angle and the error in pitch heading is expressed by equation

(55).

88 = kG), 0, ~5)

The term G, in equation (55) may be unity in case lags in the radar and control system
can be neglected, or can include a lagterm which is a measure of the dynamic character-
istics of the radar and control system, or may include certain compensating types of
dynamical response functions in order to obtain the correct overall missile performance.

In order to study the stability characteristics of the missile in accordance with

the theory developed in Sections 2.2 - 2.8, it 1s necessary to determine the transfer
function of the system. The transfer function for the symmetric motion of the missile

is denoted by XK G(s) and is defined es

_ Bg(sK Gg(s) = &amp;ot3y y
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It may be determined by solving equations (51), (52), (47), (5%), and (55). “7 =n
this solution is made, it is found that the transfer function is the following:

D, D.s? » Dys + 1 ’
Ble i8} = 5 #8) oo opm lmcmrmmmemerr “7)

0 s(Exs” + E,8" + Eqs + 1)

The coefficients D,...and Ez ...lnvolve complex expressions of the aerodynamic non-dimen-
sional coefficients. For greater usefulness they have been determined in terms of the
non-dimensional coefficients rather than in terms of the force and moment terms directly.
The relations between the non-dimensional coefficients and the moment and force terms are

given in Table 2. The expressions for D, ... and E; ... are given below:

D. = Sa mee a)
° Sesv 16am ~ mba Cia

_c C168 “ma = Cmba CiaDL = VT,ConCraCia0)16a "ma “mba “la

_ 1 23 “inD, = (568)°V7e (C15aCnq = Cppalia) %- )

Im
BE, = Tl To - ")

- SeSVe ks(5 pSV ) (C156Cma - CrpaCia’ - mg sin Cm

Foro ~-i-2C 5 - Cp,= s - - q

=0SV ky (C166°m Un5aC1a) mg sin 2 .

ICq.
skeC oo - yl

mba c2m J :

1 C CE. = T3 w —in ti Jove | mq laZeSV Ry (C154 Coa = Cmoa C10) - mg sin |
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4 k=(C160Chn Case | + mv ( 2C a + kC ipa) 7 sin OCma )
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The numerical solution of the symmetric equations 1s given in Section 2.14.

2.14 Numerical Solution and Study of the Lateral Equations of Motion

When the study of the lateral equations of motion was undertaken, the initial pur-

pose was to determine the correct values of the roll sensitivity factor, kK and the yaw
sensitivity factor, ky. These factors have been defined in Section 2.12. Other results
that were sought were (1) to determine the minimum speed with which the elevons could be
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moved without reducing the inherent response possible in the missile and (2) to deter-
mine the maximum lag allowable in the radar circuits without affecting adversely the
response of the missile. As the study progressed, however, two polnts became apparent;
first, that the missile had insufficient lateral weathercock stability and second, that
an integral circuit (to be explained later) was necessary to obtain the desired missile
accuracy. The study lead to recommendations that the effective verticel fin area be

increased. This was done and flights were made with a lateral weathercock stability

approximately twice that of the original missile. For the sake of clarity, therefore,
the study of the lateral response of the missile will be undertaken in the following

order:

1. Study of the effect of vertical fin area.

2, Study of the effect of yawing moment produced by differential displacement of
the elevons.

Zz. Determination of the roll sensitivity factor.

Study of the effect of missile velocity.
5 Study of the effect of integral control.
6. Determination of allowable lags in the radar circuit and of a finite speed of

moving the elevons.

The values of the missile constants, aerodynamic constants, mass, etc., and the
calculated values of the parameters for equation (34%) are shown in Tables (3), (4), and
(5) for the cases with which the study 1s concerned.

1. Study of the Effect of Vertical Fin Area

In order to obtaln high accuracy, it 1s desirable to have as high a yaw sensitiv-

ity factor, k,, as possible. It was found that in Bat this sensitivity factor was pri-
marily limited by the yawing moment produced by a differential motion of the elevons,
The sign of this yawing moment may be either positive or negative depending upon whether
the average position of the elevons 1s above or below the streamline position. In air-

craft terminology, this yawing moment 1s called either favorable or adverse depending
upon whether the yawing moment is in a direction to help the airplane turn in the desired
direction or to oppose its turning in the desired direction. Actually a study of the

dynamics of the situation revealed that the presence of the yawing moment unfavorably
effected the response of this moment whether it was "adverse" or "favorable". This yaw-

ing moment can be almost cancelled by attaching vertical flippers to the missile and
meking their displacement the correct function of both the average and differential dis-
placement of the elevons, This would complicate both the control system and the manu-
facture of the airframe.

A second method of reducing the effect of this yawing moment is to increase the
lateral westhercock stability of the missile. This wes finally declded to be the best
solution. Figure 2.18 (see end of chapter) shows the loci plots of the lateral transfer
function (G, (Jw) for 3 values of fin area. These are plots of equation (34b) for G,(s) =
unity and "s" replaced by "jw". The curve corresponding to unity fin area is for the
original value of fin area of the Bat airframe. The curves marked fin area equals 2 or

4 are plotted for fin areas of twice and four times the original area. The coefficient
of the yawing moment produced by differentiel elevon displacement, C .., is taken as



.013. This was the most unfavorable value of this coefficient that was expected to be

encountered. Corresponding curves for other values were plotted but are not included in

this report. The lateral sensitivity possible for each value of fin area was calculated
as explained in Section 2.7, that 1s, by locating a circle corresponding to a peak value
of the sinusoidal response of the missile of 1.33. The sensitivities obtalned are listed

in the summary table on Figure 2,18. It is seen that if the original value of fin area

is doubled, the possible sensitivity is almost doubled and if the fin area is quadrupled,
the possible sensitivity 1s almost doubled again. It proved to be impractical to use a
fin area of four times the original area but it was possible to use fins whose effective

area was twice the original area of the fins. Actually the fins were not much larger in

physical size but by making them of triangular shape rather than circular and moving them
a few inches to the rear, the effective area was doubled.

2. Study of the Effect of Yewing Moment Produced by Differential Displacement of The
Elevons

A study of the wind tunnel tests on Bat and the similar airframe, Pelican, indi-
cated that the yawing moment produced by differential elevon displacement would be zero

for a value of 5g approximately 5 degrees down and would range from approximately -.013
to + .013 for the range of average elevon position expected to be encountered in flight
The transfer loci corresponding to these three cases (Chsa = - ,013%, 0, and +.013) for
an effective vertical fin area twice the original value is shown in Figure 2.19. The

summary of the sensitivities possible for the three cases 1s given in the summary table

on the curve sheet It is clear that a small value of C.6a is very desirable. When Chea
= + .013 a peculiar form of locus results and the possible sensitivity 1s reduced to

about eleven degrees of roll per degree of yaw error. If Chea = - .,013 the locus 1s not
quite as peculiar in shape but the sensitivity must be reduced to less than eight degrees
of roll per degree of yaw error.

The curves of Figures 2.18 and 2.19 are drawn for a flight speed of 400 feet per
second. At a flight velocity of 300 feet per second, which is the speed at the point at

which the Bat is dropped from the carrying airplane, the permissible sensitivity is even
less. (See Figure 2.21). The small permissible sensitivity is one of the reasons why
it was necessary to incorporate an integral control clrcult in the system. It was decided

that the system with this integral control network was operable and should give good
results. However, it is important to notice that if the missile had no yawing moment pro-
duced by differential elevons, the sensitivities in the system might have been more than
doubled.

3. Determination of the Roll Sensitivity Factor

The roll sensitivity factor is a factor that controls the amount of differential
elevon displacement that is obtained from the control system for an error in the roll
orientation of the missile. For a high degree of stabilization thls factor should be as

large as possible since it permits the system to strongly resist rolling moments pro-
duced by air disturbances. It should also be high to minimize heading errors produced
by asymmetries in the design of the missile. Thus 1f an asymmetry in the airframe pro-
duces an effective roll torque on the missile which must be overcome by a differential

elevon displacement, such a displacement may be obtained only by changing the roll
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orientation of the missile. If the factor ky is large, the effective change in roll
orientation that the missile must take up in order to correct for such asymmetries is

small. If the sensitivity factor, Kis is too large, however, oscillations result pri-
marily in roll but occurring also in yaw, whenever the missile recelves a roll air dis-

turbance. Figure 2.20 presents plots of the transfer loci of the system G, (Jw), (equation
(34b) when G, ( joo) = 1) for sensitivity factors of 0.25, 0.50, and 1. A factor of 1 sig-
nifies that 1° of differential elevon is obtained for a degree difference between the

roll trim angle and the roll orientation angle, in accordance with equation (31). One
degree of differential elevon 1s defined as 1/2 degree displacement on each elevon, in
opposite directions. A roll sensitivity factor of 1/2 was chosen as the optimum. This

value of sensitivity factor permits twice the yaw sensitivity factor that is obtainable

for a roll factor of ky = 1, If ky were reduced to .25, the yaw sensitivity factor could
be increased by another 50 per cent, but only at the expense of sacrificing response to
roll disturbances. Also, the yaw error produced by asymmetries in the airframe is
inversely proportional to the product of the roll and yaw sensitivity factors and this

product is a maximum for a roll sensitivity factor, kK, of approximately 1/2. If Chea
were zero, ky could have been considerably increased. The roll sensitivity factor could
also have been increased if the missile possessed larger inherent damping in roll (cor-

responding to a larger Cpe Larger damping, however, can only be obtained by a larger
wing spread or by including rate terms in the servo control unit itself.

4, Study of the Effect of Missile Velocity

It was found that the missile velocity varies from approximately 300 feet per
second when the missile is released from the carrying alrplane to as much as 500 feet per

second when it reaches the target. Figure 2.21 is a plot of the lateral transfer function

G, (Jo) for speeds of 300, 400, and 500 feet per second. The system 1s more stable and
permits a higher sensitivity at higher speeds which 1s fortunate since it is important to
obtain the greatest stability at the end of the trajectory. However, 1t is important that
the system be stable for all parts of the course, and, therefore, the stability constants
were selected to obtain good stability at speeds of 300 feet per second. The summary on
Figure 2.21 indicates that a sensitivity of 4,6 degrees of roll per degree of yaw error
is permissible and this was the factor which was selected for the design. It would be

preferable if this factor were at least three times this size. However, the integral con-
trol circuit to be described in the next section compensated to a large extent for this

low factor.
One reason for making sure that the missile is stable throughout its flight 1s the

following: If the missile were unstable at the early part of the flight the larger drag
produced by the oscillation of the missile might prevent the speed of the missile from
increasing sufficiently to make it stable. In such cases instability might exist through-
out the flight and the miss might be excessive.

5. Study of the Effect of Integral Control

It early appeared that the integral control circuit should be incorporated in the
yaw channel for two reasons: (1) to increase the effective yaw sensitivity and (2) to
provide the missile with a certain amount of "memory" to enable it to handle intermittent
redar signals and to continue on a more correct course for the last part of the trajectory
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during which the radar signal fails. The type of circuit employed is shown in Figure
2.15. This circuit permitted the effective sensitivity to be increased by a factor of

PON, Es, 2 le Jo
BP) = Tes

’ : Tyo = RoCy

"T

Figure 2.15

Integral Control Circuit

about 10. Thus instead of obtaining 4.7 degrees of roll per degree of yaw error, the
missile was capable of flying with a sensitivity of about 45 degrees of roll per degree
of yaw error. This high sensitivity was obtained with a time constant of about 10 sec-
onds which means that the sensitivity of 45 degrees of roll per degree of yaw error does
not apply to rapidly changing transients. This high sensitivity factor enables the mils-
sile to follow a true pursult course much more accurately and thus to reduce errors

arising from limited acceleration at the last part of the flight. The second reason for
employing this type of circuit is that it enables the missile to remember its correct
course if the homing signal falls. Without such a circuit the missile always attempts to
fly a straight line course in the absence of homing signals. If the radar signals fail
with the integral circuit, the missile attempts to fly a curved course whose curvature 1s
equal to the curvature of the path it was following when operating under homing signals.

The transfer locus of the system with the integral control circuit incorporated 1s
shown in Figure 2.22. This curve 1s a plot of G_ (jw) of equation (34b) in which the
function G, ( Joo) is given on the curve. If the time constant 1s too long, the system
requires an excessive time to reach its ultimate sensitivity. If the time constant is
too short the maximum value of the output to the input is excessive. The time constant
in the integral control circuit is made as small as possible without increasing exces-
sively the maximum value of the output to input ratio. A time constant of T, equal to
one second was chosen and the allowable value of M was increased to 1.7.

6. Determinationof Allowable Lags in the Radar Circuits

The time constants of the radar circuit can be approximated by the circuit shown
in Figure 2.16. The transfer function of this circuit 1s given by ET in which
Ta 1s equal to the product RC. The effect of the circuit on the transfer 1ofus of the
system is to shift the locus toward the unity point, thus destabilizing the system unless
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Figure 2.16

Time Lag Circuit

the sensitivity is reduced in which case a loss of sensitivity is encountered. The max-

imum time constant that this circuit may have without affecting the dynamicel response of
the missile 1s easily determined by requiring the shift that the circuit produces in the
system locus to be not more than approximately five degrees at the resonant frequency.

Thus in Figure 2.21 the locus drawn for a speed of 300 feet per second has a resonant
frequency of w = 6.3. If the preceding criterion is applied, and the phase shift is
specified as five degrees at this frequency, the time constant of the radar circuit should
be less than about .02.

A similar type of calculation can be employed to determine the minimum speed with
which the elevons can move without affecting the dynamical response of the system. This

speed was calculated to be 150 degrees per second. Tests on the flight table indicated
that thls speed could be reduced to ninety degrees per second. Accordingly, this figure
was decided upon, and the test and production models of the SWOD (Control System) Mk 18
Mod 0 move the elevons at ninety degrees per second.

2.15 Numerical Solution and Study of the Longitudinel Equations of Motion

When the study of the longitudinal equations of motion of Bat was undertaken, the
initial purpose was to determine the optimum values of the average elevon displacement

factor, Ks, and the pitch sensitivity factor, Ky. These factors have been defined in
Section 2.13%. Other results that were sought were (1) to determine the minimum speed with

which the elevons could be moved without diminishing the dynamic characteristics of the
the missile and (2) to determine the meximum lag allowable in the radar circults that
would not adversely effect the response of the missile. As the study progressed, it
became evident that a compensating circuit was required in order to obtain the necessary

missile characteristics in pitch. A compensating clrcult was chosen and the parameters
of this circuit were determined from a study of the longitudinal transfer function of the
system. The study of the system also revealed that the pitching moment produced by a
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change in the elevon average position wes very important in determining stability in per-
formance of the system.

The missile airframe 1s designed so that changes in averege elevon position will

produce no pitching moment over &amp; small range of elevon positions. On either side of

this range, however, a pitching moment is produced by the elevons and it was found that
this factor was important in determining overall response in pitch. Accordingly the study

of the symmetric response of the missile 1s discussed in the following order:

; Study of the effect of pltching moment produced by a change in the elevon aver-

age position.
2 Determination of the average eleven displacement sensitivity factor, ks.

Determination of the constants of the compensating network.
r Study of the effect of the pitching moment produced by a change in the elevon

average position with a compensating network.
5, Determination of the allowable lags in the radar signal and the effect of fin-

ite speed of moving the elevons.

The values of the missile constants, aerodynamic constants, mass, etc., and the

parameters for equation (57) are given in Tables (6), (7), and (8).

$ Study of the effect of pitching moment produced by a change in the elevon average
position. |

As explained in the preceding paragraph the constant Copa may be zero, negative,
or positive depending upon the location of the mean position of the elevcons. Figure 2.23

is a plot of the transfer function G (jw) for 3 values of Co covering the range that 1s
expected in practice. The function Gy, ( Jo) is set equal to 1 for the plots on Figure 2.2%
A table summarizing possible sensitivities is presented on the same curve sheet. Tt is

seen that Cosa positive, corresponding to upward elevon position, permits a much higher
sensitivity than if Crsa is zero or negative. When Cosa is positive, the sign of the
coefficient is such that the pitching moment produced by a motion of the elevons 1s in the
same direction as the pitching moment that is produced by the change in angle of sttack

caused by the change in life characteristics. When Cuba 1s negative, the locus is swung
toward the negative unity point and the sensitivity must be reduced. The shape of the
locus makes it desirable to sacrifice somewhat in M value (the maximum value of the ratio

of the output to the input) in order to increase permissible sensitivities, It also
appears necessary because of the low sensitivity factors that are required by the nega-
tive coefficient if the M value is kept reasonable to design the system primarily for a

Choa of zero, and take advantage of the fact that it is generally unnecessary to work in
a region in which Chba is negative. When Cosa is negative, the damping characteristics
will be much poorer but as long as the system is not actually unstable 1t seems permis-

sible.

2. Determination of the average elevon displacement sensitivity factor, Xo.

The factor k, relates the change in elevon average position produced by the unit
change and difference between the pitch trim angle and the pitch orientation angle. The
factor 1s defined by equation (54). For a high degree of stabllizatlion, this factor
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should be as large as possible since 1t permits the missile to resist strongly pitching
moments produced’ by air disturbances. If the factor 1s too large transients resulting
from air disturbances in pitch are excessively underdamped. Figure 2.24% is a plot of the

longitudinal transfer function for 3 values of k,. It 1s seen that larger values of k;
permit a higher value of pitch sensitivity factor ky However, 1t 1s also necessary that
the pitch response characteristics of the missile be satisfactory in the absence of radar
information and studles made of this case which are not included in thls report indicated

that the factor 3 should probably be kept under 6. The system mechanism by which ks is
controlled also operates better if k, 1s of the order of 4 rather than of the order of 6.

For these reasons the value of ks equal to 4 was chosen for the missile,

3. Determination of the constants of the compensating network

The preceding two studies indicated that a sensitivity factor of ky = 0.9 could be
employed if the factor k, was set equal to 4 and the missile flew so that the factor Cota
was not negative. A factor of ky equal to 0.9 signifies that the missile will turn at a
rate of 0.9 degree per second if a pitch error of one degree exists in the system in

pitch heading. A factor of this value was considered too small to permlt the necessary
accuracy in pitch. It is important that as much accuracy as possible be obtained in pitch
because of the fact that the missile approaches the target on a relatively flat glide path
and a small error in heading produces a large miss. Therefore, it was thought necessary

to attain a sensitivity elmost twice as high as 0.9 degree per second per degree. The

sensitivity can be increased by employing a compensation lead integral network. The type
of network employed 1s illustrated by Figure 2.17. The transfer function of this network

Gi 2 .
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Figure 2.17

Combination Lead and Integral Network
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is given in Figure 2.17. The effect of this network on the longitudinal transfer func-
tion of the system is indicated by Figure 2.25. It 1s seen that values of Ta = .26 and

7, = 13.1 gave considerably better results than 73 = .13 and T, = 6.56. However, the
larger time constants require capacitors of twlce the size and space was sufficiently
crowded that it was felt that the smaller time constants should be employed. Smaller

time constants permitted a "proportional sensitivity" of 1.6 degree per second per degree
and an ultimate sensitivity of about 4 degrees per second per degree. The sensitivity
in response to sudden transients is of the order of 4.6 but the sensitivity in response
to a constant error is of the order of 4.8. The compensating network thus permits a much

higher pitch sensitivity to be employed with a consequent reduction in miss.

4. Study of the effect of the pitching moment produced by a change in the elevon average
position with a compensating network

Figure 2.26 is a plot of the effect of varying Cuba on the transfer locus of the
system including the compensating network. It is seen that the performance of the sys-
tem 1s satisfactory except for Cuba = - 0.4, in which case only marginal stability 1s
possible. Since it was not expected that this value of the capacitance Coa would be
encountered for more than a very short time in flight, this adjustment was considered to

be satisfactory.

5. Determination of the allowable lags in the radar signal and the effect of finite
speed of moving the elevons

The effect of lags in the radar circuit and of finite speed of moving elevons was
determined by the same methods indicated under the discussion relating to the lateral
equations of motion. It was found that essentially the same specifications existed for

both the pitch and yaw channels.
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To o.e 1

Definition of Symbols

Symbol Definition

L Moment about 0X (rolling moment) Positive: Starboard wing
down.

M Moment about OY (pitching moment) Positive: Nose up.

I Moment about 0Z (yawing moment) Positive: Nose to starboard.
(See Figure 2.14)

Force along 0X. Positive: Forward direction.

Force along OY. Positive: Starboard direction.

Force along 0Z., Positive: Downward direction.

Moment of inertia about OX

Moment of inertia about OY

, Moment of inertia about 0Z

gr Product of 1lnertia about 0Y

r Rate of angular turning about OX
Positive direction:

Rate of a lar turni about 0Yof angular turning ong 9 Same as L, M, N.

Rate of angular turning about 02

: Linear velocity along OX
Positive direction:

Linear velocity along 0Y Same as AEA

Linear velocity along 02

na Change in average position of elevons

Da Differential position of elevons

a Angle of attack

Time constant in supplementary circuit

Time constant in supplementary circuit

1abhl



Definition of Symbols

(Cont.

Symbol Definition

6, Pitch angle from reference axis to target axis.

oe. Pitch angle from reference axis to body axis.

# Pltch error = 6, - A,

A. Pitch trim angle.

Glide angle measured from horizontal.

db, Yaw angle from reference axis to target. (See Figure 2.11)

dr, Yaw angle from reference axis to body axis.

nt Yaw error = $y = ye

Roll orientation of missile (zero if wing are level).

Roll trim angle.

m Mass of missile.

n Air density.

~ Wing area.

5 Span

2 Mean aerodynamic chord = S/b.

g Acceleration of gravity.

x Total forward velocity.

Ko Gg (Jw) Transfer function for the asymmetric motion of the missile.

Ly Gg (Jw) Transfer function for the symmetric motion of the missile.

Gy (Jo) See equation (31) and text following.

G, (jo) See equation (32) and text following.

G( jo) See equation (54) and text following.
Gy, (Jw) See equation (55) and text following.

Table



Definition of Symbols
(Cont. )

Symbol Definition

k. Roll sensitivity factor.

i. Yaw sensitivity factor.

be Aversge elevcn displacement sensitivity factor.

vv, Pitch sensitivity factor.

% ~-B Paremeters of transfer functions,

B.- -B, Perameters of transfer functions.

D.---D, Parameters of transfer functions,

E,~-~-E, Parameters of transfer functions.

Symbol of
Derivative
And Its Non- Definition
Dimensionsl mietenmaint

Coefficient

Leg» Ci8q Rolling moment produced by a unit differential deflection of the elevons.,

Lys ci, Rolling moment produced by a unit rate of turning about OX.

Ly c'y, Rolling moment produced by a unit rate of turning sbout 0Z.

LL.» Civ Rolling moment produced by a unit rate of displacement along OY.

Mo.» Crea Pitching moment produced by &amp; unit change in sversge elevon position.

Mo. Crna Pitching moment produced by a unit change in angle of attack.

LN Code Pitching moment produced by a unit rate of change of 5g

Te, Cod Pitching moment produced by a unit rate of change of angle of attack.

Mo. Cr Pitching moment produced by a unit rete of turning about 0Y.

Megs Cha Yawing moment produced by a unit differential elevon angle.
1

N ,C np Yawing moment produced by a unit rate of turning about 0X.

Nos e,, Yawing moment produced by a unit rate of turning about OZ.

N., Cov Yawing moment produced by a unit rate of displacement along OY.

Table



Symbol of
Derivative
Ané Its Non- Definition
Dimensional -

Coefficient

2502 Cisa Vertical force produced by &amp; unlit change in 6, -

2...» Cra Vertical force produced by a unit change in angle of attack.

Y. Cov Side force produced by a unit rate of displacement along OY.



Table 2

Relations Between Non-Dimensional Coefficients and the Moment and Force Terms

1 2 _ 1 2
Leg = 3 P5V'D Cypq Nog = 505V Dd Cpegq

_ 1 2 ' _ 1 2 1
L, = TF 0 SVb Cip N, = fT @5Vb Cp

_ 1 2 ' _ 1 2
L. =gesVdb Cp, Np =7gesb Cp,

1 2 _ 1 2L, =3505VD Civ N, =3508VDb C,

_ 1 2
Msg = 305V Cc Cpsa 1 5

Zz = Sv C1 2 ga=2€16aM, = 505V Cc Co
1 2 2, = 3 pv Cla

Msa = 3 QSVe Cra
A 2 v

M, = 5 Sve Coney 1 2
Y = SV C1 ayn? v 70 yv

My = 5 @SVe Coq

Table ~

Values Invariant for All Lateral Studies

I. = 45 slug ft° Se =.01
Xx ‘np

2
I, = 200 slug ft

m = 50 slugs
0. = -0.31

p = .00237 slug/ft° P

s = ob.h £t° Can = +.,066

bp = 10.0 ft .

Cay = -.000425

Og = 12.5 degrees

g = 32.2 ft/sec Cov = -0.003
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Tapie 4

Values Varying for Different Studies (Lateral)

Study No. 1 Study No. 2 Study No 3% Study No. * Study No. 5
nT - TT

Fin Area Chea | G, (Jo) #1

1 Ty = 1.0
i 2 9 | -.013 | +.013 0.25 | 0.50 | 0.10 | 300 ' %00 500

I Ts = 9.4

- q-

— 3 gm = -0.4

-0.2 | 0.4 | -0.8
i +.34

C nv = ~Td0
+.17 +.34 +.68

400 400 400

The following values of fin ares, Chea’ ks V, and G, (jw) are used
in all studies except those in which they are specifically indicated
as varying in the above table:

Fin Area = 2

Choa = --013
ky = 0.50
Vv = 400

Gp (Jw) = 1

2-1
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Table 5 Calculated Values of the Parameters (Lateral)

Study No. 1 Studv No. 2

Fin Area “nbd
e - | TT " ~-.01% TR To

Po -3.32 x 1002 -8.54 x 107° -18.9 x 1072 -1.04 x 107%  -8.5% x 1072 -1.23 x 107%

“4.79 x 1072 -1.88 x 107° -0.84 x 107°  -1.30 x 107°  -1.88 x 107° 1.08 x 107°

; -1.84 x 1071 -7.16 x 1072 3.28 x 107°  -4.67 x 107°  -7.16 x 107° 3.58 x 107°

“4,10 x 1072 -1.60 x 107°  -0.72 x 1072 -1.60 x 1072 1.11 x 107°

BE.) -k.34 x 10-1 ~1.11 A i. -i.1o ) -1.59

B, 1.70 x 1072 1.71 x 107° 1.71 x 1072 1.71 x 107° 1,71 x 1072 1.71 x 107°

B, 3.92 x 1071 2.86 x 1071 2,50 x 107% 2.36 x 107%! 2.86 x 107% 2.01 x 107%

B, 1.28 x 107% 8.45 x 107° 6.89 x 107° 6.9% x 1072 8.45 x 107° 5.90 x 107°

B, 9.89 x 107° 4.33 x 107° 2.38 x 107° 3.57 x 1077 4,33 x 107° 3.03 x 107°

Bg 2.1 x 107° 8.21 x 10% 3.70 x 107% 6.75 x 107% 8.21 x 107% 5.74 x 107

0
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Table 5 Calculated Values of the Parameters (Lateral)
_ —_ ___ f(comt.) SE

_ Study No. _ i oo Study No. Study No. 5

oo Gp (Jo) # 1

~ gr Te TT | sre : nz

b,  -4.26 x 107° -8.54 x 1072 1.71 x 107} -1.52 x 1071 -8.5% x 10°2  -5.46 x 10"2  -8.54 x 10-2

Pot -1.88 x 107% -1.88 x 107° -1.88 x 1072  -1.41 x 1072  -1.88 x 102 -2.35 x 102  -1.88 x 10-2

. 7.16 x 1002 7.16 x 1072 -7.16 x 107° -7.16 x 102 -7.16 x 10°2  -7.16 x 10™2  -7.16 x 10~2

© -1.60 x 107% 1.60 x 107°  -1.60 x 1072  -2.13 x 2072  -1.60 x 1072  -1.28 x 10°2  -1.60 x 10~2

B, -5.61 x 107% 1.12 2.20 -1.98 1.11 -7.09 x 101 1.11

E, 1.69 x107° 1.71 x10 1.72x10° 1.71x102 1.71x10°2 1.72 x10°2 1.71 x 10-2

B, 5.46 x10" 2.86x1070 1.55 x10! 2.9% x 1071 2.86 x 10°} 2.83 x 10°} 5.86 x 10-1

b.  1.52x1070 845x102 5.04 x102  1.a2x100 8.52102 6.79 x 1002 8.45 x 1072

B, 857x107 433x107 219x100 7.67 x 10° 33x 103 2.78 x 10-3 4.33 x 107°

B, | 1.62 x 1072 8.21 x 107 4.15 x 107% 1.98 x 1077 8.21 x 10°} 4.21 x 10% 8.21 x 10-4

Ky !

5 1.90 1.0 10 400 500



Tehle A

Values Invariant for s11 Studies (Lon itudinel)

I. = 180 slug ft° C= -0.b
J mo

m = 50 slugs fr ~
Cnt = -2.8

0 = .00237 slug/ft°
Coe = -1.4

s = 24.b4 ft?

Cpoa= ~0:3
c = 2.75 ft

C = =4,0
6, = 12.5 degrees 2

g = 32.2 ft/sec” C1e= -0-8

Table 7

Values Varying for Different Studies (Longitudinal)

Study No. Study No. 2 Study No. 3 Study No. 4
ere err me an ———

Rg Gy, (Jo) "Ba| T4=0.13|=0.26(10) (Go) =1 THO SeG w) = 1 G jo) =
% J 4 . Ta = 0.13

Cpea = © Gy (Jo)= BN 6
k, = 4.0 Cpa =O Ty = 5.5

B N i

asCnt

io C.
TU Tie



Table 3

Calculated Values of the Parameters (Longitudinal)

Study No. - Study No. 2

“mfg 5

4 ,.NnA ‘ Al =n hn 5.0

ip| -2.07 x 1072 -2.80 x 107% -5.59 x 10°2 -2.80 x 10"2 -2.80 x 1072 l-2.80 x 102

p,| 2.80 x 10°Y 1.72 x 1077 1.08 1.72 x 107° 1.72 x 107° 1.72 x 10°

Fol 3.55 x 1072 14.80 x 1072 9.58 x 1072 6.40 x 1072 4.80 x 1072 3.20 x 1072!

E,f 1.09 x 107% 1.47 x 1071 2.94 x 107! 2.05 x 1071 1.47 x1071 8.81 x 1072

| Eq | 2 30 2.7F hob 7.69 2.76 1.84

’ Study No. 3 ; Study Ro. 4

Gy (Jo) #1 Cosa |&amp;y (Joo) # 1]
+.n28 0 04

D, | -2.80 x 1072 -2.07 x 1072 1.2.80 x 10™° '-5.59 x 10~2

-3 -1 -3D, | 1.72 x 10 2.80 x 10 1.72 x 10 1.08

F 4.80 x 10°° 3,55 x 1072 4.80 x 10°2 9.58 x 10°2

E, 1.47 x 107% 1.09 x 101 1.47 x 107 2.9% x 1071

E. | ol 2.30 2.76 4, hy
! - -—— -

Note: Do and E, have been omitted, since it was found that
they effectively canceled each other.
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2.1

3.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

2.1 Specifications

In a rush program there 1s generally insufficient time to develop exact specl-
fications for the equipment under development. Instead, estimates of the important
specifications are made and the system designed to meet these specifications. The esti-

mates are generally made with an estimated factor of safety to protect the designer from
his lack of knowledge of the exact specifications. It is particularly necessary to
adopt such a procedure in designing as complex a system as a guided missile system. The
general considerations that were set up as a gulde to the design of the control system
are presented below. In the subsequent sections of this chapter the way in which these
specifications were met is presented. The final specifications on the control system
are divided into two parts: (1) those specifications primarily controlling missile
performance and (2) those specifications primarily concerned with matters of design.
Those characteristics that determine the missile performance are stability, torque loads,
accuracy of control, and speed of response. Those matters that are controlled by design
specifications are space requirements, weight requirements, power supply limitations,
and mechanical and production requirements. The above points are briefly discussed in
the following:

3.1.1 Performance Specifications

a. Stability

While 1t 1s unnecessary under certain conditions to require the missile to have a

stable flight, it is generally accepted as necessary in missiles which lose target infor-
mation at some minimum renge for if such a missile were unstable at that point, it might
be headed wrong due to unstabllity and the miss increased. Therefore, a requirement on

this system is that the missile have a stable flight throughout its trajectory.
b. Torque Loads
The control system must be so designed that it can provide the torque loads

imposed on the control surfaces throughout its flight with a satisfactory margin of
safety. This was a difficult requirement to meet at the speeds that it was believed

necessary to move the elevons. Hinge moments on the control surfaces were not accu-

rately known; however, they were estimated to be about twelve hundred (1200) inch pounds
per elevon at a deflection of thirty degrees.

¢c. Accuracy of Control

The accuracy requirements are set by two general factors. First, that the mis-
sile be pointed in the correct direction within an allowable error factor at the time

that the homing information falls and second that the missile follow a pursuit course

sufficiently accurately that accelerations at the end of the trajectory be minimized.
It was felt that if the missile were to have an error of no more than plus or minus one

half (1/2) degree in both yaw and pitch, the operation should be satisfactory.
d. Speed of Response
The speed of response of the missile should be high to permit it to correct rap-

idly for disturbances during the latter part of the trajectory and to enable it to



follow as accurately as possible a true pursult course. Speed of response is obtained

by correct dynamical design of the system and by designing the servomotor to move the
control surfaces with the proper speed. The speed with which the control surfaces were

moved was set at ninety degrees per second and the natural frequencies in yaw and pitch
were set at one cycle per second.

3.1.2 Design Specifications

a. Space Requirements
The space which the SWOD (Control System) Mk 18 Mod O could occupy was defi-

nitely limited in Bat since the complete unit was designed and laid out before the SWOD
(Control System) Mk 18 Mod O had been designed. It was found necessary to design the
SWOD (Control System) Mk 18 Mod O to fit in a space at the rear of the power supply and
over the tail of the bomb (see Figure 1.2). It was possible to so design the system
that it fitted into the space although relatively small clearances were used.

b. Weight Requirements
The weight requirements of the system were not particularly rigid. They were

primarily set by balancing requirements on the missile. It was expected that this
requirement would be met if the unit weighed less than one hundred pounds.

c. Electrical Considerations

In addition to good design practice and design of the system in order that it
could be manufactured easily, the principal electrical requirement was to make use of

the available power supplles without exceeding their capacity. The battery already
provided in the missile is a fourteen-volt Exide storage battery type 9 TAS-GE. This
battery when properly prepared for use will deliver one hundred amperes for periods sev-
eral times as long as a normal flight. The discharge curve of this battery 1s shown in

Figure 3.1. Under low temperature conditions a battery heater must be used. The main
electrical motor used as a prime mover for the clutch servomotors has a current drain

within the battery requirements.
d. Mechanical Considerations

Mechanicel specifications are those encountered 1n any application of this sort.

They include adequate strength, protection against vibration, protection against cli-
matlc conditions including high humidity, low temperature, etc. In addition, since the
equipment is expendable, emphasis must be placed upon ease of manufacture. This
requires the avoldance of too close tolerances, complicated machinery, and special assem-

bly techniques.



3.2 General Description

The SWOD (Control System) Mk 18 Mod O 1s considered to include the following two

parts:
A. The electronic portion referred to as the control amplifier.
B. The mechanical portion referred to as the gyropilot.

The electronic portion comprises the pitch trim and roll trim amplifiers which
together form the deta link between the output signal at the commutator of the SWOD
(Radar) Mk 2 Mod 2 and the gyropilot.

The control amplifier, Figure 4.3.3, consists of two channels, one for conveying
right-left homing information from the radar unit to the gyroplilot, and one for conveying
up-down homing informetion from the radar unit to the gyropilot. The former is called
the roll trim amplifier, the latter the pitch trim amplifier. These will be discussed
in detail in the section under trim unit.

The stabilizing element of the gyropilot 1s the vertical gyroscope. This is a

Sperry Mk 4 Bank and Climb Gyroscope, modified for the present application. The rotor
element is air-driven and is suspended in gimbals. It has an erecting mechanism and a

caging mechanism.
Each gyro also has &amp; palr of alr valve pick-offs so that information of the attl-

tude of the gyro case, and thus the missile, with respect to the verticel (as established
by the. gyro rotor) can be conveyed to other elements in the servo system. This informa-
tion takes the form of pressure signals to a pressure-operated switch, or air relay.
There are two alr relays, one connected to the roll pick-off valve, and one connected to

the pitch pick-off valve.
The air relays actuate magnets in the clutch units. The roll and pitch clutch

units are identical. Each consists of two magnets, two sets of driven clutch plates, and

two sets of driving clutch plates. The two clutch units are attached to either end of
the clutch drive motor, which has a shaft extension at both ends. The double-ended drive

motor is geared to the gear drives. The driven clutch plates are forced against the
driving clutch plates by either magnet in each clutch unit and then drive the elevons
through power gearing, a pantograph linkage, and connecting rods. The sense of the
elevon motion 1s determined by which way the alr pick-off valve in the gyro 1s operated,
which in turn determines which way the alr relay will close, which determines which

clutch magnet wlll be actuated.
The pressure signal supplied by an air valve to an alr relay depends upon the rel-

ative position of the pilot and follow-up sleeve that make up the air valves. The valve
pilot is connected to the gyro gimbals, and therefore acts as a vertical reference in
both the pitch and roll axes. The valve sleeve 1s connected to the output of a trim unit,
one for roll and one for pitch. The elevon pitch and roll motions are fed back to the

respective valve sleeves through mechanical differentials.
It can, therefore, be seen that relative motion between the valve pilot and valve

sleeve can occur in any or all of the following ways:

1. Maneuver of the glider in pitch or roll

2. Trim unit operation
3, Elevon operation
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In flight, all three actions occur simultaneously. Let us assume that a right

signal (target to the right) is fed to the roll trim amplifier. This will cause the
following train of events (see Figure 1.3):

1. The roll trim unit motor will turn untill feedback voltage from potentiometer

equalizes the input signal to amplifier.
2. The roll valve sleeve will rotate.

2, The roll air relay will be actuated.
4. The roll clutch will operate to move elevons differentially.
= This differential elevon motion 1s fed back to the roll valve sleeve, reducing

the original excursion caused by the trim unit.
6. The elevons will continue to move differentially until the valve sleeve is

brought back to the neutral position with respect to the valve pilot.
7. This elevon differential will cause the glider to roll to the right.
Q, This roll is measured by the gyro and causes relative motion between the

valve sleeve and the valve pillot.
9. This actuates the air relay in such a direction as to reduce the differential

elevon angle,
10. The glider continues to roll until the elevons are returned to neutral.

Note: Since the roll axis is underdamped the glider will overshoot this position
(corresponding to neutral elevon) and the elevons will move opposite to their original
displacement to reduce the overshoot.

11. At this point, 1f the signal to the roll amplifler 1s malntained at constant
value, the glider will remain in a bank, the elevons will be at neutral, and the glider
will yaw to the right (towards the target).

12. This yaw motion reduces the right-left signal, which means that the roll trim
unit will move to a new position nearer that corresponding to zero right-left signal.

13. The change in position of the roll trim unit shaft results in motion of the
valve sleeve. The resulting elevon motion reduces the angle of roll.

14. Therefore, for the new reduced value of right-left signal the elevons wiil be
at neutral and the roll angle will be reduced, giving a reduced rate of yaw.

15. This action is continuous and progressive, finally resulting in minimum right-
left signal, with minimum angle of roll and both the trim unit and the elevons at neu-

tral.

Similarly, if the glider is on course, so that there 1s no right-left signal, an

air disturbance causing roll of the glider will result in the following set of circum-

stances (assume roll to the right):
1. The roll is measured by the gyro and produces a relative moticn between the

valve sleeve and valve pllot.
2. The elevons move to correct the roll.

3. The elevons stop when the feedback from the elevons has zeroed the valve

sleeve,
4. The glider rolls toward neutral.
5. As the glider roll angle decreases, the elevon angle decreases.

In pitch the action is similar (assume the target moves up, causing an up pltch
ern- a
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1. The pitch trim unit motor will run and reach a speed such that the generator

voltage fed back equalizes the input signal. Thus the speed of the trim unit is propor-
tional to the pitch error.

2. The pitch valve sleeve willl rotate.
3. The pltch alr relay will be actuated.
L. The pitch clutch will operate to move the elevons down.

%., This elevon motion 1s fed back through the differential and moves the sleeve
back to neutral.

6. This will result in an elevon deflection proportional to the output angle of
the trim unit.

1» The elevon motion will result in a rate of pitch of the missile.

8. As the missile turns, the gyro will measure this rotation and change the rel-

ative position of the pilot and sleeve in the air valve, thereby reducing the deflection
of the elevons.

9. The net result is that the missile pitches with a rate proportional to the
pitch error.

2.3 Reasons for Particular System

The SWOD (Control System) Mk 18 Mod 0 for Bat evolved from earlier systems
designed for Pelican. (See Preliminary Report - Development of a Servo Control System
for Guided Missiles.) The M.I.T. Pilot Mk II Control System was the final design for a
guided missile of the Pelican class and 1t was decided to adapt it for use in Bat. This
system had never been flight-tested but had the same dynamlc characteristics as the ear-

lier M.I.T. Pilot Mk IIA Control System which was used in several successful Pelican

flights. The dynamics of this system are discussed in the preliminary report. The dif-
ferences between the M,I.T. Pilot Mk II and the SWOD (Control System) Mk 18 Mod 0 (The
Servo Control System for Bat) are largely in mechanical design. The evolution of this
system 1s contained in the Pelican report, and will be reviewed here. The reasons for

this particular dynamic system are made clear in the chapter on Theory.
The Sperry Mk IV Bank and Climb gyro was chosen as the stabilizing element because

of its avallability, general adaptability, and relative small size and weight. This gyro
possesses a caging mechanism, enabling the gyro to be caged and uncaged at will. The air

valve pick-offs of the Sperry gyro were readily adaptable, through air relays, to the
control of clutches.

The most important reason for using a clutch servomotor is its increased effi-

ciency over the reversing-motor type servomotor. With a relay-operated reversing motor,
the losses in the motor and the power used in accelerating and decelerating are high. In

a clutch servomotor, the drive motor 1s unidirectional at a speed giving high efficiency.
For a more detalled description of a clutch servomotor see Section 4.4.1. Although the

clutch unit was originally developed for Pelican, the possible application to larger mis-
siles was anticipated. With larger missiles the disadvantages of the relay-operated
reversing motor are greater, because larger currents cause difficult relay and commuta-

tion problems.
The reason for using a pantograph linkage 1s the limit stop problem as outlined in

the Pelican report. If each elevon is driven by its own servomotor, the limit stops must



be on each elevon if great complexity is to be avoided. This means that the glider

loses roll stability 1f pitch motion causes one elevon to reach its limit. Since it was

found desirable to have a high pitch gain, such a condition is very likely to occur. The

pantograph linkage has one servomotor driving the elevons differentially (to produce roll
motion) and the other servomotor driving average elevon (to produce pitch motion). With
this arrangement the limit stops are on each servomotor, and limit differential elevon

motion and average elevon motion. In this way roll stability is retalned even when the
pitch servomotor 1s in the limit.

One of the important characteristics of the SWOD (Control System) Mk 18 Mod O is
the feedback of elevon motion. This results in elevon motion proportional to the change

in the glider attitude in pltch and roll. This proportional arrangement was necessary to
obtain the optimum dynamical characteristics from the missile. These considerations are
more fully discussed in the chapter on Theory.

3.4 Manner in Which the System Meets Requirements

Since the fundamental requirements of the servo control system 1s that the missile
score hits, the first criterion of performance is the results indicated by the actual
flight tests. The results of such tests are described in detail in Chapter 4. A more

specific measure of merit of the servo control system 1s obtained by considering the
specifications of Section 3.1, and how they have been fulfilled. Here, too, flight rec-
ord test data can be used as a reference for the performance.

3.4.1 Flight Stability

Referring again to the flight records, 1t 1s seen that the glider flies in a sta-
ble fashion when responding to radar information. With no homing information the flight
of the glider is also stable. Therefore, the requirement is met that, in the absence of
radar information, the glider fly level and at constant glide angle, with the following
exception:

If the glider is in a bank caused by &amp; right-left radar signal, and the signal is
suddenly removed, the glider will return to level flight gradually, with a time constant
of several seconds. Similarly, if there is an up-down radar signal, causing a change in
pitch attitude, the pitch motion of the glider will not cease immediately, if the radar
signal 1s suddenly removed. Instead, the pitch motion will slow down gradually, and stop
after several seconds. This "memory" effect 1s more fully described below in the section
on "Trim Units and Amplifiers." Its action 1s to give more accurate course following in

the presence of jittery radar signals.
The control system is designed to allow a maximum bank of 60°, thus providing a

maximum rate of turn of u° per second at a forward speed of Loo feet per second.

3.4.2 Output Torque

The peak torque required of the servomotor 1s 2400 in-lbs at the elevon output
shaft. Since the clutch unit will deliver 18 in-1bs minimum, and the gear ratio is 150:1,
the minimum: torque available is 2700 in-1lbs. The production clutch unit torque is 22 in-
1be.

©
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3.4.3 Accuracy of Control and Speed of Response

The accuracy which the servo control system maintained in flight can be obtained
from the records made by the glider cameras. By means of instrumentation in the glider,

photographs of errors, as indicated by meters in appropriate circuits, show that for a
representative flight the right-left error and the up-down error were never more than one

degree, except for the initial and final transients. This accuracy is well within the
requirements, when considered with the minimum range and the high speed of response of
the system. The speed of response of the missile is approximately one cycle per second,
and the time constant is approximately nine seconds.

3.4.4 Space and Weight

Although the SWOD (Control System) Mk 18 Mod O very nearly fills the space over
the bomb at the rear, there is adequate clearance between the control system and the air-

frame.
The weight of the servo unlt 1s approximately 100 pounds. This 1s not excessive,

compared to a total weight for the missile of over 1500 pounds. The balance of the

glider is affected by the addition of the SWOD (Control System) Mk 18 Mod O, but rebal-
ancing presents no problem.

3,4.5 Electrical Considerations

Tests were run on the clutch drive motor to determine the current drain under var-

jous load conditions. These tests show that the load current will normally not exceed

80 amperes. This is well within the capacity of the storage battery for the time of

flights expected plus a sultable safety factor.

3.4.6 Mechanical Considerations

The mechanical design is considered in some detall in Section 4.1. The reasons for

various elements in the design are discussed. Therefore, it 1s only necessary to state
that the design does in general meet the requirements met in actual use. There was only
one case of any trouble in the field. (See Flight Tests, Section 6.2.) This was easily

corrected.
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4.3

4,0 COMPONENT DESCRIPTION

4,1 General Mechanical Design

4,1.1 Function

The purpose of the mechanical section of the servo control unit as is evident

from reference to the Schematic, Figure 1.3, 1s to position the elevons according to sig-
nals generated by the homing radar and the stable vertical.

4.1.2 Design Considerations

The mechanical design of the control system was seriously influenced by a number
of factors. The specifications rather rigidly prescribed the dynamic characteristics
such as power output, speed of response of the elevons, ete¢., while the aerodynamic
design of the airframe imposed certain space and weight limitations. A third factor con-
trolling the overall design was the desirability of using some components already proven
in previous experiments. A fourth factor, namely, the extremely short space of time that
could be allotted to the design of a mechanical system, required that choice and arrange-
ment of components, as well as materials used in construction, be chosen on the basls of

sound engineering judgment rather than as a result of exhaustive tests. Difficulty in
rapidly procuring manufactured items and construction materials was a further serious

consideration.

4,1.3 Available Space

In the airframe, SWOD (Air Stabilizer) Mk 13 Mod 0, the same compartment was
utilized as for the Bureau of Standards Servo, SWOD (Servo) Mk 4 Mod 3, except that the
increased volume of equipment made it necessary to use as much as possible of the entire

space available in this compertment. For instance, all of the limiting surfaces (front
and rear bulkheads, sirframe sides, bomb, and cover) were approached with minimum prac-
ticable clearance in order to obtain sufficient room for the servo control unit.

4,1.4 Choice of Components

The following components, most of which had proven satisfactory in previous appli-
cations, were chosen to form the nucleus of an integrated design for the control servo.

1. For the stable element, a Sperry Mk 4 Bank and Climb Gyro was chosen because

of its availability, compact size, moderately light weight, and general adaptability.
2. The power drive section was based upon the previously developed Model F

clutch, used in conjunction with a 1/2 hp Emerson d-c motor.
» A satisfactory pantograph linkage for operating the elevons was already in

production and proven in use; hence, 1t was desirable to utilize this component with a

minimum of modifications.
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Lb, The basic design for the roll and pltch trim units had already been evolved,
although the design details were not particularly convenlent for the. new design. The
basic design, however, served as &amp; valugble gulde for function and space requirements.

Rr, John Oster Type A-14B-3A motors were selected for operating the trim units
and gyro caging mechanism on the basis of previous experience. More detailed informa-
tion concerning these motors will be found in Section 4.3.4.2. The potentiometer used
in the roll trim unit is also described in the above section. The Elinco generator used
in the pitch trim unit is described in Section 4.3.7.2

4.1.5 Arrangement of Components

A preliminary design study was begun on March 15, 1945, given the information
regarding function, chosen components, and available space. Two-dimensional model cut-
outs were made and arranged on a plan view of the compartment. The primary determinants
were the plane of action of the pantograph, the size and shape of the power drive assem-
bly (clutches and drive motor), and the size and shape of the gyro. Rather quickly it
became evident that considerable advantage was to be gained by keeping the pantograph in
the same plane of action as used in the standerd airframe. This left the possibilities

of moving the pantograph fore or aft and turning it to face forward or astern. The
power drive was then studied for position. It was found that the only way in which it
would fit was to place it above and astern of the pantograph. The clutch output shafts
had to be on the bottom in order to design a gear train which would go as directly as

possible from the power drive to pantograph input shafts.
Next in line was the gyro, which was tried in several different coordinate posi-

tions, the best apparent location being on the longitudinal center line, as far forward
and as high as space permitted, with the face of the gyro to the rear. Another require-
ment was ‘that the gyro longitudinal axis be parallel within a degree or two with the air-
frame center line. Since the pantograph plane of action is at an angle of 17° from the

airframe center line, it wes necessary to rotate the gyro case longitudinally by the same
amount.

The relationship of the power drive to the pantograph indicated that most of the
equipment would integrate most easily on planes parallel to the pantograph plane of
action. Since the gyro was required to be at a different angle, the problem arose of
transferring signal motions from one plane to another. Two possibilities were avallable:
flexible cable with pulleys, or a combination of cranks, bell and socket joints, and con-

necting rods. Previous experience with the cable and pulleys suggested that another
method be tried, and the ball and socket joints appeared promising. These were accord-
ingly chosen. (See Figure 1.3.) It was also desired to shock mount the gyro to prevent
its being damaged in shipment. The use of ball and socket connections thus satisfied all
the conditions of motion transfer between different planes, rigid signal transmission,
and adaptability to shock mounting. Following these decisions, the gyro was required to
be positioned with the face aft in order to get the cranks for the signal transmission
sufficiently separated thet the transmission be reasonably linear. This then determined
that the roll trim equipment would be on the port side, and the pitch trim on starboard.

Sufficient definition of arrangement had been accomplished at thls stage to deter-
mine that the pantograph linkage would lie mostly forward of the pantograph input shafts.
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An approximate layout of the necessary shafts and gears into this equipment pointed the
wey to the design and placement of all the details, which work was begun about March 25,

1945,
The limited time avallable, together with the necessity for a few pllot models,

precluded the use of special protective finishes for parts used in the mechanical sec-
tion.

Lubrication was selected on the basis that one application at assembly would pro-

vide sufficient protection to moving parts to serve throughout testing and field use.
Delicate parts and bearings were given a light coating of Esso Handy 011. Colonial Bes-
con 08-1350 grease was used on the medium duty parts such as worm gears and pantograph

bearings. Lubriplate, a grease lubricant, manufactured by Fiske Brothers Refining Co.
was selected for the power drive gearing. O0ilite bearings for the clutches were fabri.
cated from Ollite bar stock and were given a thorough soaking in SAE 10 machine oil

before assembly. This was considered suitable for the pilot models although it is not
to be recommended where low temperature conditions may be encountered. The 01lite bear-

ings used for power drive shafts were used as obtained from the menufacturer.

To expedite procurement and assembly, stock gears were specified for the design
wherever possible. Because of the extremely high loading conditions, the power drive
gearing was speclally cut and treated.

4,1.6 Deck Assembly

This assembly forms the principal structure upon which the other assemblies are
mounted, and through which the pantograph reactions are carried into the airframe. It
consists of decks at three levels (Figure 1.4) with spacers introduced between, and held
together with bolts and dowels.

Castings as compared with plates and spacers for the deck construction were duly
considered, Foreseeing considerable time required to obtain complex patterns and cast-
ings, and increased assembly complexity, it was decided that machined plate stock sep-
arated by specers would be used. Aluminum was used for all parts, where practicable, to

reduce welght.
On the top deck are mounted the drive unit, the relay assembly (to the rear and

below the drive unit), the pitch trim unit, the roll trim unit, the gyro unit, and a
number of auxiliary items such &amp;s dynamotor, electrical connector, terminal strips, cable
clamps; etc. The adjustable mounting lugs which attach the pilot to the sides of the
airframe are secured at approximately the four corners of the top deck.

Between the top and center decks are located some of the gears and shafting

through which power 1s transmitted from the clutches to the input shafts of the panto-

graph.
The power gearing presented a difficult problem in compromise. Due to the high

gear ratio from the clutches to the pantograph, the gear tooth loads become extremely
high toward the pantograph end of the train of gears. The small amount of space avall-
able seriously limited the permissible gear tooth face widths. Also, the best gear mate-
rials were not immediately available for use. A further consideration was that of reduc-

ing to the minimum gearing inertia reflected to the clutches, These varlous conditions
were met by using stub tooth gesrs, the best material (NE Steel No. 9450 hardened to 300



Brinnell) before precision machining. To reduce face widths, the material was stressed
to the maximum permissible values,

The shaft centers for the power gearing were obtalned on the deck plates by first
manufacturing a boring plate which wes made on a jig borer to conslderable precision,
This plate was then clamped on the deck plates individually and machining done.

The entire pantograph linkage is slso within this space between the top and cen-
ter decks, as are the linkages from the trim units to the gyro crank arms.

The lower decks, of which there is one on each side, are smeller than the upper

two, and serve as the lower beering plate for the pantograph limit stops and the remsain-
der of the pantograph drive geering. Associated with the mechanical limit stops, which
physically prevent the power gearing from rotating beyond specified limits, are the
electrical limit stops whose microswitches are actuated by small cems flxed to the rotat-

ing members,
The electrical limits function by switching opposite current into the clutch coils

and forcing the unit to rotate in the direction to recede from the limiting position.
The pantograph linkage 1s essentially the same as that used previously. Complete

linkages were obtained from Harris-Seybold-Potter and altered slightly to sult. It was
deemed advisable to transmit the torque for elevon operation directly to the linkage arms
rather than via taper pins into and out of the pantograph input shafts. To accomplish
this improvement, the driving gear sector was sandwiched between the linkage arms which
therefore had to be of special shape and were accordingly redesigned. This constituted
the only modification performed on the linkage as presently produced.

Because of procurement problems on ball bearings, and beceuse plain bearings
seemed sufficiently satisfactory end practically free of contamination troubles, ball
beerings were not used in the power drive. To seat the plain bearings (0O11lites were used)
in some cases, where rivets or pins could not be used, a force fit sufficed with the

added security of a slightly splined hole into which each bearing was seated.

4.2 General Electrical Design

4.2.1 Function

The purpose of this section is to describe the function of the circuits and elec-

trical components used in the control system. Some of this material 1s more specifi-
cally covered elsewhere in this report. However, most of 1t will be repeated in this
section for the sake of completeness.

The discussion will be divided into sections roughly corresponding to the various
circuits contained in the control system. Because there is considerable overlapping in
the functions of the circuits in some cases it is not possible to completely separate

the description of the various sections.

4,2.2 Main Power Circuit

The funetion of this circuit is to provide a connection from the 14 volt storage

battery to the clutch drive motors. It includes a single-pole, single-throw contactor

for switching purposes,, 3



The drive motor is designed to operate from a 14 volt supply and to drive the
clutches at an input speed of approximately 5,000 rpm. fhe normal rating of the motor is
1/2 hp. A more complete summary of the drive motor specifications 1s given in Section
bh.h. 4h,

A General Electric contactor, catalogue No. CR2792B-116A2, was used for motor
switching. The nominal contact rating was 50 amperes, and the nominal rating of the coil
was 12 volts. The use of the coil on a 14 volt circuit provided a safety factor in the

operation of the contactor.
The motor leads were of wire size AWG No. 8. One motor lead is grounded perma-

nently to the main base plate, The leads from the control system to the battery were of
wire size AWG No. 8, and were terminated in closed lugs, Aircraft and Marine Products Co. ®

solderless type.
The battery leads were connected permsnently into the control system thereby elim-

inating the need for a connector or terminal block.

The battery, Exide Type 9TAS-OE, was a seven cell lead plate type with a capacity
of approximately 20 ampere hours. The charge on the battery was such that it was capable
of high peak currents at some sacrifice of long life,

4,2,3 Clutch Coil Circuit

The purpose of this circuit is to provide excitation for the clutch coils. This

excitation 1s provided by a small dynamotor with full load terminal rating of 250 volts
at 50 milliamperes. The current in the clutch coils 1s switched on and off by means of

the alr relays. The circuit &amp;lso contalns current limiting resistors, limit switches
and condensers for the protection of the air relay contact points.

The dynamotor was a standard Signal Corps type DMA 25. Performance curves are
given elsewhere in this report. (See Figure 4.4.9.) It suffices here to state that
the nominal input voltage is 12 volts, and the nominal output rating is as glven above.
The dynamotor was used on the 14 volt battery so that the output was slightly higher than

its normal rsting.
In the production unit the clutch coll excitation is obtained from a rectified

supply in the main power supply. Each of the two clutch coll circuits 1s provided with
a 3500 ohms, 10-watt resistor to limit the current in the clutch coll. Thls resistance
in series with the coil also serves to reduce the effective time constant of current

build-up in the coil.
The current 1s switched to the proper coil by means of air operated relays. Each

relay is essentially a single-pole, double-throw switch which provides a means of excit-
ing one coil or the other in the clutch unit. Because the clutch colls are highly induc-

tive 1t 1s necessary to provide protection for high voltage at the relay contacts, This
was done by connecting a 0.01 mfd condenser across the contact polnts.

Also in series with the air relay are a psir of microswitches in each clutch coil

circuit. These microswitches serve as limlt stops for the output linkage of the control

unit. When the linkage moves into the limit position the proper microswitch is operated
so that the clutch unit reverses the direction of motion of the output linkage. Contact

protection for the microswitches is provided by the same condenser used to protect the

air reley contact.

Lh, =



4,2.% Arming Circuits

In the operation of the control system it is necessary to keep the gyro element
caged prior to the actual switching on of the unit. Therefore, when the unit 1s switched
on, provision must be made for uncaglng the gyro at the same time, This is accomplished
by providing the caging unit on the gyro with switches which have a two-fold function:

1. They act as caging limits.
2. They act as switches for starting other elements in the control system.
The caging mechanism from electrical considerations is a small motor and two

mlcroswitches. The motor, John Oster Co. Type A-14B-3A, has a shunt field which is
excited directly from the 26 volt radar battery. The armature voltage 1s provided by a
reversing switch which provides 13 volts of either polarity depending upon the direction
of rotation desired. The microswitches serve as limit stops to cut the motor off when

the desired number of revolutions are obtained. These switches also provide voltage for

the clutch motor contactor coil and the armature circults of the pitch and roll trim
motors. Also the circuit contains two pilot lamps which operate from the switches for
the purpose of indicating positively the caged and uncaged positions. The voltage pro-
vided by the caging circuit for the pitch trim motor is not applied directly to the trim
motor circuit. It is first applied to the three-second delay switch located in the Bat

junction box. This switch causes the pitch trim unit to remain inoperative until three
seconds after the missile drops away from the alrplane, The roll trim motor operates as
soon as the gyro is uncaged, but right-left radar signals are withheld from the roll trim
unit until three seconds after the missile is dropped from the airplane. These functions
are described in more detail in the section of this report dealing with the trim servos,

(see Section 4.3).

4,2.,5 Pitch Trim Servo

The function of the pitch trim servo is to transmit the up-down radar signals into
mechanical motion suitable for trimming the pitch reference of the control system. The
electrical circuit consists of a trim motor, a pair of reversing relays, and a small d-c

generator. The radar signals in the form of d-c currents operate one or the other of the

reversing relays providing the proper direction of rotation for the trim motor. The gen-
erator provides a d-c voltage proportional to the trim rate which is fed back into the
radar unit to stabilize the rate at which trim action occurs.

The pitch trim motor is identical to the caging motor. The reversing relays and
the motor armeture must have contact arc suppression both to protect the contact points
and eliminate the possibility of generating radio interference. This arc suppression is
accomplished by means of 0.25 mfd condensers placed across the motor armature. In this
manner both the relay contacts and the motor armature are protected.

4,2.6 Roll Trim Servo

The roll trim servo performs a function similar to the pitch trim servo in that it

transmits the right-left radar information into mechanical trimming of the control system,
The electrical components consist of a trim motor, a pair of reversing relays, a poten-

tiometer, and a small dry battery. The function of the motor and relays are identical
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to those in the pitch trim unit. The potentiometer and battery combination performs a

function similar to the generator in the pitch trim unit, except that the voltage fed
back to the radar unit 1s proportional to the position of the trim unit rather than its
rate. The potentiometer, General Radio Type 214-A, has a resistance of 2000 ohms. The
potentiometer 1s redesigned so that it 1s an integral part of the trim unit. The battery,
Burgess Type W30BP, is a 45-volt, center-tapped dry battery. The percentage of the bat-
tery voltage which 1s applied to the potentiometer terminals 1s determined by dropping
resistors. Associated with the battery is a small relay which operates when the gyro is
uncaged. The purpose of the relay is to keep the battery open-circuited until the trim
unit 1s actually operated. In the production unit the battery is replaced by power from
the main power supply.

4.2.7 Summary of Requirements

The general requirements for the electrical design of the control system can be
enumerated as follows:

1. The design must make for ease of assembly and disassembly so that modifica-
tion and changes can be made on the control system with a minimum of difficulty. This
means that terminal blocks with screw type terminals were used wherever a unit subsassem-

bly was connected electrically into the overall system.

2. Because of the space requirements it was necessary to make a compromise

between flexibility and a minimum number of components, This is especially true of elec-
trical connections to the external unit. One AN type connector was used for connections

to the bomb junction box. The connections to the storage battery were made with leads
that were permanently attached to the control system.

". The main wiring assembly was made up into a harness and all terminations were

in closed type insulated lugs. This type of construction enabled considerable handling
wlthout causing deterioration of the wiring.

4, High voltage 1s present on some of the terminals and therefore care had to be
taken to avoid accidental contact. The danger was minimized principally by locating
exposed high voltage points so that accidental contact would be at a minimum. In the
production model an insulating barrier was placed over the high voltage contacts with the

words "Danger High Voltage."
The AN connector used in the control system was Type AN3102-22-14P, This con-

nector has 19 contacts which made soldering connections somewhat difficult and the spac-

ing of the exposed points small. This condition actually caused no trouble but was

accepted only because of difficult spacing requirements.
All terminal blocks were of Howard B. Jones Co. Type 140 and were mounted perma-

nently on the control unit. On each terminal block was placed a Bakelite pad 1/32" thick.

This pad served a dual purpose in that it provided extra voltage protection and also pro-
vided a means of numbering each terminal of the terminal block.

The wire used for most of the wiring was a type menufactured according to JAN

specifications, and was of conductor size AWG No. 20 or No. 18. Some parts of the cir-

cuit required shielded wire. The wire used was Cornish Wire Co. No. 957. The shielded
wire was connected into the unit by means of terminal lugs on both the conductors and



the shield on each end. The shield is connected to the base plate of the control unit at

both ends.
The electrical design was carried out in a manner which permitted most of the

electrical work to be completed independently of the mechanical assembly. In this way
the final assembly of the unlit was not hampered by the necessity of doing the electrical
assembly work on the final mechanical assembly. In actual operation practically no
trouble was encountered with the electrical system.

4.3 Trim Units and Amplifiers

4.3.1 General Description

The method of elevon control employed in the SWOD (Control System) Mk 18 Mod ©
requires a mechanical feedback link to the attitude-detection apparatus (air valves) on
the vertical gyro. (See Figure 1.3.) If it 1s desired to change the glider attitude in
response to signals from a homing device, the reference position of the feedback links

must be mechanically displaced by the amount necessary to secure the desired chenge.This
is accomplished by inserting a differential gear in the feedback link between the clutch
output and the sleeve of the air valve, The differential is fed by an electromechanical
amplifier, designated as &amp; trim servo, which converts the electrical signel from the

radar homing device into the required mechanical displacement of the feedback reference.
(See Section 3.2 for fuller description.)

The trim servo comprises the following elements:

1. A balanced electronic smplifier which amplifies the difference between the
radar signal and a feedback signal which is a function of the output.

2. A pair of sensitive relays connected as a reversing switch, with colls ener-

glzed by the amplifier,

%, A reversible d-c motor, the armature supply of which is controlled by the

relays,

bk, A potentiometer or electrical tachometer, employed to produce a feedback sig-
nal proportional to output position or speed, respectively.

© Limit stops which prevent an excessive change in reference position.

© A slip clutch to prevent stalling of the motor when the output is against a

limit ston.

7. A differential gear which connects the clutch output position to the trim out-
put position and applies the resultent position to the air valve sleeve,

8. Gearing between the motor and feedback device and between the feedback device
end the differential so designed that these devices are operated at the proper speeds for

stable glider flight and for stable and accurate servo performence.

4.3.2 Input Signel Characteristics

The signal supplied by the homing device, a SWOD (Radar) Mk 2 Mod 0, 1s, to a
first approximation, a d-c voltage whose magnitude is proportional to the error in
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heading and whose polarity is determined by the direction of the error. A detailed
description of the operation of the radar will be found in the Western Electric Service
Handbook for the set.

The signal is obtained from quadrent commutator segments spaced around the axis of
the radar antenna and separated by short insulating segments. The reflecting part of the
entenna 1s set at an angle to the axis of the rsdliator, and is rotated about it by a

small motor, so that 1t looks suécessively down, right, up, and left. The commutator
segments are simultaneously contacted by a brush which 1s mechanically connected to the
rotating part of the antenna. The segments are thus designated down, right, up, and
left. The output of the radar receiver is fed to the rotating brush by means of a second

brush and slip ring.
If an echo is received from a target which is displaced from the axis of rotation,

the received signal will vary from a meximum when the antenna is pointed toward the tar-
get to a minimum when it 1s pointed away. Since the antenna rotates at 1800 to 2000 rpm,
the received signal will be modulated at 30 to 33 cps. The signal impressed on the com-

mutator 1s the a-c component of the 30 to 33 cycle modulation, plus &amp; pulse ripple having
eg frequency of 2000 pps. The modulation emplitude 1s a function of the displacement of

the target from the axis of rotation, and the phase 1s a functlon of the direction of the

target.
The commutator separates the signal into up-down and right-left components, If

the target is directly above the axis of rotation, a positive voltage will appear at the
up segment during the time the brush is in contact. A negetive voltage will eppeer at
the down segment, while the right and left segments will have zero average voltage. The
20 snd 2000 cycle ripple is sttenuated by filter networks. The sum of the up and down
voltages 1s then supplied to the pitch trim servo emplifier. The sum of the right and
left voltages 1s similarly supplied to the roll trim servo amplifier.

The signal supplied to the trim amplifiers departs grestly from the idesl. The
faults encountered sre listed below:

1. The signal is a d-¢ voltage proportional to the angular displacement of the
target from the axis of rotation of the antenne, for small displacement angles. At about
10° (two-way transmission), the slope of the signal vs. displacement curve begins to drop
off and at very large sngles the signal magnitude decresses for increasing angular dis-
placement. .

2, Time lags in the commutator filter and preceding circuits cause the signel to

lag behind rapid motions of the target.

2, Since the entenne is not stabilized, rolling of the glider introduces false

signels.
4. The neture of the signal supplied to the commutator is such thet en up-down

signal produces a smell false right-left signal. This effect, known &amp;s rotstion of the
axes, can be minimized by proper design of the commutator input and output networks.

5. The signal 1s subject to fading, interference due to noise and other radars,
and to occasional random changes.

6. At very close ranges the strength of the signal becomes so great as to ceuse
seturation in the r-f and 1-f sections of the radar. This saturation causes a consider-

eble loss of sensitivity. For large targets, reversal of information mey result.
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7. A smell proportion of the 30-cycle ripple remains after flltering.

The control system, and especlally the trim servos, must be designed to minimize
any harmful effects on glider performance caused by the defects in the signal,

4.3.3 Output Characteristics

As previously described, Section 3.2.1, the control of the motion of the glider
in yaw 1s accomplished by producing a roll angle proportional to the homing error in yaw.
This requires that the roll trim servo displace the gyro reference through an angle pro-
portional to the yaw error, Ideally, this angle should be attained instantaneously, but
in practice it is sufficient that it be reached at a rate large in comparison with the
rate of turn of the elevons and ths maximum rate of roll.

The requirements for instantaneous and average accuracy of the trim servo output
are determined by entirely different considerations. Since the roll axis inertia of the
glider is high, rapid oscillations of the elevons, 1f of moderate amplitude, will not
ceuse appreciable rolling. It 1s, therefore, permissible to allow the roll trim servo,
as well as the elevon drive servo, to oscillate at a high frequency and small amplitude.

In order to keep the speed of response of the trim servo high and thus pervent the intro-
duction of additional time lags in the system, the amplitude of oscillation was made
smell and the frequency high in comparison with the amplitude and frequency of the ele-
von servos. The power required to drive the elevon servos 1s decreased at the same time.
The actual values obtained were about +5/8° amplitude et each elevon and about 7 cps

frequency.
The average accuracy 1s determined by the permissible homing error in yaw. In

order to keep the yaw error small, it 1s necessary to secure a large ratio of roll angle

to yaw angle. If this 1s secured, the roll axis control can be designed at a compara-
tively low accuracy level without impairing the ultimate accuracy in heading. Actual
values of the roll-yaw ratio and accuracy will be discussed in a later section.

In order to obtain the correct dynamic performance the up-down signsl is inte-
grated and applied to the gyro pitch reference. A simple and accurate means of perform-
ing this integration was secured in the trim servo by employing rate feedback. The out-
put rate of this ‘servo is proportional to the input signal; thus, the output angle 1s
proportional to the time integral of the signal.

The accuracy requirement is higher in pitch than in roll, since inaccuracies in
the trim and gyro feedback directly affect the pitch heading. However, an error which
persists long enough for the integrating process to take place (for example, a slow
drift of the gyro vertical) will be corrected by the trim servo. Backlash errors are
more difficult to remove; consequently, the feedback links are designed to operate with
the least friction and backlash that could be obtained with parts that were sufficiently

rugged and easy to manufacture. Any remaining backlash was taken up by a spring provided
for the purpose,

The rate accuracy of the output motion does not affect the accuracy in heading.
Too high a ratio of output rate to input signal will cause instability, while too low a

ratio will reduce the meneuverabllity of the glider. An adjustment 1s provided in the
electronic amplifier to set this ratio.
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It is essential that the rate servo have a clearly defined zero or dead zone.

Unless a dead zone is present, the trim servo will tend to drift away from its last set-

ting if the signal 1s temporarily lost. (See Section 4.3.8.)
In general, the output of the pitch trim servo is characterized by very slow rates

of change and very small angular changes. The design problem is much simpler then that
for the roll trim servo.

4,3.4 Roll Trim Servo

4,3.4.1 Description

The roll trim servo is designed to position the sleeve of the roll air valve in
the gyro in response to an electrical signal from the R-L output of the radar and a mech-

anical signal from the roll elevon drive. The servo must have a high speed of response,

moderate accuracy, and an output torque sufficiently large to overcome bearing friction,
vibrational forces, and take-up spring torque. The servo is physically divided into two
units, a mechanical drive which is enclosed 1n the casting shown in Figure 1.4, and at
the right of Figure 5.3.7, and an electronic amplifier which 1s incorporated in the radar
nose assembly. In addition, the motor control relays, the battery supply for the poten-
tiometer, and the battery-switching relay are mounted on the deck plates where space 1s
available. (See Figure 1.4).

The essential parts of the mechanical drive are shown schematically in Figure 1.3%.
The roll trim servomotor 1s a low-voltage d-c¢ shunt motor. It carries on its shaft a

48-pitch, single-thread worm (17) which is meshed with an 80-tooth, 48-pitch, single-
thread worm gear (19). The worm gear rotates freely on its shaft, but is coupled to it
by means of a friction clutch (18). The central shaft, which serves as a bearing for the

worm wheel, carries the driven side of the friction clutch, the wiper arm of a modified
General Radio Type 214-A potentiometer (16), the external dial pointer (14), and a small
gear (24), which drives the upper sun gear of the mechanical differential (23). The
travel of the potentiometer 1s limited by fixed stops on the pointer. These stops are
set at 136° each side of the center of the potentiometer winding in order to prevent the

wiper arm from leaving the end of the winding.
The lower sun gear of the differential is coupled to a sector gear (25) on the

roll input shaft of the pantograph linkage. The output angle of rotation of the differ-
ential, obtained from the spider and shaft, equals 1/2 the sum of the angle fed back from
the roll elevon drive and the angle set in by the trim servo.

The differential output is geared to the override clutch (22). This clutch is
employed to limit the travel of the alr valve sleeve to +%6° (the maximum allowable travel
-- Section 4.5). The driven side of the clutch carries fixed stops at -25.8°. Any

greater rotation is taken up by a coll spring. Since there is no permanent slippage
through the clutch, the trim servo and alr valve will return to their proper alignment
when the limit stop is disengaged. The coll spring (21) at the driving side of the over-
ride clutch is employed to take up any backlash in the mechanical data-transmission
system. The driven side of the clutch 1s coupled to the alr-valve sleeve by means of an

ad justable linkage (26).
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4.3.4.2 Components and Design

The major requirements for the roll trim servomotor are as follows:

1. High ratio of torque to inertla
2. Equal torque in both directions of rotation
z Intermittent operation

" Operation from 1l4-volt, d-c supply
&amp; Low bearing and brush friction
A Size as small as is consistent with effective heat dissipation

7. Minimum stalled torque = 3 1n.oz.

8, Speed at 1 in.oz. load = 5000 rpm

The motor chosen for this application was a d-c shunt motor designed for operation
on 28 volts at approximately 1/150 hp. The motor was manufactured by the John Oster Co.
to Bell Laboratories specification K3-5968 List 1 (manufacturer's Type A-14). The A-14
motor, when operated with 28-volts field supply and 14-volts armature supply, meets the
above requirements. The torque-speed curve and other pertinent data will be found in

Figure 4.%...
The potentiometer was a modification of the General Radio Co. Type 214-A.Improved

shaft bearings were employed, a pigtail added to give a positive connection to the wiper
arm, and the wiper arm modified to give a sharper point of contact.

The differentiel is a standard Sperry part, No. 642487-H. This differential has
considerable backlash, but it is teken up by the anti-backlash spring.

The entire roll trim servo assembly 1s housed in an aluminum casting which 1s

secured to the upper deck plate, while the motor, potentiometer, and dial are supported
by the casting. All shafts run in ball bearings with the exception of one idler shaft
and the clutches. All gears were lubricated with a light, low-temperature grease.

4.3.4.3 Measurements and Adjustments

A dial, (15) in Figure 1.3, is placed above the potentiometer to indicate the trim
reference angle. The pointer of this dial is aligned with the potentiometer arm. The
dial plate can be adjusted with respect to the potentiometer so that the reading will be
zero when the arm is at the midpoint of the winding. The dial 1s calibrated in equiva-

lent degrees of differential elevon angle, the angle between the limit stops being
divided 50°-0-50°. The equivalent roll angle is twice the dial reading. For example, a
dial reading of 10° counterclockwise will cause the port elevon to move 5° down and the
starboard 5° up (10° differential). The glider will eventually reach a roll angle of
20° to starboard.

An alternative method of measuring trim angle is illustrated in Figure 4.3.2.
The voltmeter can be calibrated to read the same as the dial.

In addition to the dial adjustment mentioned above, two adjustments are provided
for setting up the initial alignment of the roll data system. The entire potentiometer
assembly, including the dial plate, can be rotated with respect to the housing, thus pro-
viding an adjustment of the zero position of the trim angle. The length of the push rod
in the linkage which connects the trim servo to the alr valve can be changed to ad just
the zero of the air ve.

1,12
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Figure 4.3.2
Alternative Method of Measuring Trim Angle

The alignment procedure is as follows:

l. Before assembly, set the dial and polnter approximstely at zero, and set the
pantograph linkage at its neutral position.

2. During assembly of roll trim casting to deck plate, adjust output sector gear
so that 1t 1s positioned at the center of its travel.

3. With the air valve at zero, set the gyro linkage lever at the specified angle,
end pin to the shaft.

h Zero the roll disl and pointer accurately, using voltmeter method to determine
potentiometer center,

5. Connect the push rod and meke rough alignment by changing its length.
6. Maske final adjustment either by changing length of the push rod or position of

potentiometer. It was found by experience that this adjustment could be made most easily

by adjusting the push rod length.

4.3.5 Roll Trim Amplifier

The electronic amplifier for the roll trim servo is located in the nose assembly.
The amplifier comprises two tubes, a 6SL7-GT voltage amplifier and adder and a TF8 power
amplifier, together with the associated input and interstage coupling networks. D-c
input signals are obtained from the R-L commutator segments and from the potentiometer
in the trim servo. The output is delivered to two motor-control relays located in the

control system. Filament and plate power is obtained from the radar power supply.
The roll trim amplifier is shown at the lower right of Figure 4.3.3. The signal

from the commutator appearing at points L and R is first filtered and then passed through

an integrating network to the grids of the adder-amplifier tube, Ve The filter circuit

consists of Raz, Rag» C15 in one channel, and Rzgs Ryo» and Ci6 in the other. Rzg and
Ryo are required to provide a d-c ground return for the grids of Vie The filter time
constant is .02 seconds, while the d-c attenuation through the circuit is 1.7.

4.37
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The circult comprising Ryqs Ryps Ry, Ryy and Cqy is commonly designated an under-
compensating integral network. The response of this circuit to signals which are chang-
ing rapidly with respect to the time constant of the network 1s approximately that which
would be obtained from the circult with Cqiy short-circuited. The attenuation with the
condenser short-circuited is 9.4, and will be called the transient attenuation. If a

constant signal is applied for a time considerably longer than the circuit time constant,

Cin will be charged to the signal voltage. The attenuation of the network will be unity,
and is designated the static attenuation. The time constant of the voltage applied to
the grids is 9.4 seconds. The resistance and capacltance 1s proportioned so as to use
the highest resistance possible without causing grid current instability.

In operation, the integrating network has an attenuation of 9.4 to a rapidly chang:
ing signsel. The gain of the following circuits 1s adjusted to obtain the desired degree
of missile stability. In order to secure greater precision when a constant error 1s

present, as in following a target moving with constant velocity, the network is designed
to produce a steady decrease in attenuation. The attenuation will fall to approximately
5.5 at a time 9 seconds after the application of the error. Eventually it will fall to
1. The stability of the system 1s unimpaired, since the attenuation to transient signals
1s still 9.4.

A set of normally closed contacts on relay Roy is employed to short-circuit the
integrating condenser. The relay 1s actuated by an arming switch located in the junction
box. The arming pin (6 in Figure 1.2) 1s pulled out when the glider is dropped. Removal
of the pin actuates a group of switches and also initiates a timing mechanism. After 3
seconds have elapsed, a second group of switches is actuated. One set of contacts in

this group energizes relay Roy and removes the short-circuit from Ciy- Thus no extraneous
voltage can build up across Cin during the bombing run and initial dropaway. If the con-
denser were permitted to charge up, an extremely violent roll transient might result when
the servo is first turned on. After 3 seconds the glider 1s essentially on course and

corrections in heading can be introduced with safety.

The feedback signel from potentiometer Roy is introduced across the cathode resis-
tors, Rys and Ryg- The grid-cathode voltage impressed on either section of Vg will then
be the difference between the grid-ground signal voltage and one-half the feedback volt-
age. If a difference exlsts between these two voltages, an amplified differential volt-

age will appear between the plates of Vee This voltage will be further amplified by Vg,
will actuate relays Res and Royo and will thereby cause motor M to drive the feedback
potentiometer. The resultant change in feedback voltage will be in such a direction as
to reduce the differential voltage. The system will thus tend to equalize the grid-

cathode voltages of Va and Voge
The grid bias for Vo is obtained principally from cathode resistor Rzg- By

employing &amp; very high resistance at this point the circuit is made highly degenerative to
a simultaneous increase or decrease in the plate currents of both tube sections. The

circuit is thus stabilized for changes in plate supply voltage, cathode temperature, grid
current, and the like. It will also discriminate against non-differentlial signals
appearing at the commutator. Such signals are always present, the magnitude varying with
the magnitude of the differential signal to such an extent that, 1f fixed bias were

employed, the servo would become completely inoperative.
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The difference between the signal and feedback voltages is amplified by Voy and
applied to a pair of lead networks, Ryg=R51-Cq17 and Rgp-R55-C1 8: These networks improve
the high-frequency response of the amplifier, and thereby reduce the amplitude and
increase the frequency of the serve oscillation. The lead network attenuation is approx-

imately 3, and the time constant is .03 seconds.

The output of the lead networks 1s amplified by Vg a Type TF8 dual triode. The
7F8 has about the same power output as a 6SN7, but the transconductance is about twice as

great. However, because of close spacing between the elements, the tube tends to develop
excessive grid current.

The plate current of each triode of Vg flows through a relay Res or Roy- These
are sensitive, high-speed, hermetically-sealed relays, Allied Control Type BGHx-~1.

The cathode resistor of Vg 1s so adjusted that, with signal equal to feedback
voltage, equal currents of 4.0 milliamperes flow in each relay coil. The relays may be
either picked up or dropped out, depending on the previous history of operation. If suf-

ficient differential current is applied so that Ry is picked up and Roy dropped out,
current will flow downward through the armature of motor My. If the direction of the

differential current 1s reversed, Roy will pick up, Ros will drop out, and the armature
current will flow upward. Since the fleld 1s separately excited, the motor will be
reversed.

Lt typical sequence of operations in the servo loop will be described. Consider
the circuit to be at rest with no signal input, no feedback voltage (wiper at center of

potentiometer winding), balanced relay currents, and both relays dropped out. Assume a
displacement of the potentiometer arm in the direction of Rg Then this arm and the

cathode of Vora will become more positive, the plate current of Vou will decrease, the
grid of Vana will become more positive, and the plate current of Vea will increase. The
plate current of Vag wlll be correspondingly decreased. Ron will pick up, Ros will drop
out, and the motor will rotate in the direction to move the potentiometer arm toward Reg
This motion will continue until the arm has produced a reverse feedback voltage of suf-

ficient magnitude to reverse the relays. The potentiometer arm will thus be driven back
and forth about the position of zero voltage, the frequency and amplitude of the oscilla-
tion depending on the gain of the amplifier, torque-to-inertis ratio of the motor, the
magnitude of the time lags in the system, and the constants of the lead network. If a
signal voltage 1s now instantaneously applied, the arm of the potentiometer will rotate
at constant speed until a new equilibrium position is reached, when the normal oscilla-
tion will be resumed.

Certain auxiliary equipment is shown in Figure 4.3.3. Condensers C19 and Cog are
employed for contact protection and interference elimination. Battery By is a small dry
battery which supplies the feedback potentiometer. Relay Roo connects the battery to its
load when power 1s applied to motor M;, thus preventing drain on the battery when the
servo 1s not operating. Switch Sq is the 3-second delay arming switch previously men-
tioned in this section. It supplies power to the integral ccndenser relay, the motor,

and the battery relay.

4.3.6 Electrical Component Characteristics

The me jority of the electrical components are standard items covered by various

JAN specifications. The sensitive relays, motor, potentiometer, and battery are
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exceptions, The motor and potentiometer are described in a previous section (4.3.4.2).
The important specifications for the sensitive relay are given below:

Manufacturer Allied Control Company
Type No. BGHX~-1
Contact Arrangement SPDT
Contact Materilsl Tungsten
Coil Resistance 12,000 ohms
Pickup Current 5.0 * 0.2 milliamperes
Dropout Current 3,5 + 0.2 milliamperes
Pickup Time 3.0 milliseconds (maximum)
Construction Hermeticelly sealed in metal can; plug-in base

Battery B, is a small U45-volt dry battery of the type designed for portable
radios. It 1s menufactured by the Burgess Battery Company as their Type W30BP. The
battery has two disadvantages in this application. In the first place, the voltage
drops off appreciably at low temperatures, Secondly, the voltage drops off during use
to such en extent that replacement would be necessary if testing were continued for more

than en hour or so. (See Figure 4.3.4.) Since the roll servo gain 1s directly propor-
tional to the potentiometer supply voltage, constancy of voltage is the most important
cheracteristic of the battery. Because of its small size, convenience, and availability,
the battery was employed in the flight test model, but was replaced by a rectifier-
filter supply in lster models.

4y,3,7 Pitch Trim Servo

4,3,7.1 Description

The pitch trim servo is designed to position the sleeve of the pitch alr valve in
the gyro in response to an electrical signal from the U-D output of the radar and a

mechanical signal from the pitch elevon drive, The output requirements are similar to
those for the roll trim servo, but the speed of response need not be so high. The mech-
enical drive is contained in the casting on the pitch side of the control system (Figure

1.4.) (See elso the left-hand unit of Figure 5.3.7.) The electronic amplifier is
incorporated in the rader nose assembly, while the motor control relays are mounted,
together with the roll trim servo relays, in the relay box on the under side of the deck

plate (Figure 1.4.)
The essential parts of the mechanical drive are shown schematically in Figure 1.3.

The servomotor (5) is the same as the one used in the roll trim servo. It is geared

through a 4:1 reduction to a d-c voltage generator having a permenent-magnet field (6).
The generator shaft is coupled to an extension which carries a 48-pltch, double-thread
worm (4). The worm is meshed with a 100-tooth, 48-pitch, double-thread worm gear (3),
which is coupled to the central shaft (7) by means of a slip clutch (2), identical to
the roll trim slip clutch, The central shaft drives the adjusting dial (1) through a
3:1 reduction. The dial carries limit stops which are normally set for +33-1/3° end

-300° from the neutral position of the output.
The central shaft 1s gesred to the upper sun gear of a differential (8) identical

to that in the roll trim servo. The lower sun geer is meshed with a sector gear (9) on
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the pitch input shaft of the pantograph linkage. The output of the differential is the
sum of the average elevon angle and the pitch reference angle.

The differential output shaft is geared (10 and 11) to an adjustable linkage (13)
which drives the sleeve of the pitch air valve. A backlash take-up spring (12) is pro-
vided as in the roll trim servo, but an override clutch 1s not necessary, since the sum
of the elevon angle and reference angle is never greater than 05° at the valve,

4,3,7.2 Components

The requirements for the servomotor and differentiel in the pitch trim servo ere

much the same as those in roll. Identical units were accordingly employed.

The generator is required to produce a voltage proportionsl to speed over the
range from zero to about 2000 rpm. The calibration should be linear, permanent, and

identical for either direction of rotation, The generator chosen for this application
was the Electric Indicator Company's Type C-47. Permanence of calibration and reversi-

bility 1s achieved by employing a permanent-magnet field and metallic brushes set accu-
rately on the electrical neutrsl, A typical curve of generated voltage vs. rpm is
shown in Figure 4,3.5. The volts per rpm may vary by +10 per cent between units. For
this and other reasons, a gain control was included in the pitch trim servo amplifier.

4.2.7.3 Measurements and Adjustments

The dial provided on the pitch trim servo is calibrated directly in glide angle
from 0 to 20 degrees dive, with additional reference marks at the limit stop settings of
5° climb and 45° dive. In making the initial glide path setting previous to a flight,
it 1s necessary to compensate for the attitude of the glider when the gyro is uncaged.
This attitude is dependent on the angle at which the glider is supported in the bomb rack
and on the angle of attack of the dropping plane. A fixed scale marked "Launch Angle"
serves ss the index for the dial. When the desired glide path 1s set opposite to the

estimated launch angle, the correction is made automatically.
The initial alignment of the pitch date system is mede in a manner similar to that

employed for the roll axis, with the exception that only one adjustment, the length of
the push rod to the gyro, is provided. The procedure is as follows:

1. Before assembly, set the pitch dial so that +5 of the dial is opposite the O

index mark. The dial sdjustment screws should be at the center of thelr slots.
2. Before assembly, set the pantograph linkage at its neutral position.
® During assembly of pitch trim casting to deck plete, ed just output sector

gear so that it 1s positioned st the center of its trevel.
4, With the eir valve at zero, set the gyro linkage lever at the specified angle

and pin to the shaft.
5. Connect push rod and adjust its length to bring the air valve back to zero,

As a result of setting the dial plate at +5° (the angle of attack of the glider)
when the control system is at its neutral position, the dial is made direct-resding in
glide engle., This may be visualized as follows:

If the glider is dropped with the dial set eat +5° and no radar informetion, it
will attempt to fly with its longitudinal axis level. The glide path will then be 5

degrees below horizontal.
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If a glide path of, for example, 13 degrees 1s desired, it will be necessary to
turn the dial 8 degrees from its initial position. This will bring the 13° point oppo-
site the index.

In adjusting the trim servo gain it is necessary to know the speed of rotation of
the output. This is most easily accomplished by measuring the time required to turn from
one limit stop to the other. The speed can also be determined by measuring the voltage
output of the generator. This is not an accurate method unless the generator has been
calibrated.

4,3.8 Pitch Trim Amplifier

The pitch trim amplifier (Figure 4.3.3) is besicelly similar to the roll trim
amplifier, but differs in some details of circult design. The following discussion 1s
principally concerned with the differences between these units,

The amplifier comprises an adder-smplifier tube, a power tube, assoclated input
and interstage coupling networks, snd two motor-control relays. The input is obtained
from the U-D commutator segments through a filter network heving a time constant of .026
seconds. The d-c attenuation of the filter can be varied from 1.2 to Infinity by means

of the duel potentiometer Roq-Rose This potentiometer is the pitch sensitivity control,
end is employed to adjust the ratio between trim reference speed and U-D error signal.

The integrel circuit (Rox-Roy-Rog=Rpg=Cpy) hes the seme function as the roll inte-
grel circuit, but has a time constant of 19 seconds and en attenuation of 2.09.

Condensers Cig and Cin were added after results of the first two flight tests
indicated that additionsl maneuverability in pitch was desireble, particularly in the

last few seconds of flight. These condensers, together with resistors Ros Roy s Rog s
and Rog form a lead network. The function of this lead network is not, as in the roll
trim amplifier, to improve the servo performance. Its only effect is to increase the
response of the glider to a repidly-verying pitch signal.

The plstes of Vs, the 6SL7 adder-amplifier tube, are directly connected to the
grids of Ves a type 6SN7, with no lead network. The lead network can be dispensed with
as the servo is not required to oscillate in position at a high frequency. Resistors

Rxq and Rzo form a bleeder to set the proper grid bias on Ve. With the lead network
eliminated, less gain 1s required in the output stage. A 6SN7 supplies enough gein with-
out the disadvantages of the TF8 (Section 4.3.5.)

The description of the action of the adder tube and the cathode bias resistor in
the roll trim emplifier spplies equally well to the corresponding elements in the pitch

trim amplifier. Relays Ros and Rog operate in the same fashion as Ros and Roy
The manner in which the pitch servo produces a rate of turn proportional to sig-

nal input voltage is analogous to that in which the roll servo produces a position pro-
portional to signal, The action 1s most easily visualized with the aid of a diegram
such as Figure 4.3.6 which presents an ideal representation of output speed vs. time for

a succession of input signsls, pr
If we assume &amp; pitch error angle €p1 to be instantaneously applied to the redar

system, a differentiesl voltage will be produced at the trim amplifier input. Neglecting
time lags in the trim servo, the output shaft of the servo will start to move at time = 0,

The speed will increase at a constant acceleration determined by the motor torque and
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load until a speed V,, (Figure 4,3.6)1s reached. At this speed the feedback voltage from
the generator 1s large enough to reverse the relays. The motor then decelerates to a

speed Vip? when the relays agein reverse end the cycle 1s repeated. An average speed vy
is determined which 1s half-way between Via and Vip end hes the value Vy = ke ps where
k is &amp; constant determined by the gein of the feedback generator, the radar receiver, and
the resistance networks in the signal and feedback loops. Since the amplifier has a high
gein and the torque-inertia ratio of the servo is high, the rate oscillation has a fre-

quency of at lesst 20 cps snd an amplitude which 1s so small as to be barely detectable.

|
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Figure 4.3.6
Simplified Representation of Pitch Trim Servo Operation

If the signal is increased to a value € po? the servo will oscillate about &amp; new

everage rate, V, = k_ ,, Flgure b,3,6.
If the rader signel is lost (ep = 0), the output will remain stationary, since the

signal will not be grest enough to trip the relays. A small amount of unbalance in the
amplifier can be tolerated, provided it 1s not so great as to exceed the desd space

indicated by the dashed lines,

4.3.9 Electricel Component Chesracteristics

The discussion in previous sections covers sll components of the pitch trim

amplifier.
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4.4 Clutch Units

4.,4,1 Choice of Servomotor

The first problem involved in the design of a servomechanism to operate the ele-
vons of the glider was the choice of a servomotor. As has been previously pointed out
in this report the type of control proposed by M.I.T. required that the position of the
elevons be set rather than merely controling the direction of their rotation. There are
two fundamental types of servomechanisms which cen be considered for such an application.

The so-called proportional control type of system permits smooth eontrol and high accu-
racy. This is the type of servo commonly used in such applications as antiaircraft fire
control. A second type, the relay servo, or on-off control, merely permits full torque
to be developed in the appropriate direction by the servomotor. In general the relay
servo comprises smaller and simpler components than the proportional type, since it is
not necessary for the servo controller to handle a large amount of the power involved.

Furthermore, this type of servo does not require measuring devices whose response is
accurately linear. For these reasons it was decided to concentrate on the development

of a relay servo for this application.
Since on-off servos are inherently unstable in the presence of load torques it 1s

particularly important that the amplitude of oscillations be held to a relatively small
value. It can be shown that the requirements of speed of response for these systems are
much more stringent than for the proportional type servo. A very rapid speed of response
means that the servomotor must be capable of very high accelerations. On this basis
alone it was felt that present-day types of electric motors would be excluded from con-

sideration, since the maximum acceleration of such motors are limited to about 20,000
radians per second squared. There are only two basic types of servomotors commonly
available which can substantially exceed this value of maximum acceleration: hydraulic

motors and devices which clutch into a constant speed source.
In choosing between these two types of motors the problem of power supply is of

first importance. In earlier models of the Bat control system provision had been made
for a 14-volt storage battery in the design of the airframe. Because of the urgency of
the program it was felt highly desirable to meke use of this battery instead of alterna-
tive arrangements, since time could be saved by complete elimination of the power supply
problem. It was felt that such schemes as hydraulic accumulators to supply a source of

pressure for hydraulic controls might possibly offer long term advantages, but such
schemes were laid aside because it was felt that more time would be required in thelr

development.
Having determined cn the 14-volt storage battery as a primary source of power it

was evident that an electric motor and hydraulic pump would be required in any sort of

hydraulic control. In such a system a piston type servomotor would permit the elimina-
tion of a gear train which would be an advantage from the standpoint of size and simpli

city.
Like the hydraulic control a clutch type system would require an electric drive

motor but in place of the pump, valve, and piston would require only a relatively small
clutch. Perhaps the determining factor in the final choice was the desire to eliminate

hydraulic ail from the system. With hydraulic controls there 1s always the problem of
preventing oil leakage and difficulties with increased viscosity at extremely low tem-

peratures.
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The servo developed by the Bureau of Standards had used a clash gear arrangement
to reverse the direction of rotation of the elevons. The servomotor in that system was

required only to rotate the elevons at constant velocity in the appropriate direction to
correct the glider's course, while in the M.I.T. system 1t was felt desirable to control

the position rather then merely the direction of rotation of the control surfaces. This
scheme requires s much higher frequency of reversal, and for this reason it was felt that

clash gearing would be unsatisfectory. Accordingly, it was declded to concentrate on the
development of a friction clutch capable of relatively high frequency reversals.

4.4.2 Analysis of Clutch Design Problem

4,4.2,1 General Configuration

The space avallable for the power controls for both axes was very restricted,

being of the order of 600 cubic inches, including geer reductions. A preliminary esti-
mete of the power of drive motor had been made, being about 3/8 hp for most of the flight
with transients to 3/4 or 1 hp, Since the axis of rotetion of elements of the pentograph

vas vertical, and 1t was desired that the power gear trein utilize spur gears only, for

simplicity and efficiency, it appeared that the exis of the motor would heave to' be verti-
cal. This was found to be unfeasible for ordinsry proportions of motors of the required

rating, there not being enough height available to accommodate a reasonable motor length.
Accordingly, it was decided to incorporate bevel geers in the clutches, thus permitting
the motor axis to be horizontal, and gaining other adventages in the construction of the
clutch itself. A double-ended motor of compact design wes selected, provision being
made for mounting one clutch on either end. See Figure 1.5. In order to obtain the

smallest freme size the speed was made ressonably high, namely 5000 rpm.

4.4.2,2 Speed of Response

There was not much concern sbout the time required to change the position of the

elevons with thls system. The chief concern was to make the engsgement of the clutch
sufficiently rapid to limit the amplitude of oscillation to a reasonable value, say +2°

or z°, This emplitude is determined primarily by two time lags, that necessary to
develop force at the electro-magnet, and that necessary to decelereste the clutch rotor
from full speed to a stop. It is during this deceleration time that power is wasted as

heat, so it is desirable that this be short for a second reason. To accomplish high

acceleration with s&amp; given torque the effective inertia of the gear train and clutch
rotor must be a minimum. The effective inertia of the clutch can be minimized in two

ways (a) by meking the rotor have the least possible rotational inertia and (b) by inter-
posing the clutch at as low &amp; speed in the gear train as practicable. Method (a) is

limited primarily by permissible bearing pressure on the clutch facings while method (b)
is limited primarily by the size of the clutch at low speeds and high torques, and also
by the excessive forces required of the electro-magnet. Since the output or elevon
speed was specified by the requirements of the control surfaces as sbout 90 degrees per
second and the drive motor speed had been tentatively established at 5000 rpm, the over-
all gear reduction was fixed at about 3%0:1. A few exploratory designs indicated thet
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introducing the clutches at a reduction of about 2.2:1 from the drive motor would result
in approximately optimum performance as a result of compromlse among the relevant factors,
Accordingly, this established the torque and speed at which the clutch was to operate,
thus satisfying the demands of method (b) above.

In order to minimize both the inertia and size of the clutch unit a multi-disc

type seemed desirable, since 1t permits a greater torque to be developed at a smaller
radius than an equivalent single disc unit, thus obtaining a higher meximum acceleration
or torque-to-inertia ratio. As finally worked out, the clutch had six driven discs for
each direction of rotation. There is an inherent problem with such a multi-disc clutch,

however, in providing for coincidence in the position of the armature required to com-
press the discs with that necessary to establish the desired air gap. This difficulty
was effectively overcome by using an adjusting nut as shown in the cross-section view

(Figure 1.6) to secure this coincidence regardless of the variation in thickness of the
pile of clutch discs. Since this scheme is not self-compensating end 1s based on the
assumption that the original thickness of clutch discs is to be maintained accurately,
metallic rather than cork or asbestos facings were indicated. The coefficient of fric-

tion for most such facings 1s relatively constant around 0.2.
The remaining design problem, that of a high speed electromagnetic actuator, was

analyzed as follows: The force required to develop the necessary torque was known, By
utlizing as high a current as possible the most rapid action would be obtained. Tests
on the dynamotor, which was to supply this power, showed that by overloading the dyna-
motor, to what was felt to be a safe amount for this short life application, about 50
milliamperes at 285 volts could be used for each clutch. Experimental alr relays had
been operated for some time at about one-half this rating and it was felt that no great
trouble would be encountered in doubling thelr dissipation. Therefore, 50 milliamperes
was chosen as a basis for the magnet design.

In order to avoid unusually delicate construction it was thought that 38 AWG was
gbout as fine as would be desirable for a winding. The magnet proportions were designed
on the basis of maximum force-to-power ratio and the coll size checked for heat dissipa-
tion. After two or three models were made and tested the proportions were varied

slightly and the final design obtained. The air gap was made sbout .012 average with
tolerances varying as much as +,002. By removing metal in the armature a saturation
effect was introduced to meke the slope of this force-distance curve fairly flat in the

operating range.
Having determined the magnet coll resistance, additional series resistance was

added to limit the steady-state current to 50 milliamperes, plus reducing the time-
constant of the circuit.

The speed of response of the complete clutch was found to be determined primarily
by the time constant of the magnetic circuit and the time required for the clutch rotor
to accelerate to full speed. In this particular application the time to build up max-
imum flux in the magnet 1s of the order of six milliseconds, while the time required for
the rotor to sccelerate to full speed 1s about one millisecond.

4,4, Construction and Operating Detalls

The clutch unit finelly developed is shown in the cross-section drawing, Figure
1.6, and in the exploded view, Figure 4.4.1, The electrical circult used to actuate the
clutch is shown in Figure 4.4.2.
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The size of eachclutchis approximately 6" x 4" x 4" and the weight 1s about 7.k4

pounds. One clutch 1s capable of transmitting about 1 hp es used in the Bat application
where the output speed is sbout 2200 rpm and the available torque ebout 25 in-1b. The
life of the unit is at least 1/2 hour under the most abusive operation that can be
encountered in this application, i.e., controlling the maximum torque the motor can sup-
ply without stalling. The housing is designed to mount on &amp; standard aircraft motor
flange. The most significant characteristic of the clutch is its extremely high maximum
oscillation which is of the order of 250,000 radians per second squared.

Basically the function of this clutch is to reverse the direction of rotation of

a gear train whenever its position differs from that called for by the automatic pilot.
Referring to Figure 1.6 the driving power from the electric motor rotates the bevel pin-
ion (1) at a speed of approximately 5000 rpm. Two identical bevel gears (6) mesh with
this pinion on opposite sides, so that they rotate in opposite directions. A gear reduc-
tion of sbout 2.2 to 1 is obtained at this mesh, The function of the clutch is to engage

the clutch shaft with whichever bevel gear is turning in the required direction. Seven
driving discs (4) are splined to each bevel gear and six driven discs (5) are splined
to each end of the clutch shaft. These discs are arranged alternately so that pressure

on the end of the stack produces 12 driving surfaces, A thrust bearing is mounted at
one end of the stack of discs and rotates with them. Engagement is accomplished by the

three thrust pins (10) which are magnetically actuated whenever the alr relay closes a
circuit through the coil (8). When the control circuit 1s closed the armature (9) is
drawn toward the pole faces of the magnet, but prevented from touching them by the pins

(10) which transmit the force to the thrust bearing (7). The adjusting nut (3) which
backs up the stack of clutch plates on the opposite end can be turned to ad just the mag-
nitude of the magnet air gap. The unit is so designed that adjustment can be made before
final assembly. A small retainer (2) can lock the adjusting nut in any of 18 positions
per revolution, permitting positive locking of this nut within .001" of any desired posi-
tion.

The photograph, Figure 4.4.1, shows the disassembled clutch, Here it can be seen
how all of the rotating components are carried in the bevel gear as a subassembly, thus

simplifying the problem of interchangeable manufacture, At the left of the photograph
parts from the left end of the clutch are spread out to show the details of their design,
while on the right these identical parts are shown assembled.

The more important technical data describing the design and performance of the
clutch are tabulated in the following pages. Curves and data plots referred to in the
technical date section appear under Section U4. bt ~

4.4.4 Technical Dats

4,4.4,1 Clutch Physical Characteristics

A. Overall weight of unit Th he,

B. Rotor
(Consists of 6 driven discs for each direction of rotation splined
to output shaft but axially free.)

bh, o
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:« Driven Disc Specifications, M,I.T. Dwg. A-1T7212:

on 1-1/8 inch

Thickness OUT
Material Steel

SAE 1095, Rockwell CU5-50 connected to
shaft by spline with .004-.008 chordal
backlash.

Note: Production unit uses stainless steel, Type 420 at Rockwell Ci5-50,

2. Driving Disc Specification, M.I.T. Dwg. A-17210-2:

oD (Effective) 1-1/8 inch

ID (Effective) 13/16 inch

Thickness .078 inch

Material Raybestos powdered metal facing No. 1908-B.

: Contact Area Per Face: 0.47 square inch

4, Effective Friction Radius for Perfect Contact: 0.50 inch

e Effective Coefficient of Friction:

a. Dry 16 to .17
b. Well oiled O0l42

Note: See Curve 4.4,2,

5. Moment of Inertia:

a. Shaft 3.22 x 10 ~ in.lb.sec.2

12 Discs 5.95 x 107° in.lb.sec.&gt;
Total 9.17 x 10™° in.lb.sec.

.035 1in.Z1b.

7. Output Pinion Specifications: 14-1/2° involute, enlarged profile,
cut by 1-7/8D hob, 12 teeth, 24 E.P.,
3/8 active face.

Material Nitralloy
135 modified

Fatigue strength 80,000-90,000 psi
Surface hardness Above Rockwell C-60

nol
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C Magne*:

1, Material Cold Rolled Steel
SAE 1020 or 1112, unannealed

Note: Production units use annealed Armco magnet iron

2. Coil Specifications: 5600 turns, No. 38 wire
2100 ohms, resistance
Class A insulation

Tested at 2000 volts rms to ground

Note: Production test, 1000 volts rms

Air Gaps:

Minimum ,008 inch
Maximum .015 inch

Pole Face Areas:

a. Inner 1.02 square inch

b. Outer 1.05 aquare inch

Force distance curve can be derived from Torque Air Gap Curve 4,4.U4 noting

that 1 in. 1b. torque = 1.02 lb. force, Torque-Current Curves are shown

in 4.4.5,

£, Coil inductance measured by impedence bridge at 1000 cycles:

a. In magnet approximately 3.5 henries at .0l12 air gap
b. Coil alone approximately 1.7 henries

D Clutch Gear Ratio:

Input to output 2222 to 1

4.,4,4,2 Clutch Operating Characteristics:

* Piteh

1. Input Speed 5000 rpm
Output Speed 2250 rpm, maximum

2. Effective Inertia (at clutch) Including Gear Train:

1.18 x 1074 in.1b.sec.”
or

2L045 in. 1b.

Actuating Circuit (See Figure 4.4.2):

a. Supply 280 volts
b. Limiter 3500 ohms
¢. D-c steady-state

current 50 milliamperes

ho
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d. Peak voltage at break with .02 MF across contacts: 1000 volts approx.

e. Effective time lag due to magnet delay: ,005~.010 seconds approx.

"  Qutput Torque:

Minimum at .015 gap .8 in.1b.
Maximum at .008 gap 34 in.1lb.

Note: See Curve 4.4.3

This yields the following range of torque-to-~inertis ratios (maximum acceleration)

Clutch alone 16%,000-370,000 rad/sec®
With gear train 128,000-287,000 rad/sec”
Time to bring gear train to full

speed 1.85 milliseconds. to 0.83 milliseconds.

5. Dead Zone at Clutch: +150° due to +1/8° at air valve, which is

amplified 1300 times

6. Time Lag in Air Relay: Definite figures were not independently
determined for this quantity. An idea of
the magnitude 1s given by Curve 4.4.6.

Backlash (approximate) at Clutch from Air Valve:

40°-60° total on Model F Test Stand where data in this report was

taken. This should be reduced to about 1 degree due to spring loading in

final design.

” Clutch Facing Data:

a. Maximum relative contact speed: 670 fpm
b. Maximum contact pressure: 65 psi for 30 lbs. magnet force

Clutch Pinion Data: See Section 4.4.4.1 - B7

Maximum torque 35 in.1lb.
Maximum speed 3000 rpm, .002 error in action

a. Maximum static load 140 1b.
b. Maximum dynamic load 5.2 1b. x 1.35 (for pulsating load)
c. Wear load

(Indefinite Operation) 220 1b.
d. Beam stress at maximum

dynamic load 87,000 psi approx.

B Roll

All operating constants are identical except the following: static dead zone
at clutch (estimated) *8° due to 1/8° at air valve, which is emplified 62
times for sir valve = 2.4 x elevon speed.
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4.4,4,3 Clutch Performance Characteristics

A Pitch

1. Under conditions enumerated in 4.4.4,2-A the no load amplitude and fre-

quency are roughly:

+300°-375° at clutch or

+2,0°-2.5° at elevons at 8-10 cps

Performance in limit:

Oscillates with considerably smaller amplitude and higher frequency
than above.

Power consumption at 5000 rpm input speed with clutches vertical (approx.):
for one clutch:

a. Motor driving, but magnets*unexcited: .05 hp
b., Clutch oscillating at no load (12 cps): .15 hp

(Driving test gear train with approx. 7.0 x 107° in.1b.sec.? additional
inertia at clutch)

c. Clutch oscillating at 8 in.1lb. torque: .28 hp
d. Clutch torque = 16 in.lb.: .73 hp

Drag torques at room temperature: (Defined as torque necessary to turn
shaft due to internal friction)

a. With clutch vertical:

Input epprox. 2-3 in.,oz.
Output approx. 8 in.oz.

h, With clutch horizontal:

Input approx. 1-2 in,oz,
Output approx. 1-2 in.,oz.

5, Heat rise information 1s included in Curve 4.4.6,

B Roll

(All characteristics are identical with pitch except the following:)

Under conditions enumerated in L4.4,4.2-B the no load amplitude and frequency

are roughly:

+210°-240° at clutch or *3

+1.4°-1.6° at elevons at 12-14 cps

C The following conditions appear to be best for running-in the units and serve

as a check on operation:

Input shaft speed 1800 rpm
Dead zone +6°

Series resistance 3500 ohms

4.2
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D-c steady state current 50 milliamperes

Additional contactor inertia 7.0 x 107° 1in.1b.sec.=

Under these conditions clutch should oscillate at +30° maximum at 30 ¢ps, min-

imum, end run-in time should be at least 1 hour.

4,4,4,4 Drive Motor Characteristics

A Neme plate data:

Emerson Electric

Frame - D34FJ183 Volts 14

Style - 445 - 0417 Amps. 55
HP =~ 1/2 RPM 5000

Winding - Compound

For characteristics see Curve 4.4.8.

B Temperature Rise (Emerson Dats):

1/2 hp for 2 hours Frame 38° C
Field 48° C

1/2 hp for 2 hours, followed
by 3/4 hp for 10 min. Frame 43° ¢C

Field 56° C

2 Approximate current requirements supplying both axes:

a, Standby 32 amperes

b. Roll in electrical limit,
pitch neutral 38 amperes

c. Pitch in electrical limit,
roll neutral TO amperes

d. Both axes in electrical

limit 90 amperes

e. Clutch output stalled Considerably greater than 150 amperes

1.5 ® Gyroscope

A number of alterations are required on the Sperry Mk 4 Bank and Climb Gyro shown

in Figures 4.5.1, 4.5.2, 4.5.3, end 4,5.4, The parts removed and not used are the cag-
ing knob, shaft, and parts up to and not including the gear into the case; the rear end
cover, the bellows assemblies; the front mounting plate, trimming knobs, shafts, and
parts; the air menifold. In the air valves, the sleeves are replaced with a somewhat

different design and the loading springs are removed,
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External changes include the removal of the caging parts outside the case, the
rear cover, and the front mounting plate because they served no use and occupied space
required for other apparatus. The trim and signal adjustment parts are removed and dis-
carded. A redesigned rear cover 1s used, and new parts are added so that rubber shock

mounts may be used to support the gyro. This cover also supports and locates bearings
for the output shafts of the air valves and provides an alr inlet through which the driv.
ing air is supplied. The cover must be located accurately and properly sealed to pre-
vent air leakage. In order to clear the top of the bomb, it 1s necessary to cut away
sbout 1/4 inch of the bottom flange at the rear of the gyro case.

An entirely different means of caging is used in order to cage and uihcage remotely
(see Figures 4.5.2 and 4.5.4) with a motor doing the work, and an override loading spring
that maintains an appreciable caging load upon the gyro as long as it 1s 1n the caged:
position. This eliminates stalling of the caging motor at the caged position and yet
allows the gyro to be positively caged over a long period of time without becoming loose
as a result of vibration or small amounts of motor rotation. Cams are mounted on the

caging assembly and properly set to disconnect the motor in the two extremes of motion
and at the same time to generate a signal which indicates to the dropping operator when

either the caged or uncaged position 1s actually obtained.
Internal changes to the gyro include alterations to the alr valves, alteration of

the bulkhead, and changing of the gear ratio from roll air valve pllot to gyro gimbal.
The air valves have the loading springs removed and the roll side uses a new loading

spring and the pitch side uses the original spring except that it is moved to the oppo-
site end of the valve. Both valves have the outboard shaft end of the sleeve replaced

with a new and specially adapted design. The bulkhead has two special dowel holes added
for positioning the end cover. The original gear ratio from alr valve pilot to gimbal
was unity. This is changed to 0,6 (32 pitch gears, 24T to 40T on Figure 1.3) to enable
the gyro to tilt farther without moving the pilot valve to the reverse signal position.
With the air valve limited to +36°, this then allows the gyro to tilt 60° before the

signal limits are reached. This allows more maneuverability.
Due to rough handling before arrival in the laboratory all the gyros used had to

be completely overhauled. This included disassembly, pivot repair, cleaning, re-assembly,
balancing, adjustment, and testing. A certain amount of such work is mandatory even with
the gyros in good condition since the extent of the alteratlons exposes critical parts
to contamination and loss of adjustment. For repair information refer to Sperry Gyro-
Pilot Repair Manual in which it will be noticed that the overhaul procedure 1s rather
complex and involved. These particular gyros are specified for a shelf life of six
months after which they should be disassembled and again overhauled. This arises from
small amounts of corrosion and evaporation of lubricant and very often from damage as a

result of shipment and mishandling.

4.6 Air Relays and Air Supply Components

4.6.1 Air Relays

Two relays are used to translate the roll and pitch directional information from
the gyro into correcting action at the clutch unit. Each relay 1s equivalent to a
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single-pole, double-throw switch mechanically operated by differential pressure from the
alr valve pickoffs on the gyro. The switching action serves to energize either of the
two coil magnets controlling the output direction of a roll or pitch clutch drive unit,

Figure 1.3 shows small views of the air relays in relation to the entire assembly.
The relays comprise two discs fastened together with a thin metal diaphragm between them.
Each disc 1s provided with an alr inlet connection leading to a recessed chamber in the
disc and has an insulated contact screw which matches corresponding tungsten contact
points of the diaphragm. The diaphragm material 1s flat, half-hard brass sheet ,001"

thick and approximately one inch in dlameter.
An slternative diaphragm may be made of thin paper impregnated to resist molsture

and give dimensional stability. The diaphragm of about one inch working diameter 1s
provided with several concentric corrugations to increase the linearity of deflection
with pressure. A small metal tongue having attached tungsten points is cemented to the
diaphragm for electrical contact.

The relay sensitivity, as measured by the speed of response of the servo unit, 1s
a function of the thinness, and kind of diaphragm material, the working diameter, and the
grip setting. These factors are interdependent on each other for a given servo response
so that the final choice of diaphragm specifications represents a compromise for optimum

performance,
Because the switching takes place in an inductive circuit, it is necessary to pro-

tect the contact points against pitting and burning. Contact protection 1s provided
through the use of small resistors and condensers which limit the arcing voltage and peak
currents to safe values. The choice of these components must be such that the circuit

operation is not affected appreciably while maintaining adequate contact protection.

4.6.2 Air Supply Components

The vertical gyro and its pickoffs are operated by a suction of four inches of
mercury. It is the purpose of this section to describe components necessary to provide
this suction at the gyro. First, the air intake must be fitted with a filter. At the

recommendation of the Sperry Gyroscope Company, manufacturers of the gyro, a Purolator
Type PA-12 was used. Alr passages connecting the air filter to the gyro and the gyro to
the source of suction had to be made large enough to prevent excesslve pressure drops
caused by the flow of air through them. At the same time the physical size of the piping
and tubing could not exceed dimensions allowed by space considerations. It was felt that
if sufficient suction could be provided to overcome a moderate amount of line pressure

drop the lines could serve a two-fold function. The first function 1s, of course, pro-
viding a passage for the air, and the second that of pressure regulation. Excessive suc-
tion on the gyro element itself 1s minimized by permitting considerable pressure drop in
the air lines. In this case it was possible to eliminate a pressure regulator.

The means of providing &amp; suction was through the use of two single-throat venturls

projecting into the alr stream on each side of the airframe.
Performance data on the single-throat venturi and on a double-throat venturi was

available for limited conditions. Exact information as to which venturl would be nec-

essary to create the required amount of suction under the flying conditions to be
encountered. was not available. Therefore, 1t was deemed necessary to make a series of
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flight tests. These tests were carried on by the Experimental Test Group at Johnsville,
Pennsylvania, in April 1945, The bomb alrframe was equipped with the proposed alr supply
system including air filter, gyro, venturi, and connecting tubing. In eddition, two
pressure taps, one on each side of the gyro, were brought out through the airframe. The
airframe was mounted under a Navy SB2C and the external pressure taps brought up into the

rear cockpit. The airplane was then flown under a series of flight conditions while the
suction created by the venturi tubes was recorded. In thls way sufficient information
wes obtained to determine a suitable air supply system. The system decided upon con-
sisted of two single-throat venturi tubes, the above described filter, and interconnect-
ing tubing. This tubing consisted of two parts; 3/8 inch ID copper tubing wherever pos-
sible end 1/4 inch ID flexible tubing for connection to the gyro itself, The flexible
tubing was required because of the necessity of shock mounting the gyro. This air sup-
ply system proved satisfactory for the test drops of the first ten M.I.T. pllot models.
Pressure data was obtained throughout the flight and indicated that the suction increased
to at least ten inches of mercury. This indicates that the gyro and the air valves were

receiving at least six inches of mercury suction toward the end of the homing run, At
the point of dropping the gyro receives at least four Inches of mercury suction. For
test purposes it has been found that four inches of mercury suction on the gyro, includ-

ing the flexible connections, is sufficient suction for satisfactory operation. The alr
supply system as described above has been found satisfactory in all tests to date and
has been included with no major changes in the production model of the control system.
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Figure 4.4.8
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Sperry Mk IV Bank and Climb Gyro Front View, Before Modification
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Sperry Mk IV Bank and Climb Gyro Rear View, Before Modification
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5.0 TEST EQUIPMENT

Since the control equipment in &amp; glider bomb has only one opportunity to perform
properly, it is of the utmost necessity that the system and its components be thoroughly
ground and air tested before the actual drop is made to reduce the possibllity of fail-
ure. For this reason the testing procedure csrried on in connection with the SWOD (Con-

trol System) Mk 18 Mod 0 is far more thorough than is customary with similar equipment
intended for operation where a fallure can be corrected.

5.1 Testing Procedure

The testing was carried out in the following stages:
1. All major manufactured components such as motors, dynamotors, tubes, air

relays, etc. were subjected to an acceptance test. All mechanlcel parts were inspected
for conformance to the drawings.

2. Gear trains, limit stops, etc. were adjusted during the assembly operation.
Z. The major subassemblies, i.e., the pitch and roll trim servos, the gyro, and

the clutches, were given rigid performance tests.
4, The complete control system was glven a final laboratory test which simulated

as closely as possible the actual operation.
5. At the flight testing base the control system was tested with the accompany-

ing radar unit after installation in the glider. The radar unlit had been previously
tested by the manufacturer and by the M.I.T. Field Experiment Station at the Bureau of
Standards.

6. The glider was given a flnal test to make certain that it would respond to
radar signals and would operate from its own power supply after installation on the alr-

plane.
7. Before finally dropping the glider, dummy runs were mede on the target.

Operation of the control system was ascertained by visual observation of the elevons.The
rader was checked by observation of the indicator oscilloscope.

5.2 Types of Test Equipment

The test equipment required for the test program may be divided into six classes,
as listed below:

: Equipment used in testing the components.

Air relay tester
Sensitive relay tester

B Equipment used in testing the subassemblies of the control system.

Clutch performance test stand
Trim servo test amplifier

Equipment used in testing the complete control system in the laboratory.

Volter-indicator

Control system test box
Loading springs and angle indicators

R~J



Equipment built to simulate the control system for tests on the radar unit.

Dummy load unit
Trim amplifier test unit
Volter-indicator (previously listed)

Equipment used in the ground field testing of the complete glider.

Control system test box (previously listed)
Volter-indicator (previously listed)

A Control and observation equipment installed in the dropping airplane,

Bomb monitor

Indicator
Pilot's indicator

5.3 DescriptionandFunction of Test Equipment

5.3.1 Air Relay Tester

In order to make certain that the air relay diaphragms had the proper stiffness,
curves of displacement vs. differential pressure were made on all diaphragms to be used

in the control system. A special fixture was made which supported the diaphragm as it
would be supported in the air relay housing. The fixture carried two micrometer heads
in place of the contact points. Air pressure was measured with a water manometer, and
contact between the micrometer head and the dlaphragm was determined with a buzzer.

5.3.2 Sensitive Relay Tester

This unit was bullt up to allow rapid measurement of the pick-up and drop-out
characteristics of the Allied Control type BGHX-1 sensitive relays. It combines in one
unit a variable-current supply, &amp; meter to indicate coll current, a means of indicating

continuity through the relay contacts, and provision for making high-potential tests.

5.3.3 Clutch Performance Test Stand

Since the design and construction of the clutch units was completed well in
advance of the complete control system, an eleborate test stand was constructed to sim-

ulate as nearly as possible the servo loop in which the clutch acts as a driving member.

Figures 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 are photographs of this unit. The roll side of this system 1s
shown in Figure 5.3.1. It consists of a gear train driving a torsion rod which supplies
the load, and a pointer which indicates the output angle. A wire and pulley feedback is
provided to the roll air valve of a modified Sperry Mk 4 Bank and Climb Control Unit
which can be seen above and behind the drive motor. The alr relays are connected to the

output of the air valves.
Figure 5.3.2 shows the pitch side of the system. This is identical to the roll

side except that the gear ratios are different. A sine-function director (partially
visible in back of the clutch) is provided in order to stroke the servo over the entire

output range.
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The test stand was used primarily to determine the effect of the air data system

and gear train backlash on the servo performance. No attempt was made to test all
clutches on this system. Instead, the performance to be expected was determined by test-

ing a few clutch units on the stand. This performsnce was then duplicated with a simpler
unit which consisted merely of a constant speed a-c driving motor coupled to the clutch
unit under test and an adjustable contactor coupled to the output side of the clutch, and

controlling the clutch current.
One clutch unit was tested to fallure by operating it under load with the sine-

wave director supplying the input. Failure eventually occurred from erosion of the fric-
tion surface of the clutch plates. Before this happened, however, the clutches were hot

enough to smoke. the insulation of the coils.

5.3.4 Trim Servo Test Amplifier

In order to test roll and pitch trim servo subassemblies, a test amplifier was

built which includes the trim amplifier circults of Figure 4,3,3, a filament and plate

supply, a battery to supply the potentiometer, the sensitive relays, and swltches to
select the operation desired. In order to avold duplication of controls, the unit was
designed to be used with the control system test box (see below), AN connectors being
provided for connection with thls unit. A plug 1s provided for connection to the volter-
indicator (see below) which provides signals similar to those supplied from the radar.
Figure 5.3.3 is a photograph of the test amplifier.

5.3.5 Volter-Indicator

The volter-indicator provides dummy radar signals for tests on the trim servos and

amplifiers. The unit is shown in the photograph of Figure 5.3.4. Referring to the
photograph, the left-hand side of the panel conteins the controls for the volter. The
selector switch (upper left) selects the up-down or right-left channel and disconnects
the batteries in the "off" position. The zero-center voltmeter measures the differential
voltage across the output terminals. A scale switch provides ranges of 20 or 40 volts.
The knob below the meter varies the output voltage over the range of #40 volts. Tip

jacks are provided at the bottom of the panel in order to connect a more accurate volt-
meter for calibration purposes. The switch between the jacks reverses the polarity of

the voltage at these terminals.
The indicator unit at the right of the panel connects to the indicator clrcuit in

Figure 4.3.3 in place of the cross-polnter meter. When the sensitivity switch is in the
"nigh" position the calibration may be adjusted by means of the potentiometers located
below each meter. In the "low" position the sensitivity is fixed. In use, the indi-

cators, together with the cathode followers which feed them, are calibrated by means of
the volter. The indicators may then be used to measure the commutator of the radar set

in determinations of radar width, etc.

5.3.6 Control System Test Box

The test box is used to provide individual control over the various parts of the

control system during laboratory and ground field tests. The unit 1s shown Figure 53.2,
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The switches marked "roll", "pitch", and "clutch" control the power to the motors in the
corresponding sections of the control system. The switch marked "int.—in-out" controls

the relay that short-circults the integral condensers. Terminals are provided at the
upper left-hand corner of the panel for connecting an external 28-volt supply for the

caging circuit. The switch marked "ext.—int." switches the caging circuit from external
to internal supply.

At the upper right-hand side of the panel are lights which indicate whether the

gyro 1s caged or uncaged. The switch between the lights controls the caging motor.
The zero-center voltmeter is provided to measure the feedback voltages from the

roll and pitch trim servos. The switch marked "gen.—pot. provides a change-over from the

pitch feedback (generator) to the roll feedback (potentiometer). Separate calibration
controls are provided for the two clrcuits.

The switch marked "run—test" when in the "test" position connects the controls and

indicators previously described. In the "run" position the wires from the control system
circuits are connected through the test box to the points at which they are normally con-
nected. Thus, the bomb monitor and arming circuits can be tested without the necessity

of removing the test box from the circuit.
In order to measure the sensitive relay coil currents, closed-circuit phone jacks

are mounted on the side of the test box. Milliammeters are connected as in Figure 5.3.6.

5.3.7 Loading Springs and Angle Indicators

In order to simulate as closely as possible the actual loading on the control

system a set of straight leaf loading springs was designed which would supply a load
equal to the expected wind load on the elevons. Push rods were connected between the

ends of the pantograph and the free ends of the springs. The spring constant was about

140 pounds per inch.
It was necessary to measure the elevon angles in order to determine the amplitude

of oscillation, the gain factors of various parts of the system, and the positions at
which the limit stops tripped. Angle indicators were designed for this purpose, each
consisting of a scale calibrated in degrees of elevon deflection and placed under the end

of the pantograph.

5.3.8 Dummy Load Unit

The dummy load unit, shown in the photograph, Figure 5.3.6, was designed to simu-
late the relay load on the trim amplifiers, to provide a means for measuring relay cur-
rents, and to provide a source of feedback voltage. A switch 1s provided to transfer the
source of variable feedback voltage from pitch to roll. In the "normal" position of the
switeh no feedback voltage 1s introduced and the feedback circuits are loaded with their

normal impedance. Jacks are provided for the milliammeters and for a voltmeter to read

feedback voltage.

5.3.9 Trim Amplifier Test Unit

The test unit shown in Figure 5.3.7 provides a means of testing the trim amplifier
with a standard set of trim servos. The test unit contains all the components shown in
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the section at the lower right-hand side of Figure 4.3.3, plus switches for control of
the various functions. The use of this unit and the dummy load unit for testing trim

amplifiers is covered in a report by F. J. Norvik entitled "Modification of the SWOD
(Radar) Mk 2 Mod O and Mod 1 for operation of the SWOD (Control System) Mk 18 Mod 0."

5.3.10 Bomb Monitor, Indicator, and Pilot's Indicator

These units are fully described in the Western Electric Service Handbook, Bulletin
No. 21. Minor modifications were made in the bomb monitor to obtain a switch position

for uncaging the gyro. The other units were unmodified.
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Figure 5.3.5

Control System Test Box
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6.0 FLIGHT TESTS

6.1 Description

In March 1945 a program was started in the Servomechanisms Laboratory to prepare
ten SWOD (Control Systems) Mk 18 Mod O for flight test. These tests were to be performed
as soon after the first of June as possible. The construction of the units for test 1s

described elsewhere in this report.
In April 1945 some preliminary flight tests were made to determine the suitability

of the venturi tubes which are used to supply the gyro element in the control system.

These tests covered a period of one week. The description of the procedures and results

are given in the section of this report dealing with the design of the air supply for the
SWOD (Control System) Mk 18 Mod O.

In June 1945 personnel and equipment were sent to the Bureau of Standards, Wash-
ington, for the purpose of modifying the SWOD (Radar) Mk 31 Mod 0 and preparing the SWOD
(Airframe) Mk 13 Mod O for the required tests. The description of the modification and
test of the radar units is covered in a separate report issued by the M.I.T. Field Exper-

iment Group at the Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C. This report is designated as
"Modification of the SWOD (Radar) Mk 2 Mod O and Mod 1 for operation of the SWOD (Control

System) Mk 18 Mod 0." The preparation of the airframes for the installation of the radar
unit and the control unit was done at the Bureau of Standards.

It was decided to ship these airframes to the test group at Johnsville, Pennsyl-

vania, where the SWOD (Control Systems) Mk 18 Mod O were being installed. In June 1945
three control systems were shipped to Johnsville. The next three were shipped early in

July 1945, followed closely by the remaining four.
The proposed test plan was divided into two parts:

1. A series of three test drops were to be made at Warren Grove, New Jersey,

using a corner reflector as a target. All units in thls group were to contain instru-

ments and cameras for the purpose of obtaining data during flight.

= A group of 14 tests were to be made at Pamlico Sound, off North Carolina,
using a ship target. Several of these units were to be instrumented to obtaln data dur-
ing flight. Seven units were to contain SWOD (Control System) Mk 18 Mod 0. Seven were
to contain the SWOD (Control System) Mk 4 Mod =.

A11 units were to have a complete checkout at Johnsville before flight. The units
which were to be tested in North Carolina were to receive additional checkout upon

arrival at Manteo, North Carolina.
The first three units were to receive a special radar test at Johnsville to deter-

mine if any "squint" was present in the radar units. (Squint may be defined as the
deviation between the true position of the target and the apparent position indicated by
the radar.) This test was performed by mounting the radar unit on a tracking stand and
tracking an airplane target through a boresighted telescope while checking for "squint"
on the directional meters in the radar unit. A rough check of the directional sensi-

tivity of the radar unit also was made at this time. A complete description of these
tests is included in the report designated as Final Report on Developments in Radar Hom-

ing Missiles OSRD Report No. 641%



The servo unit received a checkout preliminary to installation in the airframe

and a second checkout after they were installed. Directional sensitivity tests were

made to determine the proper settings for each control unit. A complete radar checkout
was also to be performed by personnel from the M.I.T. Field Experiment Group, assisted
by Navy personnel at Johnsville. After hanging the completed weapon on the dropping alr-
plane a final checkout was to be made to make sure that the controls were operating sat-

isfactorily.

6.2 Results of Tests

The first three flight tests were made at Warren Grove, New Jersey, between July
5, 1945, and July 26, 1945. All three units were dropped from an altitude of 6000 feet
on a glide ratio of 4.5:1. The dropping speed was 200 knots. The dropping signal was
given by the ground crew. The target for thls series of tests was a corner reflector

comprising three 20-foot squares. The radar signal back from thls target was equivalent
to that from a medium size merchant ship.

The first unit dropped hit the ground approximately 60 feet in front of the cor-
ner of the reflector, and scattered debris through the right wall of the reflector. The
second unit dropped flew just over the reflector and landed approximately 70 feet beyond
the corner of the reflector. The third unit dropped malfunctioned and dove into the

ground immediately after dropping. The principal difference between the first and second
units was the setting of the antenna looking angle. The looking angle of the first unit
was set to 5 degrees below the axils of the airframe. The looking angle of the second
unit was set to 6-1/2 degrees. The adjustments of the third unit are not significant in

the light of the malfunctioning of the unit. The first two flights were considered very
satisfactory in that both hits were within 15 feet of the target measured in a vertical

plane. Investigation of the wreckage of the third unit showed that the elevon driving
links had been rendered inoperative because of a pivot pin which became loose. Precau-
tions were taken on all succeeding units to prevent a reoccurrence.

The seven remaining units incorporating the SWOD (Control System) Mk 18 Mod O and
seven Bureau of Standards units incorporating the SWOD (Servo) Mk 4 Mod 3 were tested

simultaneously at Manteo, North Carolina. The results of these tests were even more

encouraging than the results of the tests at Warren Grove. Of the 14 units which were

taken to North Carolina, 12 were actually dropped. The tests were run in pairs, using
one of each type of unit for each test. All radar units were given equal attention so
that as nearly as possible a direct comparison of the merits of the two types of control
systems could be obtained. The airframes containing the SWOD (Control System) Mk 18
Mod 0 were equipped with special triangular tail fins whereas the Bureau of Standards
airframes were equipped with the standard circular tail fins. In addition to the change
in tail fins, the horizontal stabilizer was moved back four inches from the position used
on the Bureau of Standards units.

Given below is a brief summary of the results based on the Field Test Activity
Report (Navy) covering these tests. The target ship referred to in the summary was 260
feet long, 45 feet wide, and had a wooden lattice built up on the deck to a height of 30
feet above the water line.

5-2
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Units contalning SWOD (Control System) Mk 18 Mod 0

No. 98, Skip Hit Hit water approximately 50 feet short of the target and 34 feet
to the left of midships with bomb skipping through wooden frame-
work and scattering debris on both sides of ship.

No. 96, Skip Hit Hit water approximately 40 feet short of target, bomb skipping and
passing through wooden framework at about three to five feet above
deck and 30 feet forward of midships.

No. 480, Direct Hit Hit target 20 feet aft of midships, two feet above water line.

No. 94, Direct Hit Hit target 45 feet forward of midships exactly at water line.

No. 258, Miss Passed over target at bow. Impact about 103 feet beyond target
(cross wind).

No. 102, Skip Hit Hit water 15 feet short of bow and skipped into bow and hit keel
in 25 knot cross down wind.

No. 99, No Test Unit damaged when PBU4Y-2 went over end of runway. Unit returned
to Washington.

Units containing SWOD (Servo) Mk 4 Mod 3

No. 261, Near Miss Touched uppermost structure of forward superstructure above
bridge. Impact 65 feet beyond target and 103 feet forward of mid-
ships.

No. 463, Near Miss Hit top three slats on superstructure at midships. Impact 70 feet
beyond target.

No. 38, Hit Hit pilot house on bow of target, 112 feet forward of midships.

No. 257, Miss Passed near pilot house at bow, hitting water about 130 feet
beyond target.

No. 45, Miss (wild) Unit started to home, but lost intelligence and dove in approxi-
mately 3/4 mile short of target.

No. 464, Miss Passed 140 feet off bow of target and hit water approximately 300
feet from stern in 25 knot cross down wind condition.

No. 259, No Test Unit developed low receiver sensitivity in flight and was not
dropped. Unable to clear trouble at Manteo and unit was returned

to Johnsville,

The above summary indicates briefly the results of the flight tests. The follow-

ing discussion will deal with the results in greater detail giving in addition the oper-

ating constants and flight conditions.
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Flight No. B54

Date of Flight July 5, 1945

Decalage Angle 2.0 degrees

Spinner Angle 5.0 degrees

Right-Left Control Constants

Sensitivity 6.1 degrees roll/degree off course

Integral time constant 9.4 seconds

Attenuation factor 9.4 (See Section 4.3.5; paragraphs 3 and 4)

Up~-Down Control Constants

Sensitivity 1.6 degrees/second/degree off course

Integral time constant 19 seconds

Attenuation factor 2.9 (See Section 4.3.8, paragraph 3)

Dropping Altitude 600C feet

Dropping Speed 200 knots

Glide Ratio b,5:1

The radar unit for this test was a SWOD (Radar) Mk 2 Mod O modified for the SWOD

(Control System) Mk 18 Mod O and for special instruments contained within the bomb.These
instruments were a cathode ray oscilloscope with "A" type presentation, an AVC meter,

up-down and right-left directional meters, and a suction gauge lndicating the operating
pressure of the gyro. These instruments were photographed during flight. A second cam-
era was boresighted with the axis of the airframe so that it would provide actual direc-

tional information by photographing the terrain during the flight of the missile. The
test was made at Warren Grove using a corner reflector as a target.

The flight of the missile was on the whole very satisfactory. The middle part of
the flight, however, contalned a noticeable rolling oscillation which cannot be readily
explained. This oscillation ceased, however, after approximately two-thirds of the
flight and from there on in the flight was very smooth. The missile struck the ground
approximately 60 feet in front of the corner reflector and scattered debris through the

right half of the reflector.
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Flight No. B55

Date of Flight July 7, 1945

Decalage Angle 2.0 degrees

Spinner Angle 6 degrees, 30 minutes

Right-Left Control Constants

Sensitivity 5.2 degrees roll/degree off course

Integral time constant Same as unit 54V

Attenuation factor Same as unit 54v

Up-Down Control Constants

Sensitivity 1.4 degrees/second/degree off course

Integral time constant Same as unit 54V

Attenuation factor Same as unit 54V

Dropping Altitude 6000 feet

Dropping Speed 200 knots

Glide Ratio bh 5:1

This unit was identical to unit 54V and was to be tested under identical condi-

tions. One change was made, however, Because unit 54V hit short of the target it was
felt that if the spinner angle was increased there would be a better chance of a direc:

1 1
hit. The spinner angle was increased from 5° 00 to 6° 30 , The flight of this unit

was satisfactory throughout. The roll oscillation which was apparent in the previous
unit was completely absent. The unit passed within ten feet of the top of the corner

reflector and struck the ground approximately 70 feet beyond. The camera records
obtained from this flight were very satisfactory.
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Flight No. B50

Date of Flight July 26, 1945

Decalage Angle 1 degree, 54 minutes

Spinner Angle 5 degrees, 30 minutes

Right-Left Control Constants

Sensitivity 4.5 degrees roll/degree off course

Integral time constant 9.4 seconds.

Attenustion factor 9.4

Up-Down Control Constants

Sensitivity 1.7 degrees/second/degree off course

Integral time constant 19 seconds

l.ead time constant 0.37 seconds

Attenuation factor 2.9

Dropping Altitude 6000 feet

Dropping Speed 180 knots

Glide Ratio h.5:1

This unit was similar to the previous two units except that it contained extra

modification in the up-down channel of the directional amplifier in the radar unit. A

network was added to improve the pitch stability thus permitting a larger pitch sensi-
tivity to be used. The pitch sensitivity was increased above that used in previous

flights.
This test was unsuccessful because the unit malfunctioned during flight and dove

into the ground immediately after dropping. Examination of the wreckage showed that a
pivot pin in the elevon driving linkage had worked loose, Therefore no useful informa-
tion was obtained from this flight.
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Flight No. B64

Date of Flight August 22, 1945

Decalage Angle 1 degree, 52 minutes

Spinner Angle 5 degrees, 22 minutes

Right-Left Control Constants

Sensitivity 4.5 degrees roll/degree off course

Integral time gonstant Same as unit 58V

Attenuation factor Same as unit 58V

Up-Down Control Constants

Sensitivity 1.7 degrees/second/degree off course

Integral time constant Same as unit 58V

Lead time constant Same as unit 58Vv

Attenuation factor Same as unit 58V

Dropping Altitude 5200 feet

Dropping Speed 180 knots

Dropping Range 2,8 nautical miles

This was the first unit to be dropped on a ship target (Fleetwood.) The prepara-

tion of the bomb was similar to that used in the previous three units and also contalned

the extra modification in the up-down channel in the directional amplifier. This modi-
fication was made on all succeeding units and has been incorporated into the circuit

design. The bomb contained instruments as in the previous three flights.
The unit was dropped broadside to the ship and had a good signal at the time of

dropping. The unit flew steadily and struck the water 68 feet short of midships. (see
Figure 6.2.1.) Debris was scattered through the wooden framework and the dye marker con-
tained in the bomb colored the water on both sides of the ship. It should be noted at

this point that the deck of the ship at the point where the bomb struck 1s only four feet
sbove the water line.

Efforts made to recover the cameras were unsuccessful. Therefore, no film records

were obtained of this flight.
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Flight No. B65

Date of Flight August 23, 1945

Decalage Angle 1 degree, 53 minutes

Spinner Angle 5 degrees; 27 minutes

Right-Left Control Constants

Sensitivity 4,5 degrees roll/degree off course

Integral time constant Same as unlt 58V

Attenuation factor Same as unit 58V

Up-Down Control Constants

Sensitivity 1.7 degrees/second/degree off course

Integral time constant Same as unlit 58V

Lead time constant Same as unit 58V

Attenuation factor Same as unit 58V

Dropping Altitude 5300 feet

Dropping Speed 180 knots

Dropping Range %.8 nautical miles

This unit differed from the preceding unit only in that 1t contained a concrete

bomb instead of the special instrumented bomb. The conditions of the drop were the same

as for unit 98V. The wind was light and the course of the drop was broadside. This

unit showed more activity during its flight, rolling at times as much as 20 degrees right
and left. The impact occurred 77 feet short of midships, the bomb hitting the ship's
railing at the base of the wooden framework. (See Figure 6.2.2.) The bomb itself passed
through and struck the water on the other side of the ship. Most of the debris from this
unit remained on deck. In azimuth the impact was 20 feet forward of mldships.
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Flight No. B68

Date of Flight August 24

Decalage Angle 1 degree, 52 minutes

Spinner Angle 5 degrees, 30 minutes

Right-Left Control Constants

Sensitivity 4,5 degrees roll/degree off course

Integral time constant Same as unit 58V

Attenuation factor Same as unit 58V

Up-Down Control Constants

Sensitivity

Integral time constant Same as unit 58V

Lead time constant Same as unit 58V

Attenuation factor Same as unit 58V

Dropping Altitude 5200 feet

Dropping Speed 180 knots

Dropping Range 3.8 nautical miles

This unit flew in a menner similar to previous units except for an apparent

change in homing direction during the middle of the flight. The new direction of homing
did not last long and the unit returned to the original direction and continued into the

target. The impact occurred approximately two feet above the water line just aft of mid-
ships. This can be considered a perfect hit. (See Figure 6.2.3.)
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Flight No. B69

Date of Flight August 25, 1945

Decalage Angle 1 degree, 54 minutes

Spinner Angle 5 degrees, 45 minutes

Right-Left Control Constants

Sensitivity 4.5 degrees roll/degree off course

Integral time constant Same as unit 58V

Attenuation factor Same as unit 58V

Up-Down Control Constants

Sensitivity 1.7 degrees/second/degree off course

Integral time constant Same as unit 58V

Lead time constant Same as unit 58V

Attenuation factor Same as unit 58V

Dropping Altitude 5150 feet

Dropping Speed 180 knots

Dropping Range 3.8 nautical miles

This unit was dropped in a light cross wind and corrections for drift were obvi-

ous to the flight observers. The impact occurred exactly at the water line. This can

be considered a perfect hit. (See Figure 6.2.4.)
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Flight No. B73

Date of Flight August 26, 1945

Decalage Angle 1 degree, 59 minutes

Spinner Angle 5 degrees, 50 minutes

Right-Left Control Constants

Sensitivity 4.5 degrees roll/degree off course

Integral time constant Same as unit 58V

Attenuation factor Same as unit 58V

Up-Down Control Constants

Sensitivity 1.7 degrees/second/degree off course

Integral time constant Same as unit 58V

Lead time constant Same as unit 58V

Attenuation factor Same as unit 58V

Dropping Altitude 5200 feet

Dropping Speed 180 knots

Dropping Range 3.8 nautical miles

The conditions for this drop were exactly the same as for the preceding arop.
There was a 24 knot wind from the right and the unit showed constant corrections for the

drift resulting from the wind. The flight appeared to be more steady than the preceding
flight. The impact occurred 15 feet short of the target directly in line with the bow
of the ship. (See Figure 6.2.F.
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Flight No. B72

Date of Flight August 26, 1945

Decalage Angle 1 degree, 50 minutes

Spinner Angle 5 degrees, 26 minutes

Right-Left Control Constants

Sensitivity 4.5 degrees roll/degree off course

Integral time constant Same as unit 58V

Attenuation factor Same as unit 58V

Up-Down Control Constants

Sensitivity 1.7 degrees/second/degree off course

Integral time constant Same as unit 58V

Lead time constant Same as unit 58V

Attenuation factor Same as unit 58V

Dropping Altitude 5300 feet

Dropping Speed 180 knots

Dropping Range 3.8 nautical miles

The retio between the decalage angle and the spinner angle was reconsidered in
the light of results of the previous flights. These results indicated that a ratio of
approximately 3:1 would be better than the ratio of 2.5:1 used on the previous units.
This unit was dropped with the intention of determining the effect of the increased

ratio. However, another factor entered into the test. This was &amp; cross wind of approx-

imately 24 knots. The unit was dropped approximately broadside and was required to make
large corrections to the right to meintain its course. At the end of the flight the
unit banked steeply to the right and passed over the target at the bow. The impact was
approximately 200 feet beyond the ship. (See Figure 6.2.6.)
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The above described flights show that a reasonable percentage of hits can be
obtained under a varlety of conditions. Although the number of tests made was small, a
fairly reliable estimate can be made of the possibility of the weapon. At the same time
it is obvious that a more complete series of tests willl have to be made to obtain a com-

plete evaluation. At this time there 1s not sufficient information on which to base an

estimate of the accuracy of the weapon. However, it is encouraging to note that the cen-

ter of the scatter of the hits seems to be midships and at the water line of a ship tar-

get. This fact, plus the number of hits made during these tests, seems to form suffi-
cient evidence of the practicability of this bomb.

6.3 Records of Flights

The following records are graphical plots of data obtained by means of cameras
placed at strategic points to observe the flight path of the missile. The glider number
appearing in the upper right-hand corner of the graphical plot corresponds to the unit
number given in Section 6.2 under Results of Tests. Records are also included showing
flight results of missiles controlled by SWOD (Servo) Mk 4 Mod 3 (Bureau of Standards)
but these records are not discussed under Section 6.2.
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7.0 PRODUCTION MODEL

On March 10, 1945, the first work was started on the experimental design of the
mechanical section of the SWOD (Control System) Mk 18 Mod O. Within a few days repre-
sentatives of Bell Telephone Laboratories were at M.I.T. to follow the design as it was

developed. It was the general aim to design the experimental model as well as possible
with consideration of production needs in order that &amp; minimum of time and effort would

be required of Bell Telephone Laboratories in producing a production design. Due to the
urgency of the program, however, it was necessary to make use of standard components,
such as gears, shafts, etc., and a different type of construction than would be advis-

able for production. Engineers from Bell Telephone Laboratories, working in close prox-
imity, were kept in touch with such expedients. Later, the BTL design work was moved to
a Boston office but close liaison was continued.

Before describing the detalled differences between the experimental and production
designs, it seems appropriate to point out the general improvement in the production
design. Although the components and general arrangement of the experimental design was
retained, numerous improvements throughout resulted in a mechanism which was smaller,
lighter, had fewer parts, and was relatively easy to produce in quantity.

7.1 The Complete Assembly

One improvement 1s the addition of a metal cover over the entire unit. This

cover should do much toward preventing the infiltration of foreign matter into the power
gearing in particular, and into the unit in general; and also should prolong the life of
electrical insulation.

A more fundementsal difference, one frequently encountered in stepping from an

experimental to a production design, is the greater use of castings in the structural
members. In the experimental design for the Bat, it was expeditious to use plates and
spacers for forming the deck structure becsuse of time saved in not requiring fabrica-

tion of complicated patterns for castings. For production, however, it was far better
to use castings, and in so doing, many fewer parts were needed.

Throughout the production unit more engineering attention was given to materials,
antl-corrosive treatment, and general finished appearance; whereas its predecessor was
made up of available material, since the corrosion problem was unimportant for the test

equipment.
One section of the unit changed very little, principally beceuse it had enjoyed a

reasonable development program in the Servomechanisms Laboratory prior to use in either
experimental or production design. The clutch unit was quite complete and ready for use
in the experimental design and was very satisfactory in the production design. ‘

As mentioned previously, the production unit is lighter, weighing some 15 pounds
less than the experimental unit whose weight was about 100 pounds, and thus 1s easler to
handle, ship, and install. Due to more compact and efficient design of the components,
more working space 1s avallable for the assembly of major components.

7.2 Bearing Plate Assembly
Three aluminum castings form the decks, onto which all the major components are

attached as well as numerous auxiliary parts. Oilite bearings are pressed into bored
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holes in the deckplates. These press fits are relied upon to prevent the Oilites from
spinning or losing their seating. This was brought up because the Servomechanisms Labo-
ratory previously had experienced difficulties due to this point. However, the decision
was made by BTL to simply press the bearings into place. The three-piece construction
saves a large number of parts and allows much better assembly procedures.

An improved electrical harness was developed which passes below the bearing plate
and thus provides more assembly working space. Better brackets and more sultable AN con-

nectors are used.

The mechanical limit stops were designed without shock pads so that metal to metal
contact 1s obtained when the stops act. Since these stops act only when the electrical
limits fail, it is only an emergency mode of operation, and on thls basis may prove sat-

isfactory, although actual tests should be carried out to check this point. Furthermore,
the mechanical limits were designed as part of the pantograph segment gears, which 1s
considered good practice, and thereby eliminates several parts from a design such as the
experimental one,

The electrical limit stops were designed with roller type microswitches operating
on cams, which is better than the sliding pins riding on cams as in the experimental

design.
Concerning the power gearing, more conservative design for strength increases the

reliability, although the experimental design suffered no failures even though subjected
to severe testing conditions, unless it can be considered a failure when the tooth faces

exhibited slight surface deterioration after an hour of severe testing.

1.3 Pitch Trim Unit Assembly

The new unit is slightly smaller than the M.I.T. design and the casting walls are

thinner. Most important is the inclusion of the differential assembly as an integral

part of this assembly. Doing this increases the complexity of the housing, but seems
worthwhile in the more positive location of the differential without extra parts and

assembly work.
Of relatively secondary importance is the use of Oillite bearings rather than ball

bearings, and the addition of motor and generator replacement features. The latter are
attained through the use of special couplings and mountings whereby the motor or genera-
tor may be replaced without disassembly of any of the rest of the subassembly from the
unit. This feature depends upon the vulnerability of the motor and generator for its
value.

Assembly 1s facilitated by the use of a zero lead worm drive from the generator

to the differential. The adjustment of the slip clutch 1s made easier by the use of two

jem nuts.

7.4 Roll Trim Unit Assembly

As in the Pitch Trim Unit, this unit includes the differential assembly as an

integral part, making the assembly slightly more complicated but very worthwhile in the
saving of assembly time 1n quantity production.

0ilite bearings were used in place of ball bearinecec,



The unit is smaller than the M.I.T. design and affords more room for working
around the outside.

In the potentiometer, a better connection from slide to terminal was effected by

using flexible braid and keeping the braid enclosed within the plastic shell of the
potentiometer.

7.5 Gyro Assembly

The major difference is the design of the roll and pitch input shafts to the air
valves so that the shaft supports are integral with the air valve body castings. In the
M.I.T. design the shafts were either wholly or partly supported on the end casting. The
B.T.L. design 1s considered an improvement.

On the roll input to the air valve sleeve 1s a pair of small but accurate miter
gears taken from the bleeder adjustment mechanism which 1s otherwise not used. This is
considered to be a useful expedient, although the miter gears seem rather small for
their application.

As elsewhere in the unlt, Oilite bearings have replaced ball bearings. In the
gyro unit, this does not seem the best place for plain bearings; however, if practice
proves them satisfactory, no comment is in order. The objection felt is that the plain
bearings offer more friction than ball bearings and may be more difficult in operation
at low temperatures. Another slight objection from the standpoint of friction is the
use of Garlock seals on the input shafts for holding the vacuum in the case against air

leakage. The use of such seals is certalnly advantageous in sealing, but excessive fric-
tion 1s to be avoided, otherwise the loading springs in the Roll Trim Unit Assembly may
prove too weak to positively actuate the gyro air valve sleeve.

The redesign of shaft supports already mentioned, along with redesign of the end
casting eliminated the accurate positioning required of the end casting on the M.I.T.
design. The new design makes use of holes already in the gyro bulkhead for end cover

mounting, thus improving over the M.I.T. design which used special holes. Assembly pro-
cedure was simplified thereby. The alr connection has been improved on the end casting.

In the caging unit several improvements were made. First, since the whole pilot
1s covered, the caging casting was left open on the sides, making a simpler casting and
an easler assembly. Through the use of special gears and better spacing, the gear cen-
ters were designed in better relation to each other from the standpoint of casting
strains affecting center distances. In the M.I.T. design binding of the caging gears
resulted from casting strains when improperly mounted.

The caging motor 1s mounted on a plate which allows the motor to be assembled or

replaced from the outside, without disassembly of the caging castings, which is an
improvement over the M.I.T. design.

A gear ratio from motor to caging input was increased from 60:1 to 100:1 making
for a larger factor of safety for full caging against the loading springs. As a result
of binding trouble in the M.I.T. loading springs small washers were added to eliminate
binding. The use of 0Ollite bearings in this mechanism rather than ball bearings is con-
sidered an improvement. A larger cam radius for the caging limit switches was used to

prevent binding of the microswlitch actuating pins.
The shock mounting brackets have been refined in design and improved in appearance.
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